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This thesis presents techniques for simulating hyperspectral imagery (HSI) in an 
effort to counter the threat of mobile theater ballistic missiles. Using Predator and Global 
Hawk Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as air platforms for the spectral imagers, this 
study presents a stochastic model of a search and destroy mission using the Sensor 
Search/Precision Strike (SS/PS) simulation model. A fractional factorial design was 
utilized to study six variables: the different UA Vs conducting the search, the number of 
bands selected for the spectral imagers, the number of killer assets available for targeting 
the tranporter erector launchers (TELs ), the uncamouflaged time spent by the TELs, the 
number of TELs in the area of operation, and the number of decoys used by the enemy. In 
addition, two different scenarios were modeled using the cueing assets from HSI-mounted 
tactical satellites in one and cueing with an HSI-mounted Global Hawk UAV in the other. 
The simulation model used a detection and identification probability database derived from 
recently published field tests, and makes key assumptions about future HSI detection 
capabilities. This thesis explains numerous interactions between the variables listed above 
and provides insight on tradeoffs with UA V and sensor settings. Although simplifying 
assumptions and drastically reduced false detection rates help improve the sensors' results, 
the findings indicate a greater success from cueing by satellite and from using a higher 
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This thesis presents techniques for combat modeling hyperspectral imagery (HSI) 
in an effort to counter the threat of mobile theater ballistic missiles (TBMs ). Introductory 
material is presented on the concept and feasibility of mounting an adjustable HSI sensor 
on newly procured Predator Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), on the developmental 
Global Hawk UAV, or on conceptual low-altitude tactical satellites. The concept of 
cueing with an adjustable HSI sensor at different altitudes and performing area searches 
(after receiving cues from other HSI sensors) was explored with the aid of computer 
simulation. 
In order to measure the variability of performance and effectiveness for the HSI 
sensor, this study used the search and destroy stochastic simulation model Sensor 
Search/Precision Strike (SS/PS) written in Visual Basic. Data for one measure of 
performance (MOP) and two measures of effectiveness (MOEs) for the HSI sensor(s) 
were gathered using a fractional factorial design. The fractional factorial design matrix has 
high and low settings for the following parameters: type of UA V conducting the area 
search, number of bands selected for the spectral imagers, number of killer assets available 
for targeting and destroying the tranporter erector launchers (TELs), time spent 
uncamouflaged by the TELs prior to firing a SCUD missile, starting number ofTELs in 
the area of operation (AO), and the number of decoys used by the threat to tie up sensor 
and killer assets. By varying the six parameters (variables) in the model and holding other 
parameters constant, the study provides information about sensor effectiveness and 
sensitivity to changes, explains numerous interactions between the parameters, and 
renders insight on tradeoffs with UAV and sensor settings. 
To understand what cueing platforms perform better with spectral imagery 
sensors, this thesis simulated two different tactical scenarios for the fractional factorial 
design described above. Scenario 1 addressed the concept of HSI-mounted low-altitude 
satellites cueing at 150 km for lower-altitude area search UAVs, and Scenario 2 used an 
Xlll 
HSI-mounted Global Hawk to perfonn the cueing functions while other Global Hawk and 
Predator UA Vs executed cued area searches. 
A thorough discussion of how the model incorporates HSI capabilities using 
recently published empirical studies (derived from desert field tests) is presented to explain 
the sensors' detection and identification probabilities (conditioned on a number of 
environmental factors) used in the SS/PS database. A key assumption regarding the 
numerous false target detections is used in order to extract some meaningful results; 
during preliminary research it was discovered that an abundant number of false target 
detections (currently afflicting HSI and multispectral imagery sensors) would expend all of 
the combat assets within the first few hours of the simulation. The false target detection 
rate was therefore set at a much lower level in line with current objectives for future HSI 
systems under development. It is understood that this favorable adjustment for the 
sensors' effectiveness would also be a small compensation for what the simulation model 
(and available data) is lacking - the integration of other sensors such as electro-optics or 
infra-red cameras to improve accuracy and reduce the false alarm rate. 
This thesis covers in depth the constraints on the ability to send spectral imagery 
down to the ground in relation to the sensors' band number, airspeed, field of view and 
pixel size image, and levels of detail in each pixel image. Using these tradeoffs, with the 
requirement that the sensor send the infonnation down in real time, this study estimates 
corresponding detection and identification accuracies. In addition, this thesis makes some 
additional assumptions regarding coverage rates, data storage abilities, and sensor 
accuracy's for satellite platfonns. Under the simplifying assumptions and drastically 
reduced false detection level, the overall findings indicate a greater success rate for cueing 
with the satellite (Scenario 1) compared to the Global Hawk performing the same cueing 
tasks (Scenario 2). This proved true for the one MOP and both MOEs. 
In addition to Scenario 1 's better overall performance, there is an indication that 
the combination of the high altitude Global Hawks (cued in this case) using more spectral 






however, did not perform as well with the large band number setting when evaluating the 
MOE for number of missiles fired off by the TEL vehicles. In this case there was an 
indication that using more bands with the Global Hawk is possibly linked to an increased 
number of SCUD missiles fired off This may seem counterintuitive at first until 
considering the difference in coverage rate when using more bands. With larger band 
numbers the UA V must decrease the coverage area in order to transmit the gathered data. 
For Scenario 2 the best overall combination indicates using fewer bands with the 
Global Hawk. This coupling produced better results for both MOEs, but not for the MOP 
which measured the ratio of detections by the sensor to the overall detections made both 
by HSI sensor(s) and by the programmed automatic detections once the TELs launch a 
missile. For this performance measure the best combination was the Global Hawk set at a 
high band setting. 
From this limited study the launching of SCUD missiles had a dominant effect on 
the detection ·and destruction of TELs. The area was too vast and the sensor numbers 
were too few to produce any significant difference in the final outcome for the set of 






The United States Military is aggressively pursuing the problem of countering 
Third World expansion in the use of tactical ballistic missiles (TBM). One technology that 
is currently under study by numerous defense agencies to combat this threat is 
Hyperspectral Imagery (HSI). 
Imagers measuring light and heat sources have been in use for several decades, 
but it has only been recently that technological advances have propelled the Multispectral 
Imagers (MSI) forward towards a more refined spectral measuring tool. Advances in 
optics and computing power have enabled the user to measure the reflectance of an object 
(or target) not in 7 bands within the electromagnetic spectrum, as with traditional MSI 
devices, but in hundreds of narrow bands with HSI. This has allowed the user to go 
beyond the visual interpretation of MSI pictures to actually view the potential target as a 
distinct spectrum of reflectance vs. wavelength signal. 
B. MOTIVATION 
There is a requirement for simplified modeling tools for sensor designers and 
warfighters that incorporates both the empirical data of environmental factors influencing 
a military target's image and tactical/mission constraints. The military constraints include 
modeling the field commander's desired probability of correct target identification as well 
as developing an acceptable level of missed target and false target identifications. 
A review of the minutes from the Spectral Technology Conference [Ref I] 
identified a need for standard procedures for tasking MSI/HSI systems. In addition, there 
were issues raised about how to best process large amounts of spectral data, and the need 
of real time or near real time data. It is also evident there is no standard system in place to 
explain what type of air mobile HSI sensor can best accomplish a particular mission under 
different tactical parameters or constraints. 
I 
Often, the general approach of studying the tactical utility of an HSI system is to 
place it on a platform and then see what happens. Key aspects of modeling the problem, 
such as defining the significant parameters affecting the accuracy of detection and 
identification of the target, along with tactical constraints affecting mission performance, 
are typically done after the system is in place - without serious modeling beforehand. 
C. STATEMENT OF THESIS 
This thesis focuses on how to best explain the correlation and tradeoffs of tactical 
and mission constraints with respect to HSI system characteristics and limitations. It 
demonstrates a method, centering on a "take home" object-oriented Visual Basic 
program, to help decision makers look at tradeoffs between, for example, the altitude of 
the sensor and the number of bands available for target detection. 
This thesis explores a simple simulation modeling technique and experimental 
design in order to study the parameters, or factors, affecting the outcome of an HSI 
sensors probability of detection and identification. There is no model currently developed 
that can include all of the factors affecting any system and its environment that can directly 
or indirectly influence the outcome of a target detection [Ref. 2]; it is therefore the intent 
of this thesis to explicitly model a limited number of factors of interest, and implicitly 
model the other factors as contributing to the stochastic portion (random error). This will 
be accomplished through the extension of the Sensor Search I Precision Strike (SS/PS) 
Model [Ref 3], a stochastic simulation program, in order to replicate some of the 
environmental and tactical parameters affecting an HSI system and other sensors. A 
statistical analysis utilizing a fractional factorial design is performed to explain tradeoffs 
and interactions between the input parameters. 
D. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
This study is arranged in five chapters and five supporting Appendices. Chapter II 
contains general background information of HSI and MSI systems for readers unfamiliar 
2 
" 
with the technology, along with a description of potential air platforms to fly the spectral 
imagers in tactical environments. Chapter ill presents information about constraining 
factors inherent with HSI technology and an approach to model a set number of factors -
both technological and tactical. In addition, a full description of using empirical data for 
sensor performance factors along with a fractional factorial design is explained. Chapter 
IV provides a full description of the SS/PS Model used to simulate the HSI sensors in a 
theater ballistic missile defense (TBMD) scenario over Iraq. Chapter V presents the 
analysis of the SS/PS simulation output. Chapter VI summarizes the conclusions made 




Il. MSI/HSI TECHNOLOGY AND REMOTE SENSING- BACKGROUND 
A. SPECTRAL IMAGERY 
The premise of HSI, as well as MSI, is that all objects reflect energy. The 
reflected energy is either active which means it comes from the object itself or is passive 
which is dependent upon an external energy source like the sun [Ref 5, p.1]. HSI/MSI 
sensors can measure both. The image received from a sensor is composed of a discrete 
image signal, or picture element, called a pixel. The pixel is a snapshot of small area on the 
ground measuring the intensity, or reflectance, of energy emitted. The energy wavelength 
can be divided into discrete bands; for example, the band for the visible, visible/near-
infrared (VNIR) and mid-wave infrared (MWIR) ranges from 0.7 micrometers (JD11) to 5 
JD1l [Ref 6, p.25], originating from the sun's radiation reflected from the surface. Given 
that every different type of object has its own unique signature, as measured by reflectance 
relative to wavelength, HSI and MSI sensors can thus distinguish between these objects -
dependent on the fidelity of the instrument. MSI sensors take pixel measurements in 
large, wide spectral bands where HSI sensors measure images of a scene in tens to 
hundreds of narrow spectral bands - simultaneously [Ref 7]. Figure 2.1 provides a 
comparison of the two systems and their relative accuracy of pixel resolution. 
The image on the right shows that it is possible to measure a very distinct image of 
the object, or objects, contained in a specific pixel image. This provides a clear advantage 
for the HSI sensor over the MSI sensor. Many materials have definitive absorption 
features that are 20 -40 nanometers (nm) wide which make them undetectable by MSI 
systems [Ref 10, p.1]. HSI sensors normally acquire imagery data in 10 nm bands. Each 
spectral band produces only one monochrome picture of the scene in view measured in 
darkness levels between white and black, and shades of gray in between. The detail of 
these bands is reflected in the bit size of the image- often referred as the radiometric 
resolution. Thus an 8 bit radiometric resolution has 256 possible colors of gray or levels 
of brightness [Ref 5, p. I]. Note; this 8 bit image is just for the given spectral bandwidth 
5 
Figure 2.1 - Multispectral/Hyperspectral Comparison. 
being measured in one pixel. Thus, for the HSI system, after measuring hundreds of 
different bands in just one pixel, you can produce a continuous signature as portrayed in 
Figure 2.1 above. The "piling up" of the different spectral images over one pixel is often 
referred as a data cube. The drawback to this more detailed picture is the volume of data 
produced and will be addressed later in this chapter. 
To provide the reader a feeling for the distinctive signature for difference 
material(s) sending out a unique reflection, Figure 2.2 displays three dominant earth 
surface materials for the VNIR and MWIR range; soil, water, and vegetation [Ref 9] 
You will note the soil has an increasing reflection up to the center where it takes a dip 
centered at the 1.4 to 1.9 µ m due to moisture content in the soil [Ref 5, p. 3]. For the 
water spectral image the water reflects about 10% of the blue-green light (0.4 to 0.8 
µ m), until the mid range which increases in the middle due to the soil underneath the 
river bottom. The vegetation curve with the characteristic spike at 0. 7 µ m is due to 
chlorophyll absorption, and the plant life is dominated at the water absorption bands at 1.4 
µ m, 1.9 µ m, and 2. 7 µ m. Figure 2.3 [Ref 12] is a combination of these images with 
the surface material measured in their purer form - notice the difference in the water line 
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.. 
Figure 2.2 - A VIRIS spectral image [Ref. 9]. 
GENERALiZED:MATERIAl.SPECTRA 
O,S 1..e ~.-o· 
WAVE&£NGTH (micron$) 
Figure 2.3 - Imagery Plot of Vegetation, Soil, and Water [Ref 12]. 
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due to the absence of a stream bottom from our example in Figure 2.2. 
Provided we now have the technology to discern between surface materials in 
incredible detail, it does not take an inordinate amount of insight for a military analyst to 
think of a number of military applications. By applying hyperspectral imagery techniques, 
it is possible to identify specific camouflage makes, including fabric and paint, soil 
composition, disturbed earth (applied towards land mine detection), stressed vegetation, 
thermal plumes, nuclear, biological and chemical agents, to name a few possible candidates 
for detection/identification [Ref 10, p. 1]. 
B. OVERVIEW OF MSI AND HSI TECHNOLOGY 
As mentioned earlier, the number of HSI scanner types on the market, or that are 
currently in development, are numerous. These are the systems that produce the data 
cubes depicted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. To understand better the usefulness of HSI 
technology, it is necessary to understand the concept of how the HSI sensor operates 
when mounted on a moving air vehicle: a platform that can project the sensor along its 
flight path in order for the sensor to perform its mission. The basic mounts for air sensors 
are either low, medium, or high flying aircraft, or earth orbiting satellites. In all cases the 
HSI sensor(s) on board the aircraft have a preset or adjustable field of view (POV) - the 
scan angle either side of the aircraft centerline which the data is gathered [Ref 5, p. 17]. 
Figure 2.4 is an example of a multispectral scan mirror imager called the LANSAT 4. It 
is a satellite mounted system that will help the reader understand some of the basic 
principles of spectral imaging systems. Note that the field of view is 14.9 degrees and its 
swath(path) width is 185 km when the satellite operates in a near-polar orbit at an altitude 
of705 km with an 18-day repeat coverage cycle (233 revolutions or orbits) [Ref 9]. The 
6-line scan (i.e. the area between the six lines) shown in the inset pertains to the number 
of bands the system utilizes - in this case the system is an older MSI scanner where there 
are only 5 measurable bands. The 5th band for this system is in the IR thermal range. The 
along-track dimension of the sensor's pixel is the ground instantaneous field of view 
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Figure 2.4-LANSAT System. 
(GIFOV). It is determined by multiplying the sensor altitude by its instantaneous field of 
view (IFOV) in radians. The GIFOV is determined by three factors: the sensor's altitude, 
velocity, and the detector integration time [Ref 6, p. 26]. The GIFOV is the effective 
pixel size, which in this case is 79 meters for our example. As the sensor travels north to 
south the scanning mirror swings east to west to define the scale line, thus building up the 
two dimensional image [Ref 6, p. 26]. The effective pixel size for this system is therefore 
79m x 79m. To get an appreciation for the amount of data that is generated for our 
example above, for every scene produced ( a scene is equal to one swath/row combination 
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- 170 km along the north south axis by 185 km east-west), there are about 40 million 
pixels produced, which represents between 200 - 300 MB of data [Ref 6, p. 26]. 
C. MSI AND HSI SYSTEMS IN USE 
There are currently over 44 different types of HSI spectrometers and eight MSI 
spectrometers in government and civilian control [Ref 4 - 11]. The mechanics of the light 
gathering instruments are numerous, but the most prevalent types are the scan mirror, 
push-broom, or prism. The scan-mirror, often referred to as an oscillating mirror, is a 
first generation imager that scans the surface in strips perpendicular to the sensors motion 
[Ref 5, p.11]. An example of the scan-mirror is the Lansat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) 
depicted in Figure 2.4. The push-broom type consist of a linear array of charged coupled 
device (CCD) detectors that are grouped together as one sensor and flown across the 
target area without the need for mechanical scanning [Ref 5, p. 14]. The prism system, 
much like the wedge imaging spectrometer (WIS) developed by Hughes, is the latest 
development in spectral imagery. It uses a linear spectral wedge filter that transmits light 
to a central point on an array of detectors at different wavelengths depending on the 
position of the target area under the wedge. 
Table 2.1 describes some basic characteristics of eleven MSI and HSI systems 
most often encountered in the Reference List and other readings. 
HSI and MSI sensors all have different capabilities depending on the type of 
scanner and the algorithms used to filter the images. In addition, each HSI system has its 
own characteristics such as swath width, resolution, number of bands, band range, data 
storage and transmission, and type of platform - to name a few. 
There are two general ways to extract spectral imagery information from a data 
cube: one is through photointerpretation (a human eye judging through experience; 
sometimes referred as image interpretation), and the other is quantitative analysis in which 
computer driven algorithms and/or statistical applications are applied to the raw data for 




Name Manufacturer Band Number Spectral 
Full Name Width of Bands Coverage( nm) 
(nm) 
Landsat4 NASA 60-270 5 500 -1100 
SPOT French 70 -100 3 500-890 
System Probatoire d'Oservation de! al Terra 
AAHIS SETS Technology 6.0 288 4342-832 
Advance Airborne Hyperspectral Imaging 
System 
AHS Daedalus 20-1500 48 433 -12700 
Airborne Hvoem>ectral Scanner Enf1!mrise 
AIS-1 NASA,JPL 9.3 128 900- 2100, 
Airborne Imairin" Spectrometer 1200-2400 
ASAS NASA 15.0 62 455 -873 
Advanced Solid State Array Spectroradiometer 11.5 400-1060 
AVIRIS NASA,JPL 9.4-16.0 224 400-2450 
Airborne Visible/Infrared 
Spectrometer 
HY CORDER NRL 1.8 1000 440- 880 
Hyperspectral Covered Lantern Optical 
Recolmition Device Recorder 
HYDICE HYPO 7.6- 14.9 210 400-2500 
Hyperspectral Digital Imaging Collection 
Exoeriment 
TRWS-ill TRW Inc. 5.0/6.25 396 400-2500 
TRW Imairin" Spectrometer 
WIS Hughes Inc. varied 170 400-2500 
Wedge Imamn" Spectrometer 
Table 2.1 - Characteristics ofMultispectral and Hyperspectral Imagery Systems. 
example of photointerpretation is an analyst determining crop growth from an aerial 
spectral imagery photo containing bright contrasting colors that allow him/her to separate 
vegetation from water or soil. An example of quantitative analysis is a programmed 
algorithm that cues a visual alarm without human interaction if a certain type of material 
with a distinguishing spectral signatu~e is scanned. There are many algorithms that are 
used to filter through these data cubes. The algorithms themselves are extremely complex 
and too numerous to address in this thesis; however, the reader should understand that all 
the algorithmic techniques in use come with set assumptions and limitations (often relating 
to probabilities of detection, identification, and false alarms), which reveal the need for 
further study when considering a particular type of scanner for use. 
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D. MILITARY UTILITY OF SPECTRAL IMAGERY 
When looking at the theater level operations, tactical intelligence can be broken 
down into two main groups depending on the timeliness of the intelligence required: 
tactical missions where the timeliness of several days or longer is acceptable, and those of 
more urgent demand of a day or less [Ref. 17, p. 8]. For tactical missions revisit times of 
several days or more are more appropriate to and useful for long term planning and 
staffing concerns for operations outside the immediate area of operations. Information of 
this type and age would come from long range satellites such as the Landsat 4 satellite, 
which have an orbital cycle (i.e. returning to the same position) of 16 days. 
The list of tactical reconnaissance missions requiring updated information on a 
daily basis or less is too long to address in this thesis, but the key mission of Target 
Support has high priority in almost all operational settings. Among the sub-tasks are: 1) 
target detection; 2) target identification and tracking; 3) target vulnerability 
characterization; 4) target material assessment; 5) target penetration analysis; 6) bomb 
damage assessment; and 7) cruise-missile targeting. Ifwe look at the utility of HSI and 
MSI systems for the task of searching for TELs, it is evident that spectral imagery could 
be applied to all the mission tasks addressed above. In addition, report findings from the 
Space Warfare Center Conference at Falcon AFB 12 July 1996 [Ref 1, p. 13] stated that 
spectral technology research and development have demonstrated warfighting capabilities 
in the following areas: 
• Target recognition 
• Counter-camouflage, concealment and deception 
• Terrain categorization 
• Mine detection 
• Detection of subsurface facilities 
• Chemical plume detection and categorization 
• Bio-mass determination for counter drug operations 
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• Bathymetery 
Given that the mission objective of the simulation is to find TEL vehicles in a 
desert environment, target detection and identification are the key tasks to perform. HSI 
systems have already proven their usefulness in spotting targets - even when camouflaged 
or painted much like the surrounding environment [Ref. 10, p. 55]. 
E. AIRCRAFT PLATFORMS FOR MSl/HSI SENSORS 
In order to address the key issues of how this thesis models the HSI system, it is 
essential to understand some of the general characteristics of possible (and proven) air 
vehicles that can mount spectral imaging systems and the tactical mission profiles most 
often assigned. The air vehicle platforms are addressed according to their common 
mission altitudes. The Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office (DARO), Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and other agencies categorize the 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UA V) according to mission specifications and altitude. The 
two main groups are the Tactical UA Vs and Endurance UA Vs. The Tactical UAV group 
currently has three aircraft performing tests or evaluations: the Pioneer, Hunter, and 
Outrider (or Tactical UAV (TUA V)). The Endurance UAVs are divided into either the 
Medium Altitude Endurance (MAE) UA V category or the High Altitude Endurance 
(HAE) UAV category. Current and past UAVs developed under these two programs are 
addressed below. 
A fourth mission altitude for platforms that spectral imaging systems can be 
mounted on is the satellite orbital altitude. Extensive testing , utilization, and experience 
.has been gained in this mission profile. 
1. Tactical Aircraft Platforms 
The possibilities for mounting an MSI or HSI system on a low flying (below 
15,000 ft) tactical aircraft are both feasible and proven. The Pioneer UAV program, for 
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example, demonstrated the use of an HSI system on June 17, 1996. Project Covered 
Lantern, funded by the Central Measure and Signal Intelligence Technology Coordination 
Office [Ref. 14], demonstrated a fully operational hyperspectral sensor that augmented 
the capability of a fielded Pioneer with electro-optical cameras, and developed an 
implementation plan for hyperspectral sensor theater deployment. The Pioneer mounted 
with the HYCORDERHSI system (see Table 2.1), developed and built by the Naval 
Research Laboratory (NRL) with only four months lead time, proved inconclusive but 
promising in detecting and verifying objects [Ref. 15]. The HYCORDER, built from 
NRL's pre-existing Portable Hyperspectral Images for Low Light Spectroscopy 
(PHil..LS), was incorporated with an adaptive learning system called ORASIS that 
allowed real-time feedback from the HYCORDER's detection of (possible) targets. The 
entire system experienced a myriad oftest problems and delays due to a UAV crash, 
inclement weather, and local concurrent signal jamming tests adjacent to the test area. 
The Covered Lantern demonstration proved, however, the feasibility of the HYCORDER 
being able to detect camouflaged, tree covered, and treeline concealed targets - in real 
time [Ref. 14, pp. 1,8]. Part of the report recommendations were to test the system on a 
more advanced platform such as the Predator. 
In short, as demonstrated with U AV s and civilian testing with rotary wing and 
fixed wing aircraft, mounting a HSI system on a low flying aircraft is possible. However, 
given that the push for high tech sensor packages are being tailored for unmanned UAVs 
and fast moving fixed wing aircraft, this thesis will limit the simulation study to aircraft 
profiles in the medium, high, and space orbiting altitudes. 
2. Medium Altitude Platforms 
Medium altitude air vehicles that generally operate at the 15,000 to 25,000 ft 
above ground level (AGL) altitudes are the MAE UAVs and most pilot operated, fixed 
wing aircraft. Under the Department of Defense (DoD) "Tier'' Program, managed by 
DARO (established in 1994 under the Office of the Secretary ofDefense to oversee the 
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development and acquisition of all airborne reconnaissance assets [Ref. 13, p. 23 ] ), two 
of the four tier UA Vs that operate at the medium altitude are the Tier I (GNAT-750) and 
Tier II (Predator). In addition to the UAVs, as stated earlier, almost all propeller driven, 
turbofan, and jet powered aircraft are capable of operating at this altitude, and all are most 
certainly capable of mounting an MSI or HSI system. However, to avoid unnecessary 
details and further discussion, we will limit our research to generic powered aircraft, and 
address the general issues ofloiter times, altitudes, an airspeeds. 
In general, MAE UA Vs and manned aircraft provide a good compliment in tactical 
intelligence [Ref. 17, p. 18]. Both are capable of providing a very high resolution with a 
small aperture sensor (the diameter of the mirror) and short focal length (often referred as 
"f-number") between the different lenses in the imager. Thus many medium altitude HSI 
sensors can provide a ground resolution as small as 1 m2 pixel size. Since the smaller 
UA Vs are generally less expensive, higher loss rates are more acceptable. Manned aircraft 
are more flexible to mission changes, but are costly in both money terms and human life 
when in a high threat environment. 
a. Tier I: GNAT - 750 
Driven by the need to procure a UAV with longer range capabilities than 
the existing Pioneer and Hunter UAV under study, in 1993 the decision was made to 
quickly procure an interim solution for the MAE demand for observations in war-tom 
Bosnia. Two GNAT-750s were eventually selected, utilizing off the shelf technologies, 
to perform missions in order to monitor events in the region during 1994 and 1995. The 
aircraft carries a normal payload of 140 lb. and is capable of carrying up to 450 lb. [Ref. 
13, p. 32]. With a true airspeed of 60 to 120 knots, and a 24+ hr mission duration at an 
operating radius of 500 miles, the system proved a capable platform. The GNAT-750 
payload for the two systems purchased was the multi-sensor packaged Skyball which 
contained both an electro-optical and FLIR. camera. Considering that some of the HSI 
systems addressed in Section C above are UAV mountable (in particular the 
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HYCORDER) , it is safe to assume that configuring the aircraft for an HSI system, if it 
were brought into production, is possible. It is also noteworthy that the Tier I UA V, at 
$800,000 per copy, is the cheapest Tier UAV studied. Because the GNAT-750 was 
selected as an interim solution, funding for development gave way to the only existing 
MAE UAV - the Predator. 
b. Tier II: Predator 
Produced by General Atomic, the Predator is the first defense advanced 
concept technology demonstration (ACTD) program approved for transition to 
production [Ref 32]. After the completion of a 30-month ACTD, which included two 
major deployments to Bosnia, on 30 June 1996, the defense department committed to 
maintain a production base following the first 10 UVs. Figure 2.5 depicts the air vehicle in 
flight. 
Figure 2.5 - Predator UA V. 
The Joint Review Oversight Committee (JROC) objective is to field 16 
systems (consisting of four UV s per system, one ground control station, one dissemination 
system, and spares. [Ref 32]). Some general characteristics of the Predator are included 
in Table 2.2. Characteristics including loiter speeds, altitude, and endurance will be 




Maximwn (km/ft) 7.6 km I 25,000 ft 
Operating (km/ft) 4.6 km I 15,000 ft 
Endurance (Max.): (hr.) >20 hr. 
Radius of Action: (km I nm) 926 km I 500 nm 
Speed: 
Maximwn (km/hr I kts) 204-215 km/hr I 110-115 kts 
Loiter (km/hr I kts) 120-130 km/hr I 65-70 kts 
Cruise (km/hr I kts) 111-120 km/hr I 60-65 kts 
Weight: 
Max. Takeoff (kg I lb.) 1,043 kg I 2,300 lb. 
Pavload (kg I lb.) 204 kg I 450 lb. 
Dimensions: 
Wingspan (m I ft) 14.8 m I 48.7 ft 
Leneth (m I ft) 8.1mI26.7 ft 
Data Links: 
Bandwidth: (Hz) I Data Rate: bps C-band/LOS: 20 MHz I 20 MHz Analog 
UHFIMILSATCOM: 25 kHz I 2.8 kbps 
Ku-bands/SATCOM: 5 MHz I 1.544 Mbps 
Table 2.2 - Predator Characteristics [Ref 32]. 
A noteworthy improvement scheduled for the Predator is the Tactical 
Communications Data Link (TCDL). As part of the CINC's Integrated Priority List [Ref 
32], the TCDL will increase the data rate downlink capability to 10.71 Mbps. The 
Predator is currently fitted with EO, IR, and SAR sensor systems, but given its large 
payload and proven flexibility, the system would be capable of carrying newer, low weight 
HSI sensors currently in development. 
c. Manned Aircraft 
Most modem military support aircraft and fighters are capable of mounting 
an HSI sensor. In order to reduce cost, most HSI prototype sensors have been mounted 
on propeller driven fixed wing aircraft. Examples include the NRL' s use of a navy P-3 
research aircraft [Ref 33] for the PHILLS and a CV-580 for the HYDICE sensor [Ref 
1]. As previously addressed, manned aircraft are costlier in money and human life when in 
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a high threat environment, and given the push for UAVs, this study does not model 
manned aircraft. 
3. High Altitude Platforms 
High altitude air vehicles that generally operate at the 25,000 to 60,000 ft AGL 
altitudes are the HAE UAVs and pilot operated, jet propelled fixed wing aircraft. DARO 
oversees two high profile HAE UAV programs: Global Hawk and DarkStar. Manned 
aircraft under continuous study and development are the F/A-18, RC-135, EP-3 and 
others [Ref 34]. 
HAE UAVs and fixed wing aircraft prove an excellent source for quick, reliable 
tactical intelligence, and both are fully capable of carrying HSI sensors. At their assigned 
altitudes they still can provide the I m2 resolution if so desired, and are capable of loitering 
for extended periods. Additionally, they can be launched on demand and are flexible 
enough for tactical mission changes. They do, however, have some drawbacks as well. 
They (both UAVs and manned aircraft) demand an extensive infrastructure for support 
and are as much as ten times more costly than MAE systems. In addition, the area 
coverage for HAE UAVs is limited due to their slower speeds; they are vulnerable to 
attack when detected by a capable enemy. 
a. Tier II+: Global Hawk 
Under the primary contract of Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, history was 
made 21 February, 1997 with the first Global Hawk prototype rollout [Ref 35]. Funded 
by DARO and managed by DARPA, the Global Hawk is the largest operational UA V ever 
produced with a unit flyaway price (UFP) of$ 10 million [Ref 36]. It is designed as the 
HAE "workhorse" for tactical missions requiring long-range deployment and wide-area 
surveillance. It is the first UAV that is deployable from well outside the theater of 
operation followed by an extended on-station time for low to moderate risk threat 
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environments [Ref 32]. Some general characteristics of the system are included in Table 
2.3. 
CHARACTERISTICS: GLOBAL HAWK 
Altitude: 
Maximum (km/ft) 19.8 km I 65,000 ft 
Operating (km/ft) 15.2-19.8 km I 50,000-65,000 ft 
Endurance (Max.): (hr.) >40 hr. (24 hr. at 5,556/3,000 nm) 
Radius of Action: (km I nm) 5,556 km I 3,000 nm 
Speed: 
Maximum (km/hr I kts) >639 km/hr I > 345 kts 
Loiter (km/hr I kts) 639 km/hr I 345 kts 
Cruise (km/hr I kts) 630 km/hr I 340 kts 
Weight: 
Max. Takeoff (kg I lb.) 11,612 kg I 25,600 lb. 
Payload (kg I lb.) 889 kg I 1,960 lb. 
Dimensions: 
Wingspan (m I ft) 35.4 m I 116.2 ft 
Lenlrth (m I ft) 13.5 m I 44.4 ft 
Data Links: 
Bandwidth: (Hz) I Data Rate: bps X-band CDL/LOS: 10-120 MHz I 274 Mbps 
UHF/MILSATCOM: 25 kHz I 19.2 kbps 
Ku-bands/SATCOM: 2.2-72 MHz I 1.5-50 Mbos 
Table 2.3 - Global Hawk Characteristics [Ref 32]. 
The payload and data links detailed above indicate the system is capable of 
mounting an HSI system to aid its reconnaissance mission. With its current EO/IR 
sensors, it can cover about 40,000 square miles in a wide area mode, or provide 1,900 
spots (one spot equal to 2 km by 2 km square area at one ft resolution) per mission [Ref. 
38, p. 4]. Figure 2.6 provides a general concept overview for employing the Global Hawk 
over an intended search area. 
For our parametric study the Global Hawk is selected as the choice UAV 
platform for the employment of a high altitude mounted HSI system. Chapter III provides 
details on the performance characteristics used in the simulation model. 
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Conventional HAE UAV 
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per M lsslon SAR or E 
Figure 2.6 - Conventional Tier II Plus Concept [Ref 38]. 
b. Tier Ill-: DarkStar 
Under the DarkStar development team of Lockheed Martin and Boeing, 
the stealthy UAV successfully completed its first flight on 29 March, 1996 followed by an 
unfortunate crash during its second flight on 22 April, 1996 [Ref 36]. Designed as a 
HAE UAV optimized for reconnaissance in highly defended areas [Ref 37], it can operate 
at ranges greater than 500 run at an altitude of 45,000 feet AGL, and stay on station for 
more than eight hours. When compared to the Global Hawk, it has traded vehicle 
performance and payload capacity for survivability features against a formidable air 
defense threat. Additionally, the DarkStar has the same UFP of $10 million. Figure 2. 7 
depicts the DarkStar employment concept. 
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Figure 2.7 - Conventional Tier III Minus Concept [Ref 38]. 
Some of the key drawbacks of the system in addition to the limited range 
and payload is the restricted bandwidth due to the low observable antenna installation 
[Ref 38, p. 5]. This is a key factor when transmitting unfiltered HSI imagery data in high 
volume. Provided this thesis will already model the Global Hawk in the SS/PS simulation, 
the DarkStar UA V is not used to represent a high altitude UAV in the tactical scenario. 
However, future users of the SS/PS simulation model, as explained in Chapter III, will 
have little difficulty in modeling the DarkStar if desired. 
c. Manned Aircraft 
Considering the safer environment of higher mission altitudes, especially 
when considering the human safety factor, putting HSI sensors on fast moving aircraft is 
much more feasible - not to mention a proven concept for over 30 years, such as U-2 and 
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SR-71 . An example of ongoing research in the area of electro-optics and infrared image 
recording for fast moving aircraft is the Advanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance System 
(ATARS). Under the F/A-18 Tactical Reconnaissance (TAC RECCE) Program, the Navy 
and Marine Corps are developing and testing EO/IR. sensor pods mounted on fast movers 
such as the F/A-18 [Ref 16]. Another example is the NASA WB-57B high altitude 
research aircraft used for evaluating the Airborne Remote Earth Sensing (ARES) 
Program [Ref I, 3 9]. The concept of mounting HSI sensors on fast moving aircraft is 
achievable, but the general concept of modeling HSI sensors at moderate airspeeds (350 
knots) will already be achieved for this study by the portrayal of a Global Hawk at its 
60,000 ft operating altitude. 
4. Low Orbit Satellites 
Much of the spectral imagery notoriety is due to early developments of imagers for 
satellites like the Landsat and SPOT. However, when addressing tactical intelligence 
requirements and the need for speedy information, high altitude satellites come with many 
drawbacks. To give the reader an appreciation (in graphical form) for the amount of 
surface area covered by a Landsat 4 sensor, Figure 2. 8 displays the area coverage for 16 
orbits (one complete cycle) around the earth at the 705 km altitude. Recall that the 
Landsat 4 takes 16 days to repeat its 23 3 orbit cycle to pass over the same original 
starting point. 
Besides the astronomical costs to build such high tech vehicles on top of the large 
expense of launching the satellites to their lofty altitudes, the high altitude satellite is 
limited in pixel resolution. Additionally, with only MSI sensors currently in orbit, there is 
no HSI data available to prove their utility. The low band width resolution of MSI, as 
addressed earlier, does not have the resolution to find small targets like the TEL in a 
tactical environment. 
In the summer of 1993 the Army requested a study by The Mitre Corporation to 
asses the potential of small satellites for theater and tactical reconnaissance with an 
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Figure 2.8 - Landsat 4 Orbit. 
emphasis on timeliness ofinformation [Ref 17, p.5 ]. One of the many interesting findings 
from the report was the recommendation for a systematic assessment to be made of data 
needs and the type of data that would provide the highest leverage for the most important 
tactical missions [Ref 17, p .13]. This was a direct outcome of the poor tactical 
intelligence many analysts felt was provided during Operation Desert Storm. The study 
centered on the concept of smaller, cheaper, low orbit satellites constellations to fill a 
significant gap between national systems and U AV s. The concept of a group of small 
satellites having common chassis and each equipped with a single instrument was studied 
and considered feasible [Ref 17, p. 19]. The study defined small satellites as having low 
weight, low power consumption, and requiring low-cost launch vehicles to put them in 
orbit. Examples of such launch vehicles are the Pegasus (payload lift capacity of 1,000 lb. 
to 160 km altitude) and the Taurus ( 3,200 lb. to 160 km altitude). 
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A logical question is what are the number of satellites required to fulfill a 
reasonable "revisit time"? This number can be determined by an analytical estimate using 





N = number of satellites in different polar-orbital planes 
() 0 = maximum viewing angle from nadir 
H = satellite( s) altitude in kilometers 
T = revisit time in minutes 
For example, if we had 12 orbiting satellites revisiting a target area at 45° latitude at an 
altitude of 150 kms for each satellite, a satellite would revisit the location approximately 
every 93 minutes. This number is rounded to 90 minutes for the simulation. 
A variety of imaging sensors are all capable of being mounted on small satellites to 
include hyperspectral imagers [Ref 17, p. 21]. Given that future HSI satellites will be 
required to produce pixel resolutions down to 1 m2 , a bandwidth of interest, say 0. 6 µ m 
for example, would require a 60 cm aperture - possible on a small satellite [Ref 17, p. 22]. 
The purpose of this study is to look at tactical solutions to finding TELs. To 
simplify the model an altitude of 150 km with a revisit time of90 minutes is selected to 
model the satellites. There are no MSI or HSI satellites currently orbiting at the low space 
altitudes, therefore in order to model the sensor at this altitude assumptions regarding the 
accuracy of the system (atmospheric interference, distortion, etc.) are made from an 
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available data set gathered at a lower altitude. The details of the limiting data set and its 
use for this study are addressed in Chapter ill. 
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Ill. TACTICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
The Mitre Corporation report on the potential of small satellites for theater and 
tactical reconnaissance made note that the best way to assess the technology of advanced 
sensors like HSI is through field exercises or battle simulations with different types of data 
products and comparing the results [Ref 17, p.5]. As stated earlier, this thesis contains a 
simulation for a generic HSI mounted system utilizing recently published data. 
The approach of this study is to look at the performance tradeoffs for the HSI 
sensor in different tactical roles. Concepts of cueing with the sensor at different altitudes 
and performing area searches (after receiving cues from other HSIIMSI sensors) are 
explored. Key performance parameters are varied in order to better understand the major 
tradeoff issues between different employment techniques and sensor settings that could 
best accomplish the mission of defeating the TBM threat. The study and simulation is 
limited, however, in making an assessment based on estimated probability distributions 
from a very limited data source just recently published. The model described in this thesis 
is designed to explore general parameter value tradeoffs and is not intended to provide a 
"best" answer. The model is also limited in the number of tactical and technical variables 
that can influence the success, or failure, of different HSI/MSI sensors in today's complex 
battle space. Tactical issues such as coordinating airspace or incorporating ground 
sensors, for example, are not modeled in order to focus the study on the issues at hand -
how best to employ and mod~l this new technology of hyperspectral imagery in a broader 
context of cueing, searching, and sensor settings. In addition to the model limitations, 
many environmental issues influencing the performance characteristics are not modeled, or 
are accounted for in the random distributions, in order to keep the simulation fairly simple. 
Another objective of simplicity is to provide the future user an exportable simulation to 
conduct further studies in the employment of sensors in tactical areas. 
This thesis reviews the tradeoffs between the variables (or parameters) and apply 
them to their tactical utility in a future TBMD search mission. This study explicitly models 
a limited number of factors of interest - both HSIIMSI settings and tactical constraints. 
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The simulation implicitly models other factors as contributing to the stochastic portion 
(random error or noise) . 
A. DEFINING HSI PARAMETERS 
1. Constraint Equation 
One of the key constraints to the ongoing development of HSI technology is the 
issue of data rate (often called bandwidth, but not to be confused with the bandwidth 
terminology used in Chapter II) and the number of other HSI variables limited by this 
constraint. The communications data rate necessary to transmit the sensor data is 
governed by a spectral sensor's field of view (swath width) W, radiometric resolution Q, 
the sensor velocity v, the number of spectral bands Nb, and the width of the pixel size, or 
GIFOV, x [Ref 17]. This is expressed mathematically as 
R(Mb
. / )- W(km) · Q(bits/pixel) · v(km/ sec.) ·Nb 
zts sec. - . 
[x(meters)]2 I pixel 
(3 .1) 
Equation 3 .1 [Ref 8] is explained with the following example for an A VIRIS HSI 
sensor (See Table 2.1) mounted on a satellite. With the satellite hypothetically launched 
in a 600 km altitude, it would have a ground speed ofv = 7.6 km/sec - assuming a circular 
orbit with no apogee or perigee differences. With the sensors characteristics of Nb= 224 
bands, x = 20 meters, swath width of W= 10.47 km ( 1° FOV at 600 km equates to W = 
tan 1° x 600 km ), and a radiometric resolution of Q = 8 bits/pixel (i.e. 256 "shades of 




) (10.47km) ·(Shits I pixel)· (7 .6km I sec)· (224) 
zts sec = ----------------
(20m)2 I pixel 
= 356.6 Mbits/second 
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This value is well beyond the normal means of any current satellite system to 
handle on a continuous basis. A 356.6 Mbits/second would amount to filling up a 2.0 Gb 
hard drive in just 45 seconds. Much ofthis data is often transmitted during "down time" 
when an orbiting satellite is in non-essential areas of interest. The problem of data 
transmission for a tactical sensor is exacerbated when considering the enormous amount of 
communication traffic in a busy battlefield area: the data rate is constrained by the fact 
other combat systems must also share the same airways and the internal power of the 
sensor platform to transmit all of the data. To overcome this data explosion, it is 
necessary to reduce either the number of bands , the radiometric resolution, or swath 
width in order to reduce the data rate R, or to increase the pixel size. Another possibility 
is to store a limited amount of data on a hard drive for either: 1) data analysis when the 
aircraft lands, or 2) later transmission when a UAV is returning to its final destination. 
These later two solutions, however, are not desirable for a high demand sensor required 
to provide immediate feedback while in a tactical AO. There are current studies looking 
into algorithms to "sort out" the repetitive data, thus transmitting only useful information 
(see Covered Lantern Program [Ref 14, 25] for more details), but these programs are just 
in their infancy. Currently, most of the ongoing quantitative analysis of data imagery is . 
completed after the flying mission is finished. Sections B and C will extend the analysis of 
transmitting large amounts of data and ~l develop a method to model both UAVs and 
the satellite used in the model. The reader will discover that some amount of data storage 
on board a satellite is necessary in order for the system to be of use in HSI 'imaging. 
If we plot Equation 3 .1 with all the variables except pixel size (x) and number of 
bands (Nb) held constant, we can observe the tradeoffs between the two unconstrained 
variables. For example, if the value for Q is 8 bits/sec, the HSI sensor is set at 0.5 degrees 
FOV, an R value of250 Mbits/sec is established, and the velocity and mission profile are 
like the MAE Predator where the velocity is 120 km/hr and altitude is 4.6 km (thus Wis 
equal to 0.0401 km), the values for band number vs. pixel size plot to a straight line 
depicted in Figure 3. 1. · 
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Figure 3.1 - Plot Pixel Size vs. No. of Bands w/ Other Variables Held Constant. 
As the pixel size gets smaller, there is a considerable increase in the number of pixels in 
any given field of view, thus the information can overload the data rate. Such a condition 
requires a decrease in the number of bands utilized (Nb ) in order to keep the data rate at 
or below 250 Mbits/sec. Supporting studies by DARPA show tradeoffs between GIFOV, 
radiometric resolution (Q), and swath width vs. data rates during the agency's evaluation 
of the LMIS Surveillance Camera [Ref 28]. 
2. Setting Values for HSI Sensor Variables 
In review of Equation 3.1, the FOV is dependent on R, GIFOV, Nb, Q, and the 
sensor velocity v. With one equation and six variables, there are an infinite number of 
possible combinations to observe depending on what variables are held constant and which 
ones are set as dependent. For a practical study on how to best model a generic HSI 
sensor, the values for GIFOV and Nb are set at both high and low values throughout the 
simulation runs as part of a factorial design (described in detail in Section F) in order to 
understand their impact on the designated measures of effectiveness (MOE). The factors 
are arranged in varying orders in two separate mission profiles using medium, high, and 
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satellite altitude platforms. It is possible to determine the sensor's maximum FOV and in 
tum the sensor's swath width 0N) using the platform characteristics described in Chapter 
II for the Predator, Global Hawk, and a tactical satellite constellation at 150 km altitude. 
Multiplying the swath width by the aircraft velocity produces an area coverage rate for the 
sensor. The coverage rate, in tum, has a significant impact on the sensor's ability to cover 
a predetermined area at different levels of detail, and each altitude and sensor setting will 
have corresponding different probabilities of detection and identification. The high and 
low values used for the study are addressed below. 
a. Number of bands used and available 
The generic HSI sensor for this study has the capability that the number of 
measurable bands can be varied prior to flight (note: many HSI sensors in development 
already have this capability), or at any given time for the satellite system. Recent evidence 
supports that as the number of background endmembers (different surface material and 
objects in the pixel) required to adequately describe the scene background becomes large, 
the number of spectral bands needed to perform the algorithm sorting also increases [Ref. 
18, p. 260]. The high/low settings in the simulation, as part of the factorial design detailed 
in Sections B and F, will demonstrate the utility of hyperspectral imagery over 
multispectral imagery. 
b. Pixel size 
The sensor for this study has the capability to change its IFOV prior to 
flight in order to acquire the desired pixel size. Pixel size is of paramount importance 
when considering the size of your intended target. The Kerekes study [Ref. 19] concluded 
for a desert environment test that the object fraction (the percentage a single target fills 
one square pixel) was the fourth most significant parameter leading to target detection. 
The Kereke's study, and an another study done by Shen [Ref. 18], both using the same 
test flight data obtained over the Arizona desert, recorded in pixel sizes of 1.5 m GIFOV. 
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In order to best fit this data from their studies with predicted probability of detection 
values, discussed later in this chapter, the low value for the simulated sensor is set for 1.5 
m x 1.5 m. The high setting is for 5 m x 5 m pixels. The reader is cautioned at this point 
to understand the available data collected for target detection (using 1.5 m pixel sizes) is 
from detected and identified material different in both color and texture to a TEL, and 
must not make concrete conclusions about the detectability of a transporter erector 
launcher (TEL) from this data. Again, this study provides a framework for how best to 
model and predict performances for an HSI sensor(s) in a desert THMD scenario. 
c. Communications data rate 
Data rate is a limiting constraint factor to most remote sensors. In addition 
to the issues addressed above, not only is the data rate availability sometimes limited, but 
it is also dependent on the size of the power source to transmit the signal and the distance 
the signal must travel. The data rate values are set at the maximum capabilities for the 
Predator and Global Hawk described in Chapter II. The Predator setting uses a rounded 
value of 11 Mbps from the 10. 71 downlink capability scheduled in the TCDL 
improvement package. The Global Hawk setting uses a 274 Mbps downlink capability. 
The tactical satellite uses a 50 Mbps downlink capability derived from current SATCOM 
Ku and UHF bands used in concert with the HAE UAVs [Ref 38]. In addition, the 
satellites modeled for this study have the capability to store data and transmit it later while 
not over the tactical AO. The justification for this method is addressed later in Section C 
where satellite platforms are discussed in more depth. 
d. Summary Tables 
Table 3 .1 show HSI calculations for the FOV, swath width (W), and area 
coverage rate, combined with mission data presented in Chapter II, for three mission 
profiles: the MAE UA V Predator; HAE UA V Global Hawk; and the tactical satellite. 
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1.5 m GIFOV (2.25 m2 pixels) 5.0 m GIFOV (25 m2 pixels) 
Platform No. of Bands No. of Bands Platform No. of Bands No. of Bands 
15 210 15 210 
Predator: Predator: 
R=ll 68° 5.6° R=ll 90° 57° 
Alt. 4.6 km 6.205 km 0.45 km Alt. 4.6 km 9.2km * 4.99 km 
v=120 km/hr 744. 7 km2/hr 53.99 km2/hr v=120km/hr 1,104 km2/hr 599 km2/hr 
Globalhawk: Globalhawk: 
R=274 720 60 R=274 90° 61° 
Alt.19.8 km 28.77 km 2.073 km Alt.19.8 km 39.6 km* 23.326 km 
v=639km/hr 18,385 km2/hr 1,326 km2/hr v=639km/hr 25,304 km2/hr 14,905 km2/hr 
Satellite: Satellite: 
(R=50) .046° .002° R=50 508° .037° 
Alt.150 km .120km .0086 Alt.150 km 1.329 km .097 km 
v = 7.8 km/sec 3,382 km2/hr 242 km2/hr v = 7.8 km/sec 37,345 km2/hr 2,720 km2/hr 
Table 3.1 - Sensor(s) FOV, Swath Width, and Coverage Rate. 
The reader can see the tradeoffs between the amount of area covered 
compared to pixel size, number of bands, altitude, and communication data rate. The two 
FOV values in Table 3 .1 marked with an asterisk (*) is constrained only by the maximum 
90° FOV for the HSI sensor. The values from Table 3 .1 used in the simulation runs is 
addressed in Section F. 
B. MODEL FACTORS USED IN STh1ULATION 
For initial experimental reasons and time constraints, a fractional factorial design 
is selected for this simulation study. Quantitative and qualitative factors are addressed in 
this section with supporting arguments for their choice and settings. 
1. Explicit Factors in the Model 
The models explicit factors are those parameters this study is most interested in 
adjusting between the simulation runs in order to determine if any of the factors are 
appreciably more significant than the others with respect to the models measures of 
effectiveness. We have limited this study to the six variables (or factors) detailed in Sub-
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Sections a -f detailed below. The factors are part of the factorial design detailed in 
Section F. 
a. Factor #1: Mission altitudes 
Cueing techniques and corresponding success rates will provide the 
greatest source of information on how to best package our future reconnaissance 
platforms with HSI technology. Cueing is the act of keying other sensor assets to specific 
regions, or areas, in order to increase a follow-on sensor's chance of detection and reduce 
the amount of time to find the intended target. This is very commonplace for tactical 
missions and is a key part of this study. HSI technology is unique in its ability to set the 
parameter sensitivity (number of bands, FOY, etc.) and utilize different algorithms to act 
both as a cueing sensor and as a cued sensor. 
Studies conducted by the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan 
(ERIM) looked at viewing HSI technology as performing different roles ranging from low 
resolution cueing searches to more detail, high resolution spectral searches of cued areas 
[Ref. 29]. They proposed a spectral "multi-resolution system" that performs three 
general tasks of: I) low-resolution multispectral cueing (GIFOV of about 30 m) followed 
by 2) a medium resolution search (GIFOV of about 5 m) of selected areas ofinterest with 
a relatively higher probability of detection, followed by 3) a high resolution stage of 
spectral declassification of targets with known or predetermined signatures [Ref 29, p. 
23]. The first stage, or task, in theory would rule out general terrain areas such as water 
covered regions or rough terrain (locations TELs would not occupy) by using known 
terrain mapping tasks that already exist in low resolution satellite systems. This is a form 
of"clutter rejection" with the purpose ofreducing the amount ofinformation passed and 
time required to search such areas given the terrain is not known. A second stage example 
of medium resolution includes finding road networks or tracks using spectral correlation 
techniques within the areas not marked out by the first stage. The final stage is a detailed, 
time and data intensive search of these areas of interest found in stage two. This general 
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scenario is modeled in this thesis with some adjustments. First, the first stage is bypassed 
in which the AO does not contain large lakes, etc., and the entire region could technically 
contain a TEL or decoy vehicle. Second, different platforms conduct different tasks 
described in stage two while other sensor platforms (also with HSI sensors) perform tasks 
described in stage three. The cueing at 5 m GIFOV resolution utilizes algorithms with no 
a priori spectral signature of the target, and picks out objects that "stick out" in a 
homogeneous desert environment. The supporting data and probability of detection for 
this stage is described in Section G. Final detailed search using pixel sizes of 1. 5 meters is 
performed on cued search areas using data also detailed in Section G. The exact details of 
what platform is performing these different missions at specific sensor settings is described 
in the design of the experiment Section F. 
In order to replicate the time savings and reduction in the number pixels 
per square area requiring a search, the territory oflraq is divided approximately 3,200 
small I 0 km by I 0 km square areas~ each square area having homogeneous terrain 
characteristics. Every I 00 km2 square for this model is assumed to contain 2 km of road 
(primary, secondary, and tertiary) running through it. This number is based on the 
following assumptions: Iraq contains 34,700 km of paved and unpaved roads with a total 
land area of 432,162 km2 [Ref. 41]. Assuming only 25% of the roads are in the 
countryside (the primary terrain under reconnaissance for the model), then the kilometers 
of road for every one kilometer square area amounts to 0.002007. Every 100 km2 area 
therefore contains 2 kilometers of road. The modeling technique of using one number to 
represent the roads within a square area is selected to avoid the difficult task of integrating 
a complex road network into the simulation and then ensuring the reconnaissance 
platforms are coordinating their flight paths in conjunction with the modeled road 
networks. From this simplification, each square will contain both the same amount of 
road mileage and have the same probability of containing a TEL. Provided that the tactics 
of TEL hunting amounts to searching a set distance left and right of the road where a 
TEL could leave the road and set up to fire, the search distance on either side of the road 
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is set to one half kilometer. With two kilometers ofroad in every box, and one half 
kilometer left and right of the road being searched, the area of search amounts to 2 km2 . 





Figure 3 .2 - Search Area. 
of square meters in the 2 km2 search area (2 million m2) inside the search box by the 
square area of a 1.5 m GIFOV pixel (2.25 m2) and a 5.0 m pixel (25 m2), each search box 
amounts to containing 888,888 1.5 m GIFOV pixels and 80,000 5.0 m GIFOV pixels 
actually scanned by the HSI sensors. 
During every simulation run detailed in Section F, there is one cueing 
sensor (set at 5.0 m GIFOV) and four separate sensors (set at 1.5 m GIFOV) conducting 
detailed scans of the cued area at equal or lower altitudes. 
b. Factor #2: Number of bands 
The band number plays a significant role in the sensor's ability to both 
detect/identify a target and pass the relevant information in reasonable "volume". 
Constraint Equation 3 .1 (p. 26) and its impact on band number (addressed in the beginning 
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of the chapter) demonstrates the key drawback to hyperspectral imagery - information 
overload. The Covered Lantern Program [Ref 14](see Chapter II) is most likely the 
future course for HSI systems. NRL's current research [Ref25] in convex mixing, 
shrink-wrapping techniques, and other algorithms that diminish redundant imagery may 
prove to be the most viable option to eliminate the spectral imagery overload problem by 
reducing the band number as much as 90%. With these developments, broad classification 
is performed with only twenty or thirty bands passed via communication channels [Ref 
25, p. 174] as opposed to hundreds of bands initially measured by a hyperspectral imager. 
There is still a requirement, however, to employ an imager with hundreds of bands to 
perform the detailed analysis of complex scenes. An unfortunate limitation of this study, 
however, is that it is a very new concept; no empirical data are available. In order to best 
fit the available data source (see Section G below), the HSI band number (the high level 
setting) Nb is set at the HYDICE value (see Table 2.1) of 210 bands. The low value, 
resembling an M7 MSI system, is set at 15 bands. Designing an HSI system, with a 
limited data rate capability, to pass hundreds bands at once may be considered unrealistic 
to many leading HSI developers. However, using the data set presented in Section G still 
provides the study with a comparison of band number vs. target detection/identification in 
order to draw some empirical cause and effect conclusions. 
c. Factor #3: Number of shooters 
The amount of combat support in aerial , artillery, and other combat assets 
assigned to destroy known or suspected TEL vehicles will vary greatly between different 
tactical situations. The combat and reconnaissance assets allocated to destroying Iraq's 
SCUDs were significant during the Gulf War, and received a considerable amount of 
effort and priority from the theater level command. The next war could be quite different. 
The tactics of attacking TBM threats are directly proportional to the availability of 
combat assets assigned to destroy the TEL vehicles and the political situation at hand (e.g. 
TELs in urban or populated areas, political boundaries, state of hostilities, etc.). This in 
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tum will affect the theater commander's willingness to commit or attack with his combat 
power suspected TEL reports with probabilities of less than one. With a very large 
combat force and a tactical scenario of the desert, many commanders might be willing to 
attack suspected TEL occupied areas with very low probabilities of the TELs actually 
being located there. In other cases the opposite could be true. In order to model this 
dilemma and the fact that many HSI systems can produce an enormous amount of false 
alarms [Ref 18], the number of killer systems (also referred to as "shooters") on hand to 
attack suspected TEL sights is set at the following two levels. The high setting is ten 
killing systems available to attack TEL sites with a maximum firing rate of 24 missiles per 
day for all shooters. Each missile shot at a TEL has a 0.9 probability of destroying its 
intended target. The low setting is set at five systems with the same kill probabilities and 
firing rate. There is no attrition to the shooters in this model. Again, the future user of 
the SS/PS model can input their own desired force levels, probability of kill, and firing 
rates. 
d. Factor #4: Time spent under camouflage 
Spectral declassification (identifying different elements in a pixel) of 
camouflaged targets is a leading challenge to the science of spectroscopy. In fact, for 
tested desert scenarios, the selection of spectral channels and the natural variability in the 
scene are the most influential sources of error in detecting the target object against its 
natural background [Ref 19, p. 200]. The difficult issues of separating these end 
members, or different objects, will most likely take years of further experiments and 
detailed engineering to solve. However, the SS/PS simulation model does a parametric 
study of this phenomena by setting two contrast thresholds for well camouflaged and non 
camouflaged TEL targets. This measure is quantified by the supporting data presented in 
Section G where tests were done with both types of targets: objects that did not blend well 
with the background and ones that had visual characteristics much like the desert 
background [Ref 18]. The setting of two contrast levels for this model is also supported 
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by other quantitative analysis projects [Ref 19] derived from the same field test as 
Reference 18. The study by Kerekes [Ref. 19] provides a more detailed examination made 
of targets in the subpixel range (25%) in addition to targets blending in well with the 
surrounding background. 
The TELs are assumed to remain camouflaged behind a net type covering 
in one position and then remove the camouflage for a set period of time prior to launching 
a missile. The camouflage used is well concealing, but the type of material used is known 
a priori to the searching aircraft. When camouflaged, the TEL' s probability of detection 
is drawn from an adjusted probability of detection value ( with a lower chance of detection 
than when uncovered) in accordance with the field test data addressed in Section G. The 
amount of time the TELs are uncovered while going through a fire mission is set at two 
different time increments during the simulation. The high setting is for 2 hours prior to 
launching a missile and the low setting is for 1 hour prior to missile launch. 
e. Factor #5: Number of TELs in a given AO 
The number of TELs in an AO will have an obvious impact on the number 
detected and destroyed. An analyst involved in later studies utilizing the SS/PS Model 
may wish to study a tactical scenario on hand where he will be able to estimate the number 
of TELs in his area of operation. The high number of TELs for this study is set at 40 and 
the low number is set at 20. The high number is in close alignment with the figures used in 
Desert Storm where intelligence analysts originally estimated Iraq possessing 36 mobile 
SCUD launchers (TELs), 33 of them believed to be operational [Ref. 27]. Follow-on 
users of the SS/PS model can easily change this value for their own study and can also 
model the arrival and departure of TELs for a given AO. This thesis does not use the 
arrival and departure option available with the SS/PS model. 
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f. Factor #6: Number of decoys in a given AO 
Due to the increased use of deception by many nations containing 
deployable missiles, and from the lessons learned during Operation Desert Storm, it is 
essential to model decoys in the system. The actual number to be used in a study will 
depend upon intelligence estimates of enemy capabilities and doctrine. For this model the 
high number value of decoys is set at 40 and the low number at 20 decoys. 
2. Stochastic Variables and Set Parameters in Model 
As stated earlier, it is impossible to model everything in a simulation. This applies 
as well for this simulation model. Those variables, by our judgment, that directly influence 
our measurement of effectiveness, or are considered too detailed for this parametric 
search study model, are held constant, or are accounted for in "random distributions". 
Atmospheric models such as MODTRAN [Ref 20], IBSM [Ref 21], or MIS [Ref 22], 
for example, are much better suited to model the intricacies of environmental effects such 
as haze, sun angle, radiometric distortion, etc. on true spectral images. All of the 
environmental issues and parameters, in fact, are well beyond the scope and purpose of 
this model - a parametric search and detection model studying the effects of a new and 
undeveloped technology. The factors that are either preset throughout all the model 
iterations, or accounted for stochastically, are briefly addressed below. 
a. Constant Factors 
(1) Battlefield clutter. Other than the decoys in the AO, the desert 
environment is considered devoid of any built up areas, civilian vehicle traffic, combat 
vehicles, etc., or equivalently, the sensors are able to distinguish between distracters and 
targets. The background clutter, however, can be regarded as one cause of false alarms. 
The false alarm rate is addressed in depth in Section G. 
(2) Air Defense Artillery (ADA) threat. There are two general 
levels of threat according to the altitude of the sensor. The probability of kill ( p 1au )for 
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enemy ADA against the MAE UAV for an assigned mission is set at 0.3 in order to 
represent short range air defenses. The pki11 against our HAE UA V is established at 0.1. 
There is no threat to the low level satellite for this scenario. The SS/PS model allows an 
easy adjustment to these values. 
(3) UAV and satellite speeds remain constant for the entire search. 
(4) Target surface and size. The surface of a TEL is considered 
both homogeneous over the entire body in which we have prior knowledge of the paint 
surface and type. The camouflage type and color is also known. The dimensions for the 
TEL (an eight wheeled MAZ 543 P Transporter-Erector-Launcher vehicle (9Pl l 7M) are: 
length 13.36 m and width 3.02 m [Ref 40]. The square area is therefore 40.35 m2 . For 
modeling simplicity, the TEL will occupy 18 pixels for the 1.5 m GIFOV simulation and 2 
pixels for the 5 m GIFOV. A detection in any one of the 2 or 18 pixels is sufficient to 
signal a possible TEL. 
( 5) TELs are stationary during the entire simulation and will 
remove their camouflage either one or two hours prior to launch. The assumption that the 
TELs will not move seems, at first, to be a limiting and unrealistic assumption. However, 
the model includes a process whereby the TEL detections are lost after a random period of 
time (exponential rate for each TEL as an SS/PS model input). The TELs must be 
reacquired after they are lost to detectioq. and that process does not cue to their previous 
location. Thus the loss and reacquisition of TELs is identical with respect to probability of 
having the TELs move to another location to be reaquired. 
( 6) Background surface. The desert environment is a 
homogeneous, desert background with no variation. 
(7) Temperature of target compared to surface. There is no 
significant temperature difference. 
(8) Time of search mission. Searches occur continuously over a 24 
hour period with no difference in detection capability for the entire simulation. 
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(9) Missile launch detection. When the TELs fire a missile they are 
automatically detected by other (implicit) sensors in the tactical AO and are therefore 
processed in the SS/PS simulation as a target. 
b. Environmental effects and sensor distortion 
The reader should be aware of environmental factors and their strong 
affects on HSI sensor performance. A summarized list of these effects and typical MSI 
and HSI sensor distortions encountered is provided in Appendix B. When modeling an 
HSI system, the future user of the SS/PS model should take into account the environment 
being modeled and the HSI data used for the analysis. The probability of identification in 
a hot desert afternoon can be very different that a cool winter morning over Germany. 
This study has assumed a constant probability of detection over the entire ten day period. 
C. PLATFORMS AND HSI SENSOR ASSIGNED IN MODEL 
The simulation models two different mission scenarios for the employment of HSI 
sensor(s). In support of a future Joint Theater Missile Defense mission scenario, 
reconnaissance platforms at a medium altitude of20,000 ft AGL, high altitude of 65,000 
ft AGL, or a low orbit satellite altitude at 150 km will occur at once. The cueing and cued 
sensors will share information. The imagers platform variables of altitude, airspeed, etc., 
all factors influencing HSI sensor performance, are set at the flight limitations and 
constraints for the three sensor platforms addressed below. 
1. UA V Platforms 
The Predator's flight characteristics are selected for the modeled MAE UAV due 
to the future procurement plan and ability to carry an HSI type sensor. The modeled HAE 
UAV has the same attributes as the Global Hawk; also selected due its promising future in 
our UAV inventory and strong capabilities to carry an HSI sensor. A generic low orbit 
satellite constellation at 150 km in orbit is selected for the third mission profile. The 
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altitude of sensor platform will obviously affect the swath width (governed by FOV and 
altitude) which will have a direct impact in the amount of area covered within a given 
time constraint. For this model, all airspeeds are equivalent to ground speeds (i.e. no 
wind factor). 
2. Satellite Platform 
There is no immediate information available on satellite speeds and orbital times 
for low velocity satellites at 150 km, so our calculations are based on the following 
assumptions and simplifications [Ref 24, p. 205]. Not taking into effect the slight 
elliptical patterns a satellite would make circling the earth, and letting the centripetal force 
of the satellite equal to the force of gravity, we have 
v2 Mm 
m-=G-
r r 2 ' 
(3.2) 
where G is the gravitational force constant, r is equal to the radial distance from the 
earth's center, Mis the mass of the earth, and m is the mass of the satellite. Solving for r 
where the mass of our 1,000 kg satellite cancel out in Equation (3.2), we have 
(3 .3) 
Assigning the constants and adding the satellites distance to the earth's radius, Equation 
(3. 3) solves to 
V= 
( 6.67X 1 o-I I)( 6.0X 1024 ) = 
(6.36xl06 + 0.15xl06 ) 
7,840.58 m/sec = 7.84 km/sec. 
During the simulation the satellite constellation (12 satellites as described in Chapter II) is 
allowed one pass over the AO from north to south every 90 minutes at the speed of 7. 84 
km/sec. 
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In Section A the satellite was constrained by Equation (3 .1) and therefore limited 
to a swath width of 1.329 km and 0.097 km for the 5.0 m GIFOV (see Table 3.1). With 
these small FOV values and limited passed every 87 minutes over Iraq, it would take 
weeks to cover the entire AO. It is therefore necessary to store some of the data and 
transmit it while it is not over the tactical area. This would also allow a wider field of 
view to scan the area below. At the 150 km altitude (6.51x106 m from the earth center) 
the satellite must travel 40,903 km to return to the same position. The time it takes to 
traverse the grid box (dimensions 960 km by 750 km) from north to south is 960 km I 
7.84 km/sec. which equals approximately 2.041 minutes. The fraction of time over Iraq is 
thus 2.041 minutes divided by 87 minutes to traverse the earth equaling 0.023 . We can 
now use the inverse of this fraction (equal to 42.6) as an effective multiplier to increase 
the swath of the satellite system. Multiplying 42.6 by 0.097 km increases the swath width 
to 4.132 km for the 5.0 GIFOV at 210 bands. This number, however, would require 750 
km/4.132 km, or 181.5 passes prior to covering the entire area oflraq. This is equivalent 
to 16,300 minutes or 11.35 days - still not effective. At the lower band number of 15 we 
have 1.329 km x 42.6 equaling 56.615 km swath width. This would require only 13.25 
passes for a time requirement of 19.95 hours to scan all of Iraq. This is a much more 
reasonable setting to model the HSI sensor. The satellite is therefore set at 15 bands with 
a FOV equal to 56.615 km and is assuID:ed to transmit the data while not over the AO. 
Note that this precludes the use of the satellite to image any other region of the earth 
during in flight. The cumulative effect of these assumptions are an example of how poorly 
suited satellites are for HSI sensing given current data rates. 
The time required to cover the AO must also factor in possible gaps between 
successive passes and overlaps [Ref 31]. The time required to cover the entire area is 
therefore governed by the equation [Ref. 31] 
Time=[(K+l)- G ]·P 
G+W 
(3.4) 
where K = number of passes to cover the entire area without overlap or gaps 
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G = gap, or width of area not covered between passes 
W = swath width of satellite sensor 
P = period or time between successive passes. 






The additional variable Lis equal to the parallel track of the sensor, or in this case the 
north-south distance of960 kilometers. Equations (3.4 and 3.5) are part of the SS/PS 
code used when using a periodic sensor like the satellite. 
3. HSI Sensor 
In order to best fit the only available data published of its kind (see Section G), 
adjustments are made to some HSI variables that are addressed below. The modeled 
sensor is common to all missions altitudes; a generic hyperspectral scanner with the 
following characteristics: 
• Pushbroom scanner: each detector in the array scans a strip (length GIFOV) in 
the along track direction. With the addition of several thousand such 
detectors, they add up to the swath width of the sensor. 
• FOV: Variable between 0° and 90° in order to not violate the data rate 
constraint. The upper limit is common to most HSI sensors 
• GIFOV: Variable in order to allow 1.5 meter and 5 meter pixel sizes. 
• Spectral resolution: set at certain 10 µ m level of detail for the band number 
setting of 210 and 70 µ m for the 15 band number setting. 
• Band Number: High value at 210 and low value set at 15. 
• Sensor algorithm: provided the spectral signature of the TELs, decoys, 
camouflage, and desert background prior to the cued search. 
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4. Summary Aircraft and HSI Table 
In order to simplify all of the parameter inputs for the simulation runs, Table 3.2 
provides a basic description of the sensor package selection options. The limiting number 
Mission & Alt. Medium (Predator) High (Global Hawk) Space (tactical satellite) 
Attributes 20,000 ft (4.6 km) 60,000 ft (19.8 km) 150 km 
Loiter Airspeed 65 kts = 120 km/hr 345 kts = 639 km/hr 28,224 km/hr = 
= 0.0333 km/sec = 0.1775 km/sec 7.84 km/sec 
GIFOV High - 5 meters High - 5 meters High - 5 meters 
Low - 1.5 meter Low - 1.5 meter Low - 1.5 meter 
data rate (R) 11 Mbps 274Mbps 50 Mbps 
Table 3 .2 - Sensor Packages. 
of sensor packages for this study is addressed in Section F. 
D. GENERAL SEARCH AND DETECTION MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The actual tactics and techniques of searching the AO is not explicitly modeled in 
this study. The ability to detect, classify, and identify are heavily dependent on the number 
of bands used, the amount of data rate allocated, and the pixel sizes. The search model for 
the simulation contains the following attributes and general assumptions: 
• Uniform distribution for the probability of detection along the lateral range (i.e. 
a "cookie cutter"). 
• Search pattern is without overlap. 
• Real time feedback from the HSI sensor. 
• No observer response required to cue additional system (i.e. no human 
interaction required to key additional sensors). 
• Target(s) are located in stationary position chosen randomly throughout the 
AO and each search box will contain at most one TEL or decoy. 
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• The AO will only contain TELs and decoys (i.e. the sensor can correctly reject 
all other signals), although false alarms from locations with no other objects 
present are modeled. 
• Once a target is identified the sensor has a 5% probability of incorrectly 
identifying the target as alive when it is already destroyed. 
A more descriptive explanation of the SS/PS Model settings for sensors, targets, 
and shooters is provided in Chapter IV. 
E. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
This thesis studies one measure of performance (MOP) and two measures of 
effectiveness (MOE) as the simulation response variable. The MOP and MOEs for the 
simulation are: 
• MOP 1: Ratio of TELs detected by the sensor over the TELs identified by 
either the sensor or by missile launch over a 10 day period. 
• MOE 1: Percentage of TELs destroyed from original number in 10 days. 
• MOE 2: Number of TEL missiles successfully fired over 10 days (the firing 
rate for each launcher is exponential with an average of one launch every three 
days). 
With the sensor performance probabilities (also referred as forecast likelihoods) 
provided in Section F, and the sensor coverage rates above, the MOEs measure the 
contribution of parameter input values towards mission accomplishment. The MO Es 
incorporated are effectiveness measurements (not performance measures) for the HSI 
sensors when considering there is a ·Separate killing system involved (Factor# 3) that has a 
Pkiu of0.9 against each TEL and decoy (i.e. it is not possible to evaluate a measure of 
performance (MOP) due to the mission contribution of other systems). The MOP is 
selected as a ratio in order to quantify the sensors performance (within the tactical 
scenario) .relative to other means of identification. The computer simulation is set for an 
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event termination at 10 days into the mission, therefore the MOP and MOEs are 
performance and effectiveness measurements as of the mission termination point. 
F. FACTORIAL DESIGN 
In order to look at the tradeoffs of the explicit factors in the model a two-level 
factorial design is selected. This design is ideal for a number of reasons. First, due to the 
newness of the technology, there is no definite theory available to predict the actual 
outcomes in terms of MOP and MO Es. With this in mind, a parametric approach is 
sought in order to approximate the response over a limited range for the six variables. 
Secondly, a fractional factorial design proves suitable for this study due to the relatively 
few runs required per factor and the time savings involved by focusing the research effort 
on the main effects and some two-factor interactions while ignoring the higher interactions 
[Ref 30, p. 374]. Each variable is set at a high and low value in order to form a 
2 ;;2 design; the IV indicates a resolution four design where there is no confounding of the 
main effects and two-factor interactions with each other, but there is confounding between 
some two-factor interactions and other two factor interactions [Ref 30, p. 385]. The 6 -
2 indicates only 24 = 16 runs are required. Table 3 .3 details the high and low settings with 
corresponding MOEs for the simulation runs. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Factors Mission #of #of time not #of #of MOP#l 
Altitudes Bands Shooters under TELs Decoys MOE#l 
in AO cammo in AO in AO MOE#2 
nets before 
firing (hr) 
Low/High SEE 15 I 210 5 I IO 1/2 20/40 20 I 40 
TABLE 3.4 
BELOW 
Table 3.3 - Six Factors and Associated Low/High Values. 
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Incorporating the models designated MOEs described on page 47 with Table 3.3, 
two separate factorial tables are executed for the two different mission settings (or 
scenarios) shown in Table 3.4. This thesis is limited by the number of possible parameter 
Sensor Platform GIFOV Swath Width data rate 
Type (meters) (km) for (R) 
15 I 210 Bands 
SCENARIO# 1 
Low Setting: Sensor# 1 Satellite 5.0 56.615 /N/A 50 
Sensor# 2-5 MAEUAV 1.5 6.205 / 0.45 11 
High Setting: Sensor# 1 Satellite 5.0 56.615 /N/A 50 
Sensor# 2-5 HAEUAV 1.5 28. 77 / 2.073 274 
SCENARl0#2 
Low Setting: Sensor# 1 HAEUAV 5.0 39.6 /N/A 274 
Sensor# 2-5 MAEUAV 1.5 6.205 / 0.45 11 
High Setting: Sensor# 1 HAEUAV 5.0 39.6/N/A 274 
Sensor# 2-5 HAEUAV 1.5 28. 77 I 2.073 274 
Table 3.4 - Scenario Settings. 
combinations for the high and low setting for the cued and uncued search. Given that 
Table 3. I (p. 31) imparts details of a very limited number of possible sensor settings for 
three different mission profiles (eight different settings for each altitude), the number of 
combinations required to fly three different sensors (at one time and at different altitudes) 
for a simulation run would amount to 83 = 516 different possibilities. Ifwe allowed the 
three sensors to fly at any altitude (e.g. have three sensors all at high altitude with three 
different settings selected from Table 3.2), then the possible combination number would 
grow to ( 2
3
4
) = 2,024. This is obviously beyond the means of our study. In order to follow 
the original intent of exploring different cueing techniques with different sensor settings 
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and measure the impacts, we reduced the number of sensor settings during any one 
mission to just two. This curtails the possible combination number to (~4) = 276. This 
thesis uses 32 of these sensor settings. For every scenario described below there is one 
sensor performing the cueing search task (at 5.0 m GIFOV and 15 bands) while four other 
UAVs perform detailed searches (set at 1.5 m GIFOV) after receiving information (a cue) 
on what area in which to conduct the higher resolution look. The four UAVs will perform 
continuous surveillance; if one is shot down it will be replaced by another UAV in theater. 
The mission is immediately reassigned to another UAV and the replacement time to get to 
the cued area is the time required to fly from the base arbitrarily located at coordinates 
(0,0). 
Table 3.4 contains the final selection of sensor packages and sensor settings for the 
two 2~2 factorial designs scenarios. For each scenario there are 16 runs totaling 32 
simulations. Each simulation run is repeated 25 times (or replicated in experimental 
design terminology). The replication number is selected to keep the simulation time down 
to approximately 35 minutes per run, for a total of 18.6 hours of computer simulation 
time. The 25 replications also keep the variance within a reasonable number and is further 
addressed in Chapter V. The variance of each effect in the sample population is governed 
by [Ref. 30, p. 320] 
4 
V(effect) = -a2 
N 
(3.6) 
where N is equal to number of runs (16) and the variance is variation between the 
experimental units treated alike - also called the pooled estimate of run variance. This 
value is extracted from the mean square error for effects from the analysis of variance 
(ANOV A) tables computed in Chapter V. The complete High/Low matrix for the 
simulation s.ettings, along with the corresponding results from the simulation output, is 
detailed in Chapter V. 
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G. SUPPORTING DATA 
Studies done in 1996 [Ref 14, 18 and 19] exposed some breakthrough conclusions 
that many spectroscopy experts theorized for years - that HSI technology has far more 
tactical abilities than current MSI systems. Unfortunately, due to limited budgets and high 
costs of running field tests, there is a limited data supply to make explicit cause and effect 
conclusions about the parameters affects on target detection. The most useful test 
completed for our analysis is an empirical experiment conducted over the US Army Yuma 
Proving Grounds in Arizona [Ref 18] on 26 June, 1995 and is briefly summarized below. 
1. Test Design and Results 
A HYDICE sensor (see Table 2.1) at 10,000 ft AGL was flown over a total of 152 
targets of varying size, surface texture, and color. The image cube was 308 pixels wide 
and 960 lines long (total of 295,680 pixels) with each pixel having a length and width of 
1.5 m. The data was compiled in three formats: 1) 210 spectral bands for the HYDICE 
measurement, 2) 15 aggregated bands from the HYDICE data to replicate the M7 MSI 
sensor with varying band width of30 nm to 290 nm, and 3) 7 spectral bands to replicate 
the latest Lansat MSI with a band width of varying size ranging from 70 nm to 200 nm. 
Two classes of targets/material were chosen in the study: fabrics of high and low contrast 
to the surrounding desert environment formed the first class and fabric panels were the 
second class. The fabrics of high and low contrast were bundled in one group during the 
data analysis. This high/low contrast class of target material contained five different types 
of fabrics. The second class of targets/material (fabric panels) contained 11 different 
types of panels of varying contrasts to the surrounding environment. Two different 
algorithms were applied to the data set. The first algorithm, a linear unmixing algorithm, 
was used to test the detection success of the three spectrometers. This algorithm 
determines the fractional abundance of each endmember (different objects in a pixel) 
which best models the overall observed pixel spectrum. No a priori knowledge of the 
targets in the search area was used. The spectral angle mapper was the second algorithm 
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applied to the data. It was used for the discrimination and identification test portion 
where scores were based on correctly discriminating and identifying the five different 
materials within the low/high contrast groups. This algorithm works, in principle, by 
determining the spectral similarity of two different spectra by looking at the difference in 
the angles when put in vector form. These vectors are then compared to the reference 
library of known spectra of materials. All classes of fabric panels were known a priori to 
the experiment or during the quantitative analysis of the data cube. The test results are 
summarized in Table 3.5. 
TEST HYDICEData M7Data Lansat Data 
<Band No. = 210) <Band No.= 15) <Band No.= 6) 
Detection Test: 
72 targets of different 
size panels 53 Detected 48 Detected 41 Detected 
Discrimination Test: 
High & Low Contrast #of False Alarms # of False Alarms #of False Alarms 
Fabrics: 68 pixels 1,191 pixels 1,194 pixels 
(295,680 pixels) 
Fabric Panels: #of False Alarms #of False Alarms #of False Alarms 
(295,680 pixels) 7 pixels 17 pixels 12,210 pixels 
10 ea. 3x3 panels 10 corr. identified. IO corr. identified. 10 corr. identified. 
5 ea. 2x2 panels 3 corr. identified 3 corr. identified 0 corr. identified 
5 ea. lxl panels 0 corr. identified 0 corr. id~ntified 0 corr. identified 
Table 3.5 - Supporting Test Data [Ref 18]. 
Additional information [Ref 26] shows that to constitute a target detection and 
identification it only required one pixel on a large target (those targets covering more than 
one pixel) to indicate a target present in order to consider a target detected. With this 
additional information, and the fact the test data does not break out the detections by 
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target size for the Detection Test and all of the targets in the Discrimination Test, the TEL 
size of 18 pixels previously discussed is not explicitly modeled for its size; a single P dct or 
Pidcnt is used to represent the probability of correctly detecting/identifying one or more 
pixels. The unpublished false detection rate for the Detection Test was set at 0.004 which 
indicates (0.004 x 295,680) 1,182 false detections. Also, of the 72 targets described in 
the top of the table, seven were light fabric material of different size, 37 were 3x3 panels, 
10 2x2, 10 lxl, and 8 were calibration panels of unknown size. 
Some of the preliminary findings from the report are: 1) as the number of different 
endmembers (different materials in a search area) increase, so does the requirement for 
bands in order to linearly unmix the data. This would apply to a heavily congested 
battlefield with numerous decoys (of different make), battlefield clutter, or A Os in urban 
or forested areas; and 2) the spectral angler mapper will fail to find a good match for 
targets that are in the sub-pixel size. 
2. Utilization of Available Data for Probability Distributions 
Making an initial assessment of the performance numbers detailed in Table 3.7, we 
can derive a probability of detection Pdd value for false detection (false alarms), TELs, 
and decoys for the uncued search at 5.0 m GIFOV.. Also, the probability ofidentification 
P,d~nc values are calculated for the TELs~ false detections, and decoys for the cued 
searches as 1.5 m GIFOV. The HYDICE data is used for our sensor with 210 bands, and 
M7 data for our 15 band sensor. 
For the 5.0 m GIFOV data requirements, calculations of Pdd (for TELs and 
decoys) values from the data in Ref [18] are made by considering the analysis of each 
target (72 each) as separate, independent, and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli 
trials. Using the maximum likelihood estimator for the binomial distribution we have the 
estimator for Pdd asp= yin with a standard error (SE) of the estimator of a= ~pq/n 
[Ref 30, p. 130]. For the false target detection calculation for the TEL, we can treat each 
pixel analysis from the test data set (295,680 pixels total) as i.i.d. Bernoulli trials and use 
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the same p and standard error estimator for the Pd.,, calculation. The decoys are assumed 
to give the same signature to the uncued (low resolution) HSI sensor; therefore the 
Pd.,, values are the same. 
Before proceeding with the above probability estimators however, the data 
requires a conversion from 1. 5 m GIFOV data to reflect a 5. 0 m GIFOV for the cueing 
sensor. This conversion is supported by Kerekes' findings [Ref 19] for pixel sizes. He 
wrote that the causal impact relationship of pixel size increased the Pd.,, (or l';d.,,r for our 
study) from 0.62 to 0.81 by reducing the pixel size by 75%. Using this relationship, we 
can use the fraction of our own models pixel area ratios of2.25 m2 I 25 m2 (a 93% 
decrease from 5 m GIFOV to 1.5 m GIFOV) in order to measure the magnitude of our 
own derived pixel size with a 5.0 m GIFOV. The l';denr and Pd.,, correspondingly increase 
from 0.62 to 0.896 for the shift from 5.0 m GIFOV to 1.5 m GIFOV. We can therefore 
multiply the P;denr and Pdd values (for TEL and decoy identification only) for the 1.5 
GIFOV target data by (0.62/0.891=0.6958) to derive the new value for the larger, less 
detailed 5.0 m GIFOV pixel size. 
Table 3.6 is a summary of the calculations for the sensor performing cueing 
functions at the 5.0 m GIFOV at 210 bands and Table 3.7 is the same type calculations for 
a 5.0 m GIFOV with 15 bands . 
Pd.,, Alternative . Estimator for P dct and the estimator variability 
notation 
p = (0.6958) yin= 0.6958(53/72) = 0.5122 
Pd.,, (TEL) /1 a=Jpq/n = .J(.5122) · (.4878) I 72 = 0.05891 
Pdd (decoy) same same 
Pd.,, (false fo p= yin= 1,182/295,680 = 0.004 (for each pixel) 
target) a= Jpq/n = .J(.004) · (.996) I 295,680::: 0.0001/pixel 
Table 3.6 - Detection Probabilities for 5.0 m GIFOV and 210 bands. 
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pdd. Alternative Estimator for P dct and the estimator variability 
notation 
p= (0.6958)yln = (.6958)(48/72) = 0.4639 
Pdd. (TEL) !1 0-=~pq/n = .J(.4639) · (.5361) I 72 = 0.05877 
Pdd. (decoy) same same 
Pdd. (false fo p= yin= 118/295,680 = 0.0004 for each pixel 
target) 0- = .Jpq/n = .J(.004) · (.996) I 295,680 = 0.0001/pixel 
Table 3.7 - Detection Probabilities for 5.0 m GIFOV and 15 bands. 
Using the discrimination test data for the cued search P;a.ni, we follow the same 
example as the Pdd. calculations using the High and Low Contrast Fabric data and the 
target detection data from the Fabric Panel portion of the experiment. The model uses 
data only from the 3x3 and 2x2 targets identified - they are closer to the TELs actual size 
than the other experimental panels. In order to model the behavior characteristics of HSI 
sensors looking for uncamouflaged TELs (during their one or two hour exposure prior to 
firing), the data values are adjusted using numbers from principle components data studies 
done by Kerekes [Ref 19]. He concluded that the removal of the background blending 
increased the Pdd. from 0.62 to 0.90 for his study of the Arizona desert that day. For the 
new P;dent values we multiply 1-P;dent values (from Tables 3.6 and 3.7 for the camouflaged 
target) by the ratio of this difference between 0.62 and 0.90, and then subtract that value 
from one to derive the new and higher value ~a~nt for the uncamouflaged TELs. The 
TELs are exposed for either one or two hours prior to launch. The supporting math is 
shown in Tables 3.8 and 3.9. Note: both Kerekes' study [Ref 19] and Shen's 
Identification table [Ref 18] used algorithms with a priori information about the target 
signature. 
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Tables 3.8 and 3.9 are summary calculations for the sensors performing detailed 
cued search functions (i.e. P.d•nt ) at the 1. 5 m GIFO V at 210 bands and at 15 bands, 
respectively. 
P.d•nt Alternative Estimator for Pident and the estimator variability 
notation 
p =yin= 13/20 = 0.65 
P.dmt (TEL) !1 a=~pq/n = .J(.65) · (.35) I 20 = 0.1067 
P.dmt (TEL) same p= 1- ((1- 0.90)/(1 - 0.62)}(1 - 0.65) = 0.908 
(no camo net) a= .j(.908) · (.092) I 72 = 0.03406 
P.dent (decoy) same same as: P.dent (TEL) w/ camo net 
w& w/o net P.d•nt (TEL) w/ no camo net 
!>;dent (false fo p= yin= 68/295,680 = 0.00023 (for each pixel) 
target) a= ~pq/n = .J(.00023) · (.9977) I 295,680: 0.00009 
Table 3.8 - Identification Probabilities for 1.5 m GIFOV and 210 bands. 
!>;dent Alternative Estimator for Pident and the estimator variability 
notation 
P.dmt (TEL) /1 p= yin= 13/20 = 0.65; a= 0.1067 w/ camo net 
w/ & w/o net p= 1-((1-0.90)/(1-0.62)}(1-0.65) = 0.908 
and a= 0.03406 w/ no camo net 
!>;dent (decoy) same same as: P.dent (TEL) w/ camo net 
w/ & w/o net P.dent (TEL) w/ no camo net 
P.d•nt (false fo p= yin= 1,191/295,680 = 0.004 (for each pixel) 
target) a= ~pq/n = .J(.00023) · (.9977) I 295,680: 0.000116 
Table 3.9 - Identification Probabilities for 1.5 m GIFOV and 15 bands. 
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Before creating an input array of detection and identification probabilities listed 
above for the SS/PS simulation (see "Sensor Detections" database table entries in 
Appendix C) , some key assumptions and generalizations are required. The identification 
probability value for decoys appears unrealistically high~ therefore a subjective downgrade 
from the 0.65 to 0.32 is made. Additional changes are addressed below. 
a. Adjusting probabilities off alse targets for cueing sensors 
Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show the Pd~ (false target) is equal to 0.0004 for the 5.0 
m GIFOV at 15 and 210 bands. As stated earlier in Section B, the cueing sensor (the 
only sensor looking at the terrain with a 5.0 m GIFOV) is looking for roads, trails, and 
foreign objects near the roads in order to key the four other sensors viewing the terrain 
surrounding the road networks. The cueing sensor is thus limiting the Pd~ to roads and 
trails. Assuming the false detections are generally random in a given search area, it will be 
obvious what pixels correctly "light up" as a road network and which ones show up as 
indiscriminate dots. The simulated Pd~ (false target) values are set at 0.005 for each 
search box for both the 5.0 GIFOV and 1.5 GIFOV at high and low band values. 
b. Adjusting identification probabilities off alse targets 
Section B introduced the concept that 888,888 pixels in each 10 km2 
search box are scanned by the 1.5 m GIFOV cued sensor(s). Provided the number of 
scanned pixels is a very large, and the Pident (false target) is a very small number (equals 
0.004 for 1.5 m GIFOV at 15 bands and 0.00023 at 210 bands), the Binomial distribution 
of pixels indicating a false target approaches the limiting Poisson distribution. The new 
governing equation predicting the number of false targets is therefore 
-µ x 




where x = number of pixels falsely identified as containing a target 
µ=expected value ofx (for the IO km x IO km search area) 
=(#of pixels searched in 100 km2 box} p 
The number of pixels indicating a false target identification for each 100 
km2 search box therefore has a mean value ofJ,555 pixels for an HSI sensor set at 1.5 m 
GIFOV and 15 bands (with an equal variance ofJ,555) and the 1.5 m GIFOV sensor with 
210 bands has a mean value of 204 pixels with equal variance. These high values of false 
target identification, along with data rate constraints, is a major drawback with current 
HSI technology. If the shooter objects in the SS/PS model are informed of all these false 
targets then the number of rounds expended targeting these wrong identifications will 
expend all of the available ordinance in the first 100 km2 box searched. This will be of 
little utility, if any, for the HSI sensor under study. This dilemma should come as no 
surprise to many experts. During the Spectral Conference at the Space Warfighter Center 
[Ref 1 ], a requirement was addressed for an HSI sensor with a low false alarm rate of 
0.01 to 0.001 per km2. This would equal between 1 and 0.1 false target detections for the 
entire 100 km2 search box, but considering the area actually searched by the sensor is only 
2 km2, this equates to between 0.02 and 0.002 per search box. 
The decision is made to reduce the probability of a pixel indicating a false 
target down to 0.005 for each search box for the 1.5 m GIFOV/15 bands. The more 
accurate 5 m GIFOV/210 bands setting has a lower false detection rate of 0.0005 to 
reflect the tenfold better performance of keeping down the false detection rate. These 
adjustments are made in the hope that future HSI developments will meet this standard. 
These improved numbers are encouraged by other advances in sensor technology. 
Additional measures of improving performance, as shown in the Covered Lantern 
Program, is to compliment the sensor with an EO, IR, or an additional HSI sensor [Ref 
14]. This would provide a much more realistic outcome for target detections and 
identifications. However, incorporating other sensors is beyond the means of this current 
study. Additionally, the only known data source of field tests incorporating HSI 
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technology with an EO instrument is the Covered Lantern Program test which proved 
inconclusive. 
The simulation model developed to support this thesis can handle any false 
detection (alarm) rate; however, with limited cued sensors and attack assets the results 
many not be meaningful. 
3. Sensor Forecast Information vs. Actual Outcomes from the Data 
At this point in the thesis it is essential the reader understand the difference 
between what a sensor predicts and the actual outcome of a target detection or 
identification. Introducing some new notation, we start with a categorical forecast where 
Xis a random variable indicating the presence of a TEL. Let X=l if a TEL present in a 
given search box and X =O if it is not. The categorical forecast random variable F will take 
on the value of one if the HSI sensor indicates a TEL is present or zero if the sensor 
indicates there is no target present. Thus, the conditional decision probability 
p 1 = P(X=IIF=l) (3 .8) 
is the probability of the target actually being present given the HSI forecasting device says 
there is a target present. Note that 
1- p 1 = P(X=OIF=l) (3 .9) 
is the probability of there being no target present given that the HSI sensor states 
otherwise. The probability of a missed detection, p 0 , is 
Po= P(X=l IF=O) (3.10) 
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the probability that given the HSI sensor does not indicate a TEL present, there is actually 
one present in the given search area. The compliment of this is 
1 - Po = P(X=OIF=O) (3.11) 
which is the probability there is no TEL present given the sensor says there is nothing 
present. It is obvious that one would desire a high value for p 1 and low value for p 0 • 
With decision probabilities there are forecast likelihoods, which are the conditional 
probabilities of a particular forecast given a particular outcome; e.g. X=l when a TEL is 
present. The notations used for forecast likelihoods are 
/ 1=P(F=liX=l) and / 0 =P(F=llX=O) (3.12) & (3.13) 
where J,. gives the probability of the HSI sensor indicating a TEL present in a search area 
given a TEL is actually present, and / 0 the probability the sensor indicating a TEL present 
given the TEL is not present. The compliment of Ji is P(F=OIX=l) and is often referred 
to as the probability of a "leaker". The values Ji and / 0 are often derived from 
numerous lab or field tests and are thus an indication of the accuracy of the sensor in 
known situations. These Ji and / 0 values are what manufacturers indicate about a 
typical sensor having a certain percentage of probability of detection or accuracy when 
searching for an object under a set of conditions. 
With the introduction of the unconditional baseline fore cast p x (shorthand for 
P(X= 1) ) as an estimate of the probability that a search area contains a TEL, we can 
determine (using Bayes' rule) equations for determining p 1 or Po in terms of / 1 ,/0 , and 
Px as shown by Marshall [Ref 8, p. 102] 
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Pi= fiPx , 
fo(l- Px) + fiPx 
(3.14) 
Po = (1- fi)Px 
1- fo(l- Px)- fiPx 
(3.15) 
The Pd.,_ (TEL) values in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 and P;denr (TEL) value in Tables 3.8 
and 3. 9 are actually sensor performance values and are equivalent to / 1 with probability 
p. The Pd.,_ (false target) and P;denr (false target) values are the estimators of fl for / 0 = 
P(F=lJX=O): the probability the HSI sensor indicates a TEL present given the TEL (or 
panel markers in the Yuma, AZ test) is not present. 
To illustrate the difference of forecast likelihoods and decisions probabilities, we 
know from Table 3.8 that Ji = 0.65, lo = 0.00023, and a TEL occupies 18 pixels 1.5 m 
GIFOV in size. Using Px as a representation of the fraction of the number of pixels 
occupied by a TEL over the number of pixels in the sensors designated search area, we 
know Px is equal to 18/295,680 = 0.000061. This is provided the TEL is actually inside 
the area under search; in this case we use the size of the field test site . Solving for 
Equations (3.14 and 3.15) we derive a value for p1 = 0.14705 and p 0 = 0.000021. 
Comparing with values of Ji with p1 , the probability is 50% smaller that the TEL will 
be detected while the probability of a missed detection goes down by only a ten 
thousandths of a percentage point. This dilemma is magnified when looking at Table 3.9 
values for the 15 band data. With/1 = 0.65, / 0 = 0.004, and Px the same value, we 
derive values for p 1 = 0.00982 and p 0 =0.000021. There is now a significant 64% 
difference between Ji and p1 while there is no change between lo and Po. This 
illustrates the problem of having a high probability of detection with a very small 
population of targets within a very large sample space. The target is often found but the 
high number of false target detections is unmanageable. 
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Appendix B contains additional information for readers interested in seeing the 
results of reversing Equations (3 .14 and 3. 15) and solving for / 1 and / 0 . The material 
could prove helpful in situations where an analyst is provided the values of desired 
decision probabilities and must then develop values for / 1 and / 0 in order to achieve a 
mission objective. 
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IV. SS/PS SIMULATION MODEL 
The tactical HSI simulation is accomplish utilizing the SS/PS model written in 
Microsofi® Visual Basic [Ref 3]. Visual Basic is an object-based, event driven language 
capable of running on personal computers in either a 16 bit mode or 32 bit mode. The 
initial motivation for building the SS/PS model was based on a request by the Navy N-6, 
Chief of Naval Operations for a simplified simulation model incorporating streamlined 
variables of stochastic processes occurring in a TBMD mission scenario. Researchers and 
systems analysts needed a simplified tool to provide insight and knowledge of mission 
variables influencing the detection of TELs, and the corresponding impact of adversarial 
actions of deploying and hiding the TELs. Integrating different sensors, search tactics, 
and associated probabilities of detection and identification, the simulation model provides 
the user feedback on processes that influence the success or failure of searching for 
SCUDs. 
The SS/PS model incorporates the modular attributes of Visual Basic while 
incorporating together stochastic randomness often encountered with the difficult task of 
:finding TELs in vast areas. The key attribute of SS/PS is the money and time saved by 
avoiding the use of much larger computer simulations like Janus to answer more simplified 
analytical questions that do not require a complex battlefield scenario. 
The general attributes of the SS/PS program and details of running the program 
using the graphical user interface (GUI) windows are introduced in this chapter. In 
addition, the underlying principles of how the simulation model works are introduced for 
future users of SS/PS. Figures of the GUI screen images are provided throughout the 
chapter to better explain the general program methodology. The chapter concludes with a 
description of the output files and their utility. 
A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SS/PS 
The SS/PS Simulation is an event driven, stochastic, aggregated model written to 
incorporate a variety of sensors in search of ground targets. The model possesses class 
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objects representing the actual physical objects encountered in the TB:MD scenario (e.g. 
Target objects, Shooter objects, Route objects, etc.). The SS/PS model implicitly models 
a tactical AO by dividing the entire region into much smaller square search areas that it 
can then use to define the sensor search paths and also place Target objects (e.g. TELs) 
within them. By connecting all the physical objects involved with an event list containing 
all the actions of the objects used within the program, it then executes the events until the 
list is empty or the simulation reaches a termination time. All of the information is 
controlled by GUI interface "forms" that prompt the user to define either the proper 
database files for the input parameters or explicitly provides an interface window 
requesting the user input the required information. Upon termination the user has access 
to data output files for further study. 
B. INPUT DATA AND GRAPIDCS INTERFACE TO SS/PS MODEL 
The.SS/PS model is executable in either the 16 or 32 bit mode. The original model 
is available in 16 bit code to run under Windows 3 .1. The model, as updated to model 
HSI sensors described in this thesis, is only available in a 32-bit version for use in 
Windows 95 or Windows NT. The simulation package can be simply started by double 
clicking on the program icon or by selecting the Run command in Windows. 
1. SS/PS Graphics Interface and Access DataBase Files 
The easy use of SS/PS is demonstrated by the first GUI encountered by the user. 
The operator is presented a screen, as shown in Figure 4.1, displaying ten Command 
Buttons to select from and two Pop-up menus called "File" and "Help". The "File" Pop-
up menu has three choices to select from: Select DataBase, Special Terrain File, and Batch 
Input Control File. The "Help" file offers a choice of See Variable Definition, Users 
Manual, and About Simulation. The selections are explained below. 
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Figure 4.1 - Initial SS/PS GUI Interface. 
a. File pop-up menu 
The "Select Database" option opens up a dialog box asking for the location 
of the model database. All data is connected in an Access database file. 
The "Batch Input Control File" opens a dialog box asking for the control 
filename. The default is BATCH. TXT, but the user can substitute any file provided it is in 
the same format. The BATCH.TXT file simply lists the names of the sensor and model 
scenarios input files to be processed in batch mode; each of these input files constitutes a 
scenano. 
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b. Help pop-up menu 
The first selection from the "Help" file is the See Variable Definition and is 
simply a definition of the variables detailed in Table 4.1 Parameter Definitions. The Users 
Manual provides the new user of the model general guidance in running the simulation. 
The About Simulation selection provides general information about the software and 
relevant updates to the model. 
c. Review input variables 
The first command button the user can use from the Simulation32 forms 
window is the "Review Input Variables". This allows the user to review the input file 
information on 14 variables already preset in the Access database file. Figure 4.2 shows 
the form displayed and Table 4.1 provides the definition of the variables detailed in the 
figure. 
Figure 4.2 - Input Parameter Interface. 
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Lambda = Arrival rate of SCUDs into region in units (SCUDs per day). 
Mu =Rate at which a shooter can attack SCUDs in a given day. 
Nu = Rate at which a detected target is lost from track but is still in the region. 
Alpha =Rate at which SCUDs launch missiles in units (Missiles per day). 
Gamma = Rate at which SCUDs depart region in units (SCUDs per day). 
Psi = Rate at which undetected targets are acquired by C2 in units (SCUDs per day). 
Pk = Probability attacked SCUD target is killed per shot. 
Caa = Probability an attacked target that is still alive 
is correctly classified as alive. 
Cda = Probability an attacked target that is killed/dead 
is incorrectly classified as alive. 
Shooters 
Shots per SCUD 
Initial Scuds 
Max# of SCUDs 
= Maximum number of shooters to fire at SCUDs. 
= Maximum number of missiles a SCUD can launch. 
= Starting number of SCUDs in search region. 
= Maximum number of SCUDs that can be in a 
detected or undetected state (Au + Ad). 
Number of Decoys= Number of decoys in search region. 
SimStop Time = Simulation stop time. 
# of Reps = Number of replications the simulation executes. 
Table 4.1 - Parameter Definitions. 
The information in Tables 4.1 is stored in the Access database table called 
"Parameters" (see Appendix C for complete database table). The user can scroll through 
available data sets by clicking on the arrows, or add to the database by selecting "Add". 
For this thesis the variables of Lambda, Gamma, and Psi are set to zero for all simulation 
runs. 
d Review sensor missions 
The command button "Review Sensor Missions" activates the screen 
interface shown in Figure 4. 3 and allows the user to review the Sensor Scenario used for 
each simulation run. It also offers the user to view the Sensor Types with another 
command button displaying an extra GUI shown in Figure 4.6. The "Sensor Scenario" 
Interface window is where the simulation defines the scenario as containing stationary 
targets or moving targets in addition to the sensors used for the selected scenario. This 
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Figure 4.3 - Sensor Scenario Interface. 
study is strictly limited to stationary TELs that expose themselves for a short period of 
time (either one or two hours) prior to launching a missile. The different sensors used for 
each scenario is specified in Chapters ID and V. The three Visual Basic "data control" 
scroll bars selections in Figure 4.3 demonstrate the flexibility for user interaction with the 
database information. The first Sensor Scenario scroll bar allows the user to select the 
appropriate scenario for the simulation run. The middle scroll bar allows the user to view 
all of the available sensor scenarios contained in the database. For this study there are 32 
different scenarios corresponding to the factorial design settings described in Tables (3 .3 
and 3.4) of Chapter Ill These two data control options provide a direct link for the user 
to the Sensor Scenario Access file. An example of the data field in this file is shown in 
Figure 4. 4. In addition, Appendix C contains the entire input specifications and settings 
for this file and the other Access files used for this thesis. 
The lower portion data control scroll bar in Figure 4.3 allows the user to 
view the sensor missions contained in the Sensor Missions database file. An example of 
the data table is shown in Figure 4.5. 
Once the user selects the appropriate Sensor Scenario from Figure 4.3 he 
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Sensor Scenario 
$Mjli.~a#P# $ti:lt!P.tiifci1YW :~ijijif:ia1$~W J:emih::l).ffif!t-1i#@ $.iij~l{$~6.~m~trn: :J&m#it!P 
1 Yes MapGridlraq Test 
101 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#1 
102 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#2 
103 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#3 
104 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#4 
105 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#5 
106 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario#1 Run#6 
Figure 4.4 - Sensor Scenario Access Table. 
Sensor Missions 
:in: MM:::': f::;rnt@J(:$~iji.ij~!¥%ffiW?l U,@.i:~iA~~=~ ~iii~.ii:i&::: @Jl~~K~iDa,i.~tiAAW M:;Qijijijttfi:@ 
1 Gen Generic 1 2 0 1 
13 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 101 6.205 4 
16 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 101 56.615 1 
11 HSI Predator HiahBandHiRes 102 0.45 4 
17 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 102 56.615 1 
18 HSI Satellite LowBandLowres 103 56.615 1 
7 HSI Globalhawk HiahBand HiRes 103 2.073 4 
Figure 4.5 - Sensor Missions Access Table Example. 
or she then has the option to push the "Review Sensor Types" command button to view 
the different sensors. Figure 4.6 provides a limited picture of the sensors offered in the 
database. There are several types of sensors that can be modeled in SS/PS: Generic, 
Stationary, and Periodic. Each may be used in a cueing and/or cued mode. This study 
strictly uses one cueing sensor and four cued sensors. Tables 3 .1 and 3 .4 from Chapter III 
provide the required information for Figure 4.6 and the corresponding Access database file 
titled "Sensor Types" is listed in Figure 4. 7. 
e. Review units 
The third command button "Review Units" allows the user to inspect the 
information entered on the TEL forces. Adjustments are made here for periods (in 
minutes) when the TEL uncamouflages itself and therefore exposes itself to a higher 
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Figure 4.6 - Sensor Types Interface. 
sensor Types 
~~Niiiii~;r,;:w~w:::~-:.::::::;,~::::~:}~:~<1~1 $ii!$? i.'iMiii®i:I~~ ' \WI~ $.~d ~ : v.~~ w,~1tr~:~ ~jijf;~: 1!:: 
Generic continuous 10 1 10 1 1 0 1 
HSI Globalhawk Hi11hBand HiRes Y 'Deriod 2.073 210 2.25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI Globalhawk Hi11hBand LowRes Y Deriod 23.326 210 25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes Y Deriod 28.n 15 2.25 639 60000 O 274 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes Y Deriod 39.6 15 25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI PredatorHi11hBand HiRes Y cued 0.45 210 2.25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI Predator HiahBand lcwRes Y cued 4.99 210 25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI Predator LowBand HiRes Y cued 6.205 15 2.25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI Predator LowBand LowRes Y cued 9.2 15 25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI Satel6te HighBand LowRes Y ...,riod 4.132 210 25 18080 200000 90 50 
HSI Saternte LowBand LowRes Y ...,riod 56.615 15 25 18080 200000 90 50 
Figure 4. 7 - Sensor Types Access Table. 
probability of detection. Figure 4. 8 shows the Gill interface after the command button is 
selected. This interface window has a direct link to the "Unit TOE" database file listed in 
Appendix C. 
The simulation runs for this analysis is limited to only SCUD and decoy 
"units" and does not model the detection of pers~nnel and individual missiles involved in 
supporting the SCUD system. Air defense units are not explicitly represented, but their 
ability to attrit sensors is described by the database file "Unit Attributes" in Appendix C. 
The fifth command button "Review Terrain" allows the user to ensure the 
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Figure 4.8 - Unit Data Interface. 
proper terrain file is used in the simulation. For this thesis study the actual search area is 
the entire area of Iraq. The terrain database corresponds to grids used to define the region 
where the TELs are located. The user starts by defining a rectangular region enclosing the 
theater of interest. In this case the region of Iraq is within the dimensions of a rectangle 
750 km by 950 km. The rectangle is divided into squares of equal size (specified in the 
Grid Box Size data field inside the "MapGridiraq" database table). In this case a 10 by 10 
km box is used so there are 96 rows and 76 columns (0 thru 95, 0 thru 75) in the data 
base. Each box (record and field) in the data base has a "G" or "R" entry. Each box 
correspondingly is marked with an "R" if it is inside Iraq or a "G" if outside the 
surrounding territory. In this manner the region within which SCUDs may be found is 
defined. 
g. Set debug files 
Set Debug Files is the sixth and last command button selected prior to 
being ready to run the simulation - provided the user selects not to see the graphics 
during the run. It allows different options to print supplementary output from a particular 
model run for debugging or can help identify information on how the model computed a 
particular result. A complete list of the output files is presented in Section E. Figure 4.9 
provides some detail on the debug options offered. 
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Figure 4.9 - Set Debug Interface. 
2. Additional Access Database Files 
a. Sensor detections 
Additional database information with sensor probabilities of 
detection/identifications is contained in the Access table "Sensor Detections". An 
example of the file is shown in Figure 4.10. 
b. Coverage areas, routes, and line segments 
The coverage area for the simulation in this study is the country of Iraq. 
Coverage areas are defined by routes which are in tum defined by line segments. The line 
segment in Visual Basic can take the form of a specific line or a box. The line segment 
selected for the UAVs use the box option and is defined by the 750 by 970 km region 
addressed earlier. The satellites are given liner north-south routes over the area. 
The defining Access database file for coverage areas, routes, and line segments is listed in 
Appendix C under similar headings. 
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Sensor Detections 
$.f!if.sbffiljiije)t:l:HW®NffWdMMWi% 'faf'fil tP.Ul:~~IJl&"i:t e®.t.@l .f¥ff.a1~iHI P:JQfNQ.PQM@t l?JE)f$ij~}Mf 
HSI Satellite HighBand LowRes 101 TEL 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite HighBand LowRes 102 TEL Camoufl 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite HiahBand LowRes 103 Decov 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 104 TEL 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 105 TEL Camoufl 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 106 Decov 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 11 TEL 0 0.005 0 0.908 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 112 TEL Camoufl 0 0.005 0 0.65 
Figure 4.10 - Sensor Detections Access Table Example. 
C. RUNNING THE SS/PS MODEL 
1. Running the Model with Graphics Activating the model 
The SS/PS model user is offered the option of selecting a graphics display while 
the simulation is running by clicking on the "See Graphics" button. The user will next see a 
map display of the area of interest (the graphics for this thesis is obviously a map of Iraq) 
as shown in Figure 4. I 0. 
The operator has two choices of graphics overlay: A grid which shows the areas 
that SCUDs may be deployed within or the units themselves as initially arrayed (the TELs 
and decoys are arrayed randomly within the area of search). It is possible to see the grid 
and/or initial array of SCUDs by clicking on the icons at top. Note that it is not possible 
to run the graphics while in batch mode. After displaying the grid and/or initial locations 
as desired, press the "Start Simulation" button (the clock icon on top). Each SCUD is a 
potential target, thus the "T" icon is used to show their locations. All units start in an 
undetected state with a black T. If.a unit is detected the T switches color to Red. If 
it is lost to detection the color switches back to black. When a unit is killed during the 
simulation the "T" is replaced with a "K". Units that arrive after the simulation starts will 
pop up as a black T on the screen at the appropriate time; units that depart will disappear 
from the screen. The screen will reset after each replication. 
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Figure 4. 11 - Interface Map of Iraq. 
2. Running the Model without Graphics 
To start the simulation without a map display, the user simply clicks on the "Start 
without Graphics" button. A clock is then displayed which shows the current simulation 
time and replication number. Depending on the size of the simulation and the speed of the 
PC used, the simulation may run fast or slow. The 32-bit program (under Windows 95) 
will run in the background, allowing the user to do other tasks while the simulation is 
running. The 16-bit program under Windows 3 .1 cannot share with other programs. 
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3. Using Batch Mode 
The SS/PS model allows the user to run the model by itself for several different 
scenarios, generating output files over multiple replications for each scenario. This is very 
useful when running the model out for long periods of time and/or many replications on a 
slow machine (particularly 16- bit). The operator is prompted to enter a batch mode 
control file. Once the "Start without Graphics" button is clicked a box appears that says 
the simulation is running in batch mode with a current scenario and replication number 
indicated. This box will stay on the screen until the program is finished . After the run is 
complete, the window will disappear. To view the results after a batch run the operator 
should run the RESULTS16 or RESULTS32 program supplied separately. This will 
iterate the display options discussed in Section E for each scenario in the batch. 
D. HOW THE srnULATION CODE WORKS 
1. Module design 
SS/PS coding is grouped in three types of modules. The Form Modules, depicted 
in Figure 4.12, contain the coding for the interface application depicted in the figures 
above. They contain procedures handling GUI events and specifications. 
Figure 4. 13 lists the Standard and Class Modules used to run the program. The 
Standard Modules contain procedures and declarations commonly accessed by the 
programs other modules. The Class Module files create object classes called upon 





~: E · . VBSim32 (random32. vbp) 
f El···~ Forms 
l: . ) .. .. tl, ClockDisplay (dock32.frm) 
~ ) ... e frmAbout (About.frm) 
l: \ .... ~ frmAttritionresults (frmAttritionresults.frm) 
l• l····tl. frmBatchResults (frmBatchResults.frm) 
h \ .... C'.l frmDebug (frmDebug.frm) 
j: \ ... ~ frmGraphAllNoExcel (frmgraph.frm) 
l_ !···· ~ frminputs (frmlnputs.Frm) 
l: ( .... ti, frmMapiraq (frmMapiraq.frm) 
!' l·····C'.l frmMapiraqPol2 (frmMapiraqPol2.frm) 
l ) ... ~ frmMapLocation (frmMaplocation .frm) 
l~ !····~ frmNameSteadyState (frmnamss.frm) 
j, ( .... c:i frmParametersl (frmParametersl.frm) 
j' ) ..... ti, frmRouteslines (frmRouteslines.frm) 
j, \ ... ~ frmRunningBatch (frmRunningBatch.frm) 
h ( ..... ~ frmSCUD (frmSCUD.frm) 
l! i .... f::1. frmSensorData (frmSensorData.frm) 
jl ) ..... tl, frmSensorDraw (frmSensorDraw.frm) 
!' l ... a frmSensorTypes (frmSensorTypes.frm) 
l~ ; .... o frmTerrainGrid (frmTerrainGrid.frm) 
~~ j .... f::1. frmUnitData (frmUnitData.frm) 
~! / ..... 1'!1. frmUsersManual (frmUsers.frm) 
j: j ... a OutputDisplay (OutputDisplay .frm) 
l: [ [·-··O OutputDisplay2 (Output0isplay2.frm) ~\:{~ 
~ [ j .... f::1. Random (Random32.Frm) ;~: 
~~.:-:-:.:.::.: .: .: ::E: :.: ::.: :~.:.:-:.:~.:.:.:.:T:":.: -: :.:.: !:.:.: .: : :.::::-~::.:::h:-:.::.:-!:!:·:.:.::-:-:~-:.:.:-:e.:-~-::.:.:-~-:.:.::.::::.::::.::.::.::.: -: .: .: : -~~ 
Figure 4.12 - Form Modules. 
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; ..... ti. TimeSeriesDisplay (TimeSer2.frm) 
. 1. •• ~ VarDefTx (VarDefTx.frm) ti;} 




i····4 modTimeSeries (modtimes.bas) 
~-·· 4 Module2 (PublicFunctions.bas) 
i-··4 RandomVariates (RandomVariates.bas) 
~ ... 4 SensorRoutines (SensorRoutines.bas) 
. '. .... 4 Terrain (Terrain.bas) 
i~l .. @j Class Modules 
:·····$ EquipmentTypes (EquipmentTypes.cls) 
; .. ··itJ Lines (Lines.els) 
i·····r;J Map (Map.els) 
!··· ! MISPERSSIOLENN(MELIS(SPIELRES.cOlsN)NEL I ) ':,':,,'.t. ;·····~ .cs 
; ....• Route (Route.els) 
i·····r;J Sensor (Sensor.els) 
~-·· C Shooter (Shooter.els) '',,.r· 
i·····$ SimEvent (Event.els) 
~····it6 Target (Target.els) 
i·····r;J TEL (TEL.els) :, 
\' ~-· · C TerrainBox (TerrBox.ds) ;~~g; 
il.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,;;~;;m,~,mt~k!Q!h£l~J,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""'"""·""'''"""'S\ 
Figure 4 .13 - Standard and Class Modules 
2. General Conduct of the Modules 
The main module that runs the program is called SimMain and is located within the 
Standard Modules directory. This is where the "objects" are created by calling the Class 
Modules for SCUDs, Shooters, etc. When objects are created, various events are placed 
in the event queue. For example, arrival and departure events for SCUD units (when not 
stationary), missile launches by SCUDs, detection by sensors, etc. Once the objects are 
created it finds the next event on the event queue until there are no more events in the 
queue. It then terminates the program when the event queue is empty or the simulation 
termination time (SimStopTime) is reached. 
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When the Main program calls the code module called SensorRoutines, that module 
creates the sensors at beginning of simulation. It in tum calls the Form Module frmlnputs 
to assemble the object with the proper input attributes of the sensor - information that is 
then read in from the Access database files. The Main Module then calls the 
DrawSensorCoverage module from the Form Module to retrieve sensor coverage 
coordinates from the code module called Terrain. The Terrain module in tum receives the 
coordinate information from the database file, detailed in Section B, and has procedures 
that contain various sub procedures ranging from DisplayUnitLocation, 
which displays the TEL location on terrain map, to sub procedures that call 
DisplayAsDetected or DisplayAs.Killed: procedures that do obvious graphic functions 
when running the program with terrain map graphics. The Module SensorRoutine 
contains additional functions like SensorRoutePlan that will pull the sensor routes from 
database at the beginning of the simulation and function SensorCoverage that will read in 
the coverage area for the assigned sensor. The SensorRoutine module also contains a 
function that will start the individual sensors on their routes. 
To keep the simulation running the Main Module continually asks the code module 
called EventRoutine to perform event management functions. Examples include functions 
like CueSensor that schedules a cueing sensor and function ExecuteEvent which will call 
subroutines to execute an event. For example, when the detection event is processed, it 
will in tum call another procedure in EventRoutine to place the SCUD on a target list and 
schedule a shot by a firing (attack) unit. Other functions in EventRoutine include 
NextShot which schedules the shot for the shooter against a SCUD target and function 
NextLaunch which schedules a SCUD launch ifthe SCUD has any missiles left. 
The code module called EventManager performs the function of program queue 
manager and has functions like SchedEvent which place a scheduled event on the Event 
Queue and GetNextEvent2 that searches the Event Queue for the next event. Another 
feature ofEventManager is performing event removal from the queue with function 
RemoveEvent. Additionally, if a target or sensor is destroyed or departed the area, then 
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EventManager would use the function EmptyQueue to empty the Event Queue of all 
events referring to the unit whose index is passed to it. It can also invoke its own 
subroutine function EmptyShotQueue to empty the Event Queue of all shot events or 
remove only detection events with EmptyDetectQueue. EventManager finally calls on the 
function GetNextEvent to search the Event Queue for the next event. 
The Class modules are called upon to create object classes and then to hold onto 
the properties distinguishing that particular object from another object in the simulation. 
The object class then will continue to hold pointers that provide detailed information on 
the objects status, or properties, when called upon. An example would be the TEL class 
object that holds pointers to properties of OnHandQuantity. 
E. ENDING THE SThfULA TION AND VIEWING THE OUTPUT 
1. Ending the Simulation 
The simulation will stop on its own once it is finished. A summary of the results is 
displayed in a window labeled "Output Display" as shown in Figure 4.14, except when 
running in batch mode. 
Replication# 8 
Number of SCUDS arrived during simulation is 0 
Number of SCUDS in area at end of simulation is 40 
Number of SCUDS in area detected at end of simulation is 29 
Number of SCUDS afive at end of simulation is 11 
Number of SCUDS killed during simulation is 29 
Number of shots not fired because of lost detection 0 
Number of shots fired by SCUDs 79 
Replication # 9 
Number of SCUDS arrived during simulation is 0 .. , ... 
, Number of SCUDS in area at end of simulation is 40 ;JH"'~ 




Figure 4 .14 - Output Display Interface. 
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After viewing the summary data with a scroll arrow the user can then click on the 
"OK" button to return to the program window. 
To see the overall results when not in the batch mode the user must click on the 
"See Results" button from Figure 4.1 . After the computer makes some numbers 
calculations a window like Figure 4 .15 will appear that displays the results of the number 
of replication indicated. 
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This option gives the user an idea of what happened during the simulation and also to 
select a time at which the average number of SCUDs in a detected state (Ad), undetected 
state (Au), or dead (D) state appear to reach steady state. This feature is not used for this 
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thesis because steady state is not desired - the results are based on a 10 day mission 
completion time. 
For the SS/PS user interested in viewing the output for each variable (Ad, Au, and 
D) averaged over all replications, he should click on the "See Individual Graphs" button. 
The first thing to appear is a small window asking the user to enter the steady state time 
for the simulation. Using your judgment, enter in a value based on the graph displayed; 
any time greater than or equal to zero and less than the simulation stopping time 
may be entered. Once the user clicks on the "OK" button from this window, the computer 
will pause for a computation and the next thing to appear is a window showing the mean 
occupancy times by state (e.g. the mean occupancy time for Ad in State 1 is the average 
amount of time the simulation had exactly one unit detected). An example of the window 
display is shown in Figure 4.16. The overall average values and standard deviations for the 
variables Ad, Au, and D are also displayed; these are computed over multiple replications 
so the standard deviations for one replication will be zero. Clicking on the "OK" button 
will exit this window. 
SS/PS users interested in viewing the SCUD attrition rate over time or the SCUD 
missile launches over time may opt to click on the command button "View Attrition 
Results" shown in Figure 4 .15. This option provides a detailed graph for each scenario 
replication to look at two graphs shown in Figure 4 .17. 
Once the user has returned to the program window by closing the windows with 
the graphs, he or she may end the SS/PS program by simply clicking on the "Quit" button 
to stop the program and return to Windows. 
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Figure 4. 16 - Individual Graphs Display Interface 
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Figure 4. 1 7 - Attrition Results Display Interface. 
2. Output Files 
a. File without "Debug" option 
The following output files produced by the SS/PS simulation will appear in 
the default directory where the SS/PS simulation is ran. 
• MOEOUTl .txt - Output file that summarizes for each replication 
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the number of units detected in the area, the number of units alive at the end of 
the simulation, the total launches by the SCUD unit number, and the number of 
SCUDs killed for that particular replication. 
• MOEOUT2.txt - Output file that provides a time log of each unit 
(SCUD) killed (or is listed alive) with a listing of what sensor detected the unit 
and for how long the unit was detected by that sensor prior to death. 
• simout.txt - Output file that shows all of the times and events that caused 
the variables Ad, Au, and D to change. This file is used as an input when 
graphically viewing the results. 
• meanout.txt - File that shows the inputs and mean Ad, Au, and D outputs. 
Each time you run the program, the results will be appended so this file will show a 
history of all of the simulation executions. 
• Stateout. txt - Output file that shows all of the mean occupancy times per state 
and per replication. 
• Report 1. txt - A complete event queue listing of all events occurring for each 
replication. 
• killfile. txt - Output file listing (by time) the unit type and number killed for each 
replication. 
• launchfile.txt - File provides the missile launch sequence by unit number for each 
simulation replication. 
• AdData.txt - This file is created when you press the 11 See Results" button. It 
shows only the times that the variable Ad changed. 
• AuData.txt - This file is created when you press the "See Results" button. It 
shows only the times that the variable Au changed. 
• DData.txt - This file is created when you press the "See Results" button. It 
shows only the times that the variable D changed. 
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b. Additional files with "Debug" option 
If the "Debug On" button is pressed in the program window before running 
the simulation, the following output files will also be produced: 
• AdDebug. txt, AuDebug. txt, AIIDebug. txt - These files provide a dump of the 
Ad, Au, and D values as they are processed within the program. 
• DDdebug.txt - Output file containing record read list for each replication. 
• DetectDebug. txt - Contains a complete chronological listing of every event 
listed in the EventManager module; a very large and detailed file. 
• ReadDebug.txt - Contains dump of variables read into program. 
• Report 1. txt - This lengthy file records every event and significant 
calculation performed throughout the simulation. 
• ReadlnputDebug.txt - Text file listing the parameter inputs shown in Figure 4.2. 
• SensorDebug.txt - File provides a detection listing of units detected by each 
sensor for each scenario replication 
Note that when in batch mode, the summary output files are produced as 
simoutl.txt, simout2.txt, etc. The meanout.txt file will contain all of the means generated 
for each scenario. 
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V. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
This chapter presents the results of the SS/PS simulation using the fractional 
factorial design described in Chapter IV. An analysis of the output MOP and MOE values 
are checked for Normality conditions prior to conducting a factorial design using the 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tools from the S-PluS® statistical package. The data is 
analyzed for each MOP and MOE for both tactical scenarios. ANOV A tables with 
corresponding plots of the simulation data are addressed to discuss some of the questions 
regarding causal effects of factors influencing the MOE's and the MOP. In addition, 
regression techniques for estimating the coefficients for each MOE and MOP are 
presented. Furthermore, a comparison between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 for the MOP 
and two MOEs is analyzed with comments on possible relationships and some underlying 
causes. This chapter concludes with findings derived from the analyzed data. 
A. SIMULATION OUTPUT 
The design matrix for each of the two scenarios (with corresponding mean values 
for the MOP and two MOEs) is shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The"+" and"-" signs are 
used for notational purposes to represent the low (-) and high ( +) settings of each variable 
listed. Every variable is described in Section B of Chapter III and likewise the 
MOP/MOE's are explained in Section E of the same chapter. The data output values 
(MOP and MOEs) are shown as mean values in the tables after 25 replications for each 
trial run. Each run was executed in sequence as they appear in the tables. Randomizing 
the sequence is not necessary, because the seed in the random number generator was 
changed for each run [Ref 42, p.659]. The simulation output for each run (for both 
scenarios) is listed in Appendix D along with histogram plots and summary statisics. 
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Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 MOP# MOE# MOE# 
1 1 2 
Mission No.of No. of time No. of No. of Ratio of % of No. of 
Alt. Bands Shooters camo 1ELs Decoys 1ELs 1ELs missiles 
Run (MAE/HAE) (15/210) (5/10) (lhr/2hr) (20/40) (20/40) detected killed fired off 
1 - - - - - - 0.331 63.6 36.32 
2 - + + - - - 0.309 66.0 37.16 
3 + + - + - - 0.331 64.8 37.80 
4 + - + + - - 0.332 67.8 34.48 
5 + - - - + - 0.296 67.4 72.92 
6 + + + - + - 0.362 69.1 69.2 
7 - + - + + - 0.336 67.3 71.96 
8 - - + + + - 0.269 66.4 74.44 
9 + + - - - + 0.323 67.6 35.72 
10 + - + - - + 0.298 64.6 35.80 
11 - - - + - + 0.316 69.4 36.16 
12 - + + + - + 0.317 64.4 35.72 
13 - + - - + + 0.294 65.0 74.96 
14 - - + - + + 0.265 66.2 75.56 
15 + - - + + + 0.356 69.4 69.40 
16 + + + + + + 0.316 69.3 71.28 
Table 5.1 - Scenario I Design Matrix and Mean Results. 
Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 MOP# MOE# MOE# 
1 1 2 
Mission No. of No. of time No. of No. of Ratio of % of No. of 
Alt. Bands Shooters camo 1ELs Decoys TELs TE Ls missiles 
Run (MAE/HAE) (15/210) (5/10) (lhr/2hr) (20/40) (20/40) detected killed fired off 
l - - - - - - 0.284 66.6 35.32 
2 - + + - - - 0.282 64.8 35.36 
3 + + - + - - 0.301 62.6 35.40 
4 + - + + - - 0.277 65.2 35.88 
5 + - - - + - 0.264 63.2 74.48 
6 + + + - + - 0.270 65.0 75.08 
7 - + - + + - 0.292 63.5 74.00 
8 - - + + + - 0.282 65.3 75.40 
9 + + - - - + 0.278 60.6 38.44 
10 + - + - - + 0.278 65.6 36.52 
11 - - - + - + 0.260 63.6 37.32 
12 - + + + - + 0.291 64.0 37.28 
13 - + - - + + 0.232 62.1 74.96 
14 - - + - + + 0.253 62.4 74.52 
15 + - - + + + 0.310 66.6 72.44 
16 + + + + + + 0.325 64.9 72.32 
Table 5.2 - Scenario 2 Design Matrix and Mean Results. 
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B. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION 
The leading assumptions in analyzing data with the ANOV A methodology is [Ref 
43,p.339]: 
• The conditional Y; (response variable or MOP/MOE for each ith run) are 
Normally distributed random variables. 
• The residual errors ( ej) are independent, identically distributed (with zero 
mean and same variance for each factor), and Normally distributed. 
For each scenario run (16 for Scenario 1 and 16 for Scenario 2), corresponding histogram 
plots and summary statistics are computed for the 25 MOP and MOE data points (see data 
and plots, Appendix D). The reader will observe that many of the distributions appear 
somewhat normal. The summary statistics listed for each run in Appendix D also contain 
the standard errors (also called the error in the estimator for the mean value). The 
standard errors for the mean estimators appear close to each corresponding MOP and 
MOE (within the same scenario). 
A concern with terminating simulations, as opposed to a nonterminating or steady-
state simulation, is the question of normality. The ideal choice is to gather hundreds of 
sample data points and draw mean values using an absolute error or relative error 
technique [Ref 42, p. 536], but this is obviously beyond the capabilities of this thesis. 
Given that this study is exploratory in nature, where the precision of the confidence 
interval is not essential, a fixed sample size of25 is efficient [Ref. 42, p. 540]. To address 
"how efficient" the 25 data points are for each run, further analysis is required before 
proceeding with fractional factorial design calculations based on ANOV A methods. 
The quantile-normal plot is used to compare the contrasts between our empirical 
output values (Y;) from the simulation with the theoretical standard Normal distribution. 
The plots listed in Appendix E (Figures E.1 to E. 6) show encouraging results in our 
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analysis for Nonnality. The data points, on the whole, appear to follow a diagonal line 
with no major skews or heavy/light tails. There are some "granularity" patterns, however, 
with the plots of MOE I in both Scenario I (Figure E.3) and Scenario 2 (Figure E.4) due 
to the common occurrence of integer ratios - as would be expected using only 20 or 40 
SCUDs in the scenario. 
By our judgment the output samples gathered from the simulation appear Nonnal 
enough (with a common variance for the mean estimator) to proceed with ANOV A 
calculations and are not influenced by the unknown parent distributions. 
C. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTATIONS 
The first step in analyzing the results shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 is to fonn a data 
frame incorporating both the fractional factorial design addressed in Chapter ID and the 
corresponding data points for each run. 
The fractional factorial design matrix (coded in an S-Plus data frame) uses a 
confounding pattern selected to leave "unconfounded" all of the six factor main effects 
and the two-factor interactions of mission altitude (Factor #1) and number of bands 
(Factor #2) with each other and the other factors. These factors are selected because they 
are variables future decision makers can affect. The defining relationship used for the 
design matrix is I=+ 1235 and I= +2346 (Ref 30, Table on p. 410). The equivalent S-
Plus code for the data frame is shown in Appendix E. 
Each MOP and MOE (two MOPs and four MOEs total) has a corresponding 
result vector (yi ) of 400 data points (the product of 16 runs, each for 25 replications). 
The measures of perfonnance and effectiveness are addressed separately to illustrate 
unique responses (with underlying findings) for each scenario. 
1. Scenario #1 MOP 1: Ratio of TELs Detected by the HSI Sensors 
The number of TELs identified by the HSI or MSI sensor over the TELS identified 
by either the sensor(s) or by a missile launch provides a valuable measure of performance 
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for the sensor, and gives insight to tradeoffs with other variables involved. It is obvious we 
desire a situation where the TELs are detected by the sensor as opposed to the later case 
where they are detected by launching a missile and killed in a reactionary or "revenge" 
mode. The higher the MOP 1 value the better. The S-Plus ANOV A results for MOP 1 is 
shown in Table 5.3. The mission altitude factor (Predator for low value setting 
> summary(aov.scud11.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (F) 
missalt 1 0.048378 0.04837785 3.955963 0. 0474111 
numband 1 0.023910 0.02391005 1.955178 0.1628329 
numshoot 1 0.020507 0.02050746 1.676940 0.1961056 
time came 1 0.013358 0.01335792 1.092306 0.2966148 
numtel 1 0.006568 0.00656751 0.537039 0.4641070 
numdecoy 1 0.010456 0.01045632 0.855036 0.3557092 
missalt:numband 1 0.000949 0.00094890 0.077594 0.7807343 
missalt:numshoot 1 0.021726 0.02172551 1.776543 0.1833606 
missalt:timecamo 1 0.000521 0.00052149 0.042644 0.8365064 
missalt:numtel 1 0.037537 0.03753738 3.069514 0.0805674 
missalt:numdecoy 1 0.000924 0.00092427 0.075580 0.7835265 
numband:timecamo 1 0.007262 0.00726225 0.593850 0.4414054 
numband:numdecoy 1 0.014549 0.01454862 1.189673 0.2760760 
Residuals 386 4. 720430 0.01222909 
Table 5.3 -ANOVAResults for Scenario 1 MOPl. 
and the Global Hawk for high setting) indicates the strongest influence with a p-value 
equal to 0. 04 7 4. Checking both the residual errors ( e; ) for normality and comparing 
them against the fitted values proved to give mixed results. Using the qqnorm function in 
S-Plus (plot of inter-quartile range for unknown distribution against the normal 
distribution), the residuals followed a Normal distribution curve. However, the plot of the 
residual vs. fitted values shows that the data has a very large spread in residual value when 
compared to the predicted or fitted value (see Figures E.9, Appendix E). The plot does 
show that the residuals are devoid of any heteroscedasticity, curvilinear relations, or 
influential cases of outlier data points. In addition, when plotting the "r-f plot" of the 
fitted values and residuals, there is an indication that the means between each run are very 
close but the spread of the residuals is comparably very large (see Figure E.8, Appendix 
E). 
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In order to expand the ANOV A, a linear regression model is used to get an 
estimate of the coefficient values to view both the coefficient of determination (R2) and 
the p-value for the linear model. With 393 degrees of freedom the linear model for the 
base regression model (no interaction coefficients) produced a poor fit. The R2 value is 
only 0.025 and the p-value derived from the F-statistic is equal to 0.1246; the model does 
not account for most of the predicted MOP value besides the intercept. The F-statistic in 
this context is used to test hypotheses regarding sets of parameters [Ref 44, p. 80]. The 
Binomial transformation technique for stabilizing variance [Ref 45, p. 290] was not 
required due to the probabilities lying within a stable region of0.30 and 0.70 (i.e. the 
variance is the product of some multiple p{l-p) that varies little between 30% and 70%). 
Attempting to reduce the linear model by removing one variable (factor) at a time did 
increase the p-value for the F-statistic, but it also reduced the R2 term, thereby giving less 
of a picture of the variability for MOP 1. This proved true for the other MOP and MOE 
linear models addressed later. An attempt was made to use a Logit regression model 
based on the principal that the MOP is a ratio of sums of Bernoulli trials (i.e. either the 
TEL was or was not detected by the sensor). This method proved no better than the 
linear model, and gave the same results for the other MOP and MOEs addressed later. The 
supporting work for the Legit regression model for MOP 1 is shown in Appendix E, and 
is not shown for the rest of the MOEs and MOP addressed later. 
Given that the ANOVA data in Table 5.3 does not provide much insight for the 
causal influences in the detection ratio, interaction plots are useful in order to understand 
the possible interactions and tradeoffs - however small in relation to the overall MOP or 
MOE value. Figure 5.1 depicts the interaction between the number of bands used by the 
MSI or HSI sensor versus the TELs exposure time once uncamouflaged, the number of 
decoys in the AO, and the UAV mission altitude (high altitude corresponding to the cued 
Global Hawk at 60,000 ft. and low altitude to the cued Predator at 20,000 ft.). 
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To explain the interaction plots in Figure 5.1, the plot on the left indicates a 2% 
difference in the detection ratio (MOP) when the TELs are exposed for 120 minutes 
compared to 60 minutes at the 15 band MSI setting. However, when the number of bands 
Interaction Plots for MOP #1 
No. of Bands vs. Time out from Cammo 
No. of Bands vs. No. of Decoys in AO 
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Figure 5.1 - Interaction Plots for Scenario 1 MOP 1. 
used to detect TELS is set at 210, the difference is only about 0.2% in relation to the 
MOP. These are differences when all other variables are held constant. Looking at the 
plot another way, there is a larger chance of detecting a SCUD (when exposed for 60 
minutes) with the 210 band HSI setting and a small increase in the chance of detecting it 
with the HSI sensor when the SCUD is exposed for 120 minutes (i.e. the payoff for 
increasing the number of bands is much greater when they are exposed for 60 minutes as 
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opposed to 120 minutes). The center and right plots also explain these differences when 
comparing the number of bands with the decoys in the area and when the mission altitude 
is varied. A better interaction example is addressed later for Scenario 1 MOE 1 when 
there is a bigger contrast compared to the plots in Figure 5 .1. 
Another benefit of the confounding pattern used with the fractional factorial design 
is the ability to look at the tradeoffs with mission altitudes settings (i.e. selecting either the 
Global Hawk or Predator for the mission). Figure 5.2 depicts the interaction of the UAVs 
.., 
ci 
Interaction Plots for MOP #1 
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Figure 5.2 - Interaction Plots for Scenario I MOE I. 
vs. number of shooters in the AO, the time the TELs are exposed, and number of TELs in 
the AO prior to starting the search mission. 
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The plot on the left of Figure 5.2 indicates a difference of3% for MOP 1 when 
using the Predator with ten shooters in the AO compared to five shooters in the AO. The 
interesting result is the MOP is lower with more shooters available. When using the 
Global Hawk the MOE is the same value. The increased performance with the higher 
mission altitude is not surprising given the 0.0473 p-value from the ANOVA table, but it 
may seem non-intuitive for the smaller value with more shooters available until the reader 
understands that this is a measure of performance of the sensor system and not of how 
successful it is when working with other combat systems. The number of shooters 
available should not influence how well the sensor identifies TELs. 
The plot on the right indicates the sharp increase in percentage of TELs detected 
by the sensor when searching with a Global Hawk with the TEL number set at 40. There 
is only a marginal increase, however, when the number of TELs is at the smaller value of 
20. This is most likely explained by the much smaller chance of encountering a TEL 
during the 10-day time span compared with the overall coverage rate of the Predator vs. 
the Global Hawk. 
2. Scenario #1MOE1: Percentage of TELs Destroyed 
Measure of Effectiveness 1 provides an insight of how many TELs (of the initial 
starting value) were killed at the end of 10 days of search and destroy operations. As with 
MOP 1, we desire a high value for MOE 1. 
Using the same confounding pattern as MOP 1 the ANOV A results for MOE 1 is 
shown in Table 5.4. As with MOP 1, the ANOVA results do not provide an incredible 
amount of insight in pinpointing the key influential factors affecting the effectiveness 
measure. Checking the residual errors (ei) for Normality and comparing them against the 
fitted values proved to have the same mixed results as MOP 1; the qqnorm plot showed 
Normality in the residual values, but the plot of the residuals vs. the fitted values show 
data possessing a large spread in residual value when compared to the fitted values (see 
Figure E.13, Appendix E). This is also supported by the "f-value" of the fitted values and 
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> sununary(aov.scud12.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(F) 
missalt 1 0.021389 0.02138906 2.270861 0.1326445 
numband 1 0.000264 0.00026406 0.028035 0.8671135 
numshoot 1 0 . 000077 0.00007656 0 . 008129 0.9282079 
timecamo 1 0.013514 0.01351406 1.434778 0 .2317212 
numtel 1 0.022127 0.02212656 2.349161 0.1261696 
numdecoy 1 0.001914 0.00191406 0.203215 0.6523916 
missalt:numband 1 0.003164 0.00316406 0.335926 0.5625283 
missalt:numshoot 1 0.002377 0.00237656 0.252318 0.6157341 
missalt:timecamo 1 0.002627 0.00262656 0.278860 0.5977527 
missalt:numtel 1 0.012377 0.01237656 1.314011 0.2523799 
missalt:numdecoy 1 0.000002 0.00000156 0.000166 0.9897303 
numband:timecamo 1 0.026814 0.02681406 2.846830 0.0923622 
numband:numdecoy 1 0.004389 0.00438906 0.465984 0.4952502 
Residuals 386 3.635703 0.00941892 
Table 5. 4 - ANOV A Results for Scenario 1 MOE 1. 
residuals which indicate the means between each run are very close, but the spread of the 
residuals is comparable very large. The residual vs. fitted value plots, as with MOP 1, 
indicate the residuals are devoid ofheteroscedasticity, curvilinear relationships and 
influential cases of outlier data points. 
The linear model of MOE I proved even less convincing than for MOP with an R2 
value of0.015 and a p-value of0.39 for the F-statistic. Attempts to reduce the p-value by 
eliminating main affects were not successful. 
The interaction plots in Figure 5.3 provide some understanding of what factors are 
influencing the percentage of TELs destroyed during the 10 day mission. The left plot 
shows a strong interaction between the time TELs are uncamouflaged with the number of 
bands used by the spectral imaging sensor. There is a 2.5% difference in MOE 1 between 
the 120 minute TEL exposure time and the 60 minute exposure time for the 15 band MSI 
setting. This difference is only about 0.5% for the 210 HSI band reading. The interesting 
interaction is the decrease in performance with the 120 minute exposure when the band 
number is increased to 210 bands. This is most likely due to the decrease in the coverage 
rate the 210 band HSI setting has in comparison to the 15 band MSI setting (e.g. from 
Table 3 .1 the coverage rate for the Global Hawk is 18,3 85 km2/hr at 15 bands but only 
1,3 26 km2 /hr when set at 210 bands). The probability of detection values for both the 15 
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and 210 bands remain at 0.908 (see Tables 3.8 and 3.9) and the only measurable increase 
in performance is the decrease in false alarms for the higher band number. This increased 
performance for the 210 band setting is obviously outweighed by the decrease in the 
coverage rate. 
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Figure 5.3 - Interaction Plots for Scenario 1MOE1. 
The plot in the middle ofFigure 5.3 shows a similar interaction when comparing 
the band number with the number of decoys in the AO. With the number of decoys set at 
40 there is a 1 % decrease in killing TELs when going from 15 bands to 210 bands. This 
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can be attributed to the benefit of covering more area with the penalty of a higher rate of 
false alarms compared to a smaller coverage rate with fewer false detections. It can also 
be applicable to the increased detection and identification of decoy targets which tie up 
"shooter'' assets by sending them against the decoy targets instead of real TELs. The 
increase in the MOE for the set value of 20 decoys does the opposite and therefore 
indicates the benefit of less false alarm rates and smaller coverage rate outweighing the 
penalty of picking up decoy targets better and tying up the killer systems. 
The plot on the right of Figure 5.3 is useful in telling the operator what 
combination of UA V and HSI or MSI band setting is most beneficial in destroying 
SCUDs. Going from 15 bands to 210 bands increases the Global Hawk's ability to 
contribute to the destruction of TELs while it decreases the Predator's. It also states the 
highest MOE value is achieved (all other variables held constant) with the Global Hawk 
using an HSI sensor set at 210 bands. 
The interaction plot of MOE l's settings for U AV verses the number of shooters, 
time spent out of camouflage, and number of TELs in the AO indicates relatively the same 
amount of information as MOP 1 as shown in Figure 5 .2 above. The interaction plot is 
depicted, however, in Appendix E, Figure E.15 for MOE 1. 
3. Scenario #1 MOE 2: Total TEL Missile Launches 
Measure of Effectiveness 2 provides an insight of how many missiles the TELs are 
able to launch in a 10 day period. MOE 2 is different than MOP 1 and MOE 2 in that we 
desire the lowest number possible. We therefore anticipate the interaction plots for MOE 
2 to slope in the opposite direction than in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 
Table 5.5 is the ANOVA calculation for MOE 2. This model, when compared to 
to the ANOVA calculations in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, provides a much better picture of the 
influencing factors in the number of missiles fired. Three significant sum of square values 
and corresponding low p-values are highlighted and indicate the corresponding variables 
influence towards TEL missile launches. The extremely low p-value for number ofTELs 
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should come as no surprise since we would expect the number of missiles fired to increase 
dramatically when doubling the number of SCUDs in the AO from 20 to 40. The plots of 
residual values and effects all indicate normal distributions (see Figure E.16, Appendix E). 
In addition, when plotting the effects against the standard normal distribution, those 
> sununary(aov.scud13.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(F) 
missalt 1 384.2 384.2 6 .410 0.0117423 
numband 1 2.6 2.6 0.043 0.8363678 
numshoot 1 4.0 4.0 0.067 0. 7962733 
timecamo 1 64.0 64 .0 1.068 0.3020609 
numtel 1 131914.2 131914.2 2201.171 0.0000000 
numdecoy 1 0.2 0.2 0.003 0.9588181 
missalt:numband 1 26.0 26.0 0.434 0.5104193 
missalt:numshoot 1 114.5 114.5 1.910 0.1677155 
missalt:timecamo 1 39.7 39.7 0.662 0.4162571 
missalt:numtel 1 246.5 246.5 4.113 0.0432405 
missalt:numdecoy 1 34.8 34.8 0.581 0.4464437 
numband:timecamo 1 53.3 53.3 0.889 0.3462794 
numband:numdecoy 1 12.2 12.2 0.204 0.6514400 
Residuals 386 23132.6 59.9 
Table 5.5 - ANOVA Results for Scenario 1MOE2. 
effects lying outside the straight line are not easily explained as chance occurrences [Ref 
30, p. 332]. Figure 5.4 depicts the effects for MOE 2 with arrows pointing to the largest 
values outside the straight line. These outliers data points also correspond the ANOV A 
values in Table 5.5 above. 
The linear regression equation for just the main effects alone produces an R2 term 
of0.848 and a p-value ofO; a very good fit relative to the other liner models for MOP 1 
and MOE 1. The full regression equation with the main effects and unconfounded two-
factor interactions is: 
where x1 = missalt 
x2 = numband 
x3 = numshoot 
x.. = timecamo 
Xs = numtel 
X6 = numdecoy 
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Figure 5 .4 - qqnorm of Effects for Scenario 1 MOE 2. 
The estimated fitted value y is dependent on the variables either set low or high. An 
example is when the TELs in the AO go from 20 to 40, the estimated value for y will 
increase by 18 .16 TELS - not including its interaction effect with other variables. 
The left and center interaction plots in Figure 5.5 have the opposite slopes of 
Figure 5 .3 - as expected due to the undesirable higher value for the MOE. The right plot, 
however, somewhat contradicts the findings in Figure 5.3. It indicates an increase of0.5 
missiles fired in a 10 day period when the Global Hawk increases the sensor band number 
from 15 to 210. This is possibly due to the dominating affect of TEL missile launches 
leading to their detection and eventual destruction compared to the sensor finding them 
first. The TELs launch a missile at an exponential rate with a mean of three days. 
However, given that the simulation terminates at 10 days, the actual distribution of time 
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for each TEL to fire a missile is actually a truncated exponential with a mean 3(1 - e-1013) = 
2.89 days. Therefore, it is best to find them faster than in a slower, more deliberate, and 
accurate search pattern. Setting the sensor to a higher band number slows down the 
coverage rate and therefore reduces the probability of observing the TELs given a 10-day 
time constraint. Thus comparing the right plot in Figure to 5.3 to Figure 5.5, it is 
better to find and destroy the TELS with a Global Hawk set at 210 bands: however, to 
" ;z
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Figure 5.5 - Interaction Plots for Scenario 1MOE2. 
reduce the number of missiles fired it is better to use a Global Hawk set at the MSI setting 
of 15 bands. 
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4. Scenario #2 MOPl: Ratio of TELs Detected by the HSI Sensors 
Table 5.6 is the ANOVA calculation for MOP 1. This model, when compared to 
Scenario l's MOP 1, indicates a larger effect from the time out of camouflage factor and 
the interaction of that factor with the number of decoys in the area. The plots of effects 
and residual values all indicate Normal distributions (see Figure E.18, Appendix E). In 
addition, Figure E.18' s plot of effects against the standard Normal distribution point out 
the significant effects lying outside the straight line (corresponding to the effects 
highlighted in Table 5.6). 
summary(aov.scud21.d£2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (F) 
missalt 1 0.025164 0.02516435 1.926012 0.1659960 
numband 1 0.005854 0.00585434 0.448075 0.5036506 
numshoot 1 0.002273 0.00227307 0.173975 0.6768350 
timecamo 1 0.061140 0.06113951 4.679453 0.0311387 
numtel 1 0.000841 0. 00084114 0.064378 0.7998402 
numdecoy 1 0.001028 0.00102760 0.078650 0.7792856 
missalt:numband 1 0.001243 0.00124332 0.0951.60 0.7578829 
missalt:numshoot 1 0.002803 0.00280344 0.214568 0 .6434714 
missalt:timecamo l. 0.003933 0.00393296 0.301.018 0.583561.8 
missalt:numtel l. O.Ol.3565 0.01356530 1.038251 0.3088668 
missalt:numdecoy l. 0.052829 0.05282866 4.043363 0.0450403 
numband:timecamo l. 0.014724 0. 01472389 1.l.26927 0.2890955 
numband:numdecoy l. 0.0001.97 0. 00019721 0.015094 0.9022847 
Residuals 386 5.043292 0.01306552 
Table 5.6-ANOVAResults for Scenario 2 MOP 1. 
The linear regression equation for MOP 1 equates to: 
with the same variable notation as Equation 5 .1. The reader will notice the contribution of 
X4 (timecamo) and the interaction ofx1 X6 (missalt:numdecoy) relative to the other 
variables. 
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The interaction plots in Figure 5. 6 are much the same as Scenario 1 MOP 1 except 
for the plot on the left. The MOP value goes down when switching the band numbers 
from 15 to 210 - when searching for the TELs that uncover for only 60 minutes. This is in 
the opposite direction than Figure 5 .1. The time TELs uncamouflage for 120 minutes has 
a significant effect (relatively speaking) on the MOP. The interaction plot for the UAVs is 
almost identical to the MOP in Scenario 1, and therefore is left in Appendix E (Figure 
E.19). 
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Figure 5.6 - Interaction Plots for Scenario 2 MOP 1. 
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5. Scenario #2 MOE 1: Percentage of TELs Destroyed 
The ANOV A results for MOE I is listed in Appendix E. The results produce little 
insight into any significant effects - much like MOE I for Scenario I. The residuals and 
effects adhere to Normality conditions comparable to all the other MOPs and MOE 
presented to this point. 
The interaction plot of the number of bands used versus the other three factors 
(timecamo,numdecoy, and missalt) does not show any interaction effects (see Figure 5.7), 
but it does show a significant difference from Scenario I's MOE I (see Figure 5.3). The 
effectiveness decreases for all low value settings ( 60 minute exposure, 20 decoys, and 
Predator UA V) cases going from the 15 band MSI sensor setting to the 210 band HSI 
setting. This pattern must therefore correspond to the cueing system of Scenario 2 
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Figure 5.7 - Interaction Plots for Scenario 2 MOE I. 
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compared the different cueing system of Scenario 1. The cueing Global Hawk can cover 
the area oflraq in approximately 17 hours (432,102km2/25,302 km2/hr) compared to 19 
hours for the satellite - provided the VA V is not shot down. This does not take into effect 
the maintenance and refuel requirements (not programmed into the simulation). The Pkil1 
setting of0.10 for the Global Hawk, run over numerous simulations, must have an affect 
on the overall coverage rate for the both the low and high band setting compared to the 
zero attrition rate for the satellites. 
Figure 5.8 below is a plot of the interactions ofUAVs used in the search against 
the shooters available, time spent uncamouflaged for the TELs, and the mission altitude 
Interaction Plots for MOE #1 
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Figure 5. 8- Interaction Plots for Scenario 2 MOE 1. 
selected for the UAV. The left and center plots indicate a much better performance for 
the high setting of 10 shooters available and 120 minutes exposure time for the Global 
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Hawk, but have pretty much the same MOE value with the Predator. These plots also 
indicate a poorer performance with low settings of 5 shooters and 60 minutes with the 
same high altitude UAV. Comparing Figure 5.8 with Figure 5.2, the MOE effectiveness 
slopes in the opposite direction indicating an interaction of the Global Hawk and low 
settings for the other factors. As mentioned earlier, this may be due to the penalty of a 
slower coverage rate for the Global Hawk outweighing the benefit of fewer false alarms, 
and in the case of only five shooters on-hand, picking up more decoys and tying up the 
killer systems. 
6. Scenario #2 MOE 2: Total TEL Missile Launches 
The ANOV A for MOE 2 is tabulated in Table 5. 7. As with Scenario 1 the number 
TELs in the AO has a strong impact on the number of missiles fired. The linear regression 
> sununary (aov. scud23 .df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (F) 
missalt 1 20.2 20.2 0.334 0.5638929 
numband 1 1.4 1.4 0.024 0.8776760 
numshoot 1 0.0 0.0 0.000 1.0000000 
timecamo 1 33.6 33.6 0.554 0.4570751 
numtel 1 142204.4 142204.4 2342.576 0.0000000 
numdecoy 1 13.0 13.0 0.213 0.6443029 
missalt:numband 1 13.0 13.0 0.213 0.6443029 
missalt:numshoot 1 5.8 5.8 0.095 0.7582211 
missalt:timecamo 1 237.2 -237.2 3.907 0.0488023 
missalt:numtel 1 .47 .6 47.6 0.784 0.3763825 
missalt:numdecoy 1 41.0 41.0 0.675 0 .4119088 
numband:timecamo 1 39.7 39.7 0.654 0.4192465 
numband:numdecoy 1 18.5 18.5 0.305 0.5813377 
Residuals 386 23431.9 60.7 
Table 5.7 -ANOVAResults for Scenario 2 MOE 2. 
computation, discussed in detail for MOE 2, Scenario 1, is very much the same with an R2 
value of0.8565 and p-value of 0. What is different, however, is the interaction between 
the mission altitude (UAV used in the search) and the time the TELs spend uncamouflage. 
In Scenario 1 it was the mission altitude interacting with the number ofTELs that played 
a more significant interaction. Note the ANOV A residuals and effects also check out as 
Normal, and are plotted in Appendix E (see Figure E.21). 
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The interaction plot (shown in Figure E .22, Appendix E) demonstrates the same 
behavior for the interaction of TEL numbers and mission altitude with number of bands as 
Scenario 1, but the interaction between band number and time out of camouflage is 
completely the opposite of the left interaction plot in Figure 5.5 above. For Scenario 2 the 
situation improves (i.e. the MOE gets smaller) when using the 210 HSI band number with 
the TELs exposed for 120 minutes, but gets worse when using the same band number 
when the TELs are only exposed for 60 minutes. With the MSI band setting the number 
of missiles fired by the TELs is pretty much the same - regardless of the TEL exposure 
time. This poorer performance, with the smaller exposure time of 60 minutes, is also 
supported by the second interaction plot (see Figure E .23, Appendix E) of the UAV 
verses exposure time. In this situation there are more SCUD missile launches with the 60 
minute exposure and less when exposed for 120 minutes using the Global Hawk, but the 
opposite is true when using the Predator. 
D. COMPARING RESULTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS 
The material presented with the last MOP and two MOEs for Scenario 2 has 
shown the reader there is a possible difference in performance/effectiveness between the 
satellite and Global Hawk cueing with other HSI/MSI sensors. To test the significance of 
this difference (between the three performance/effectiveness measures), a paired t-test 
would be an appropriate measurement. Before proceeding, however, it is necessary to see 
ifthe 16 differences between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 come from the same Normal 
population. Three separate qqplots for the MOP and two MOEs are computed to 
compare the distributions (see Figures E.24, E.25, E.26, Appendix E). Assessing their 
individual histogram plots in Appendix D, in addition to the qqplot, it is safe to assume the 
paired t-test would be appropriate to compare the 16 different simulation runs for 
Scenario 1 with Scenario 2. From the Excel calculations shown in Table E. l, there is a 
statistically significant difference in tactical scenarios for MOP 1, MOE 1, and MOE 2. 
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Scenario 1 outperformed Scenario 2 by a small margin for each measure of performance 
and effectiveness. 
E. FINDINGS 
The launching of SCUD missiles has a dominant effect on the detection and 
eventual destruction of the TEL systems. Regardless, conducting an active 
reconnaissance role plays a significant role in their eventual eradication. From the 
simulation runs for Scenario 1, the dominant combination of factors the decision maker 
can control (i.e. the choice ofUAV and use of an MSI or HSI sensor) is the fusion of the 
Global Hawk with the HSI sensor. This combination produced the highest values for 
MOP 1 and MOE 2. It did not, however, yield the lowest MOE 2 value which was the 
combination of Global Hawk with the 15 band MSI sensor. 
For simulating the cueing Global Hawk in Scenario 2, the best overall combination 
is using the MSI with a cued Global Hawk. This union provided the highest value for 
MOE 1 and lowest value for MOE 2. Notwithstanding, the best combination for MOP 1 
is the Global Hawk mounted with the HSI sensor. 
When modeling infrequent events, such as searching for TELs in a vast area, there 
is an inherent variability involved. This is exacerbated when adding additional, but 
necessary, variables in the equation. Comparing Scenario 1 with Scenario 2, it is evident 
the cueing system plays a dominant role. Broader coverage over the entire area (for a 
sustained period of time) for a cueing system demonstrated the most usefulness towards 
killing TELs and reducing the number of missile launches. In addition, spectral imagery 
has a mixed role in usefulness; dependent on the tactical situation at hand and other 
realistic variables such as time constraints and sensor availability. This is plausible given 
the difference in sensor choice for Scenario 1 versus Scenario 2. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSION 
The threat of tactical ballistic missiles pose a very serious threat to our armed 
forces and national security. Developing future tactics and technologies for combating 
this threat is essential, but affirm difficult problems concerning limited resources and 
priorities. Using simulation as a tool to provide insight to questions concerning the 
integration of new technologies, like hyperspectral imagery, with tactical doctrine is an 
excellent way of searching for answers. 
From this study the overall findings indicate a greater success rate for cueing with 
the satellite (Scenario 1) compared to the Global Hawk performing the same cueing tasks 
(Scenario 2). This proved true for the one MOP and both MOEs. 
In addition to Scenario 1 's overall better performance, there is an indication that 
the combination of the high altitude Global Hawks (cued in this case) with more spectral 
bands produced higher values for two out of the three MOP/MOEs. The poorer 
performance is the MOE measuring the number of missiles fired off by the TEL vehicles. 
For this case there was an indication that using more bands for the Global Hawk resulted 
in an increased number of SCUD missiles fired off 
For Scenario 2 the best overall combination indicates using fewer bands with the 
Global Hawk. This coupling produced better results for both MOEs, but not for the MOP 
which measured the ratio of detections by the sensor to the overall detections made both 
by HSI sensor(s) and by the programmed automatic detections once the TELs launch a 
missile. For this perfonnance measure the best combination was the Global Hawk set at a 
high band setting. 
In summary, this thesis has shown a methodology of using empirical field test data 
for HSI sensors, combining it with known UA V data, and modeling the affects to provide 
insight on tradeoffs with UAV and sensor settings. By narrowing the study to a limited 
set of variables, both technological and tactical, this study has identified problem areas 
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such as band constraint, false detection rates, and available killer assets to help focus 
future research. Provided this study makes important assumptions about HSI 
detection/identification probabilities, false alarm levels, and satellite capabilities, 
integrating HSI sensors in a desert tactical scenario show that spectral imagery has great 
potential. The reader should also understand this model does not incorporate other 
sensors (e.g. optical, IR, and radar) that, when fused together, could produce much better 
results. In addition, the reader must consider that leading research in reducing the ratio of 
number of bands actually passed via communication channels to the number of bands 
measured by the HSI sensor is not modeled in the simulation. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The SS/PS simulation model helped explore concepts of sensor cueing, performing 
area searches, and destroying high priority targets - all within a PC environment. From 
analyzing the collected data it became evident that more variability in the MOP/MOE is 
desired. With the launching of SCUD missiles having a dominant effect on the detection 
and destruction of TELs, there was a lot of "noise" in the data that hid other parameter 
effects. Future research with the SS/PS model can explore these other variables by 
making larger parametric adjustments to explain the difference in performance for the 
MOPs and MOEs. Specifically, this thesis varied only three of the 14 built-in parameter 
variables; changes to the other three factors were accounted for in the different UA V 
platforms and detection rates incorporated in the SS/PS database. This study can 
conclude that there are many other factors within the S SIPS simulation model that can 
explain the success or failure of eradicating the TBM threat. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSION 
The threat of tactical ballistic missiles poses a very serious threat to our armed 
forces and national security. Developing future tactics and technologies for combating 
this threat is essential, but this can raise difficult problems concerning limited resources 
and priorities. Using simulation as a tool to provide insight to questions concerning the 
integration of new technologies, like hyperspectral imagery, with tactical doctrine is an 
excellent way of searching for answers. 
From this study the overall findings indicate a greater success rate for cueing with 
the satellite (Scenario 1) compared to the Global Hawk performing the same cueing tasks 
(Scenario 2). This proved true for the study's one measure of performance (MOP) and 
two measures of effectiveness (MO Es). In addition to Scenario 1 's better overall 
performance; there is an indication that the combination of the high altitude Global Hawks 
(cued in this case) using more spectral bands produced better values for two out of the 
three MOP/MOEs. The Global Hawk, however, did not perform as well with the large 
band number setting when evaluating the MOE for number of missiles fired off by the TEL 
vehicles. In this case there was an indication that using more bands with the Global Hawk 
is possible linked to an increased number of SCUD missiles fired off. This may seem 
counterintuitive at first until considering the difference in coverage rate when using more 
bands. With larger band numbers the UAV must decrease the coverage area in order to 
transmit the gathered data. 
For Scenario 2 the best overall combination indicates using fewer bands with the 
Global Hawk. This coupling produced better results for the two MOEs, but not for the 
MOP: the ratio of detections by the sensor to the overall detections made both by HSI 
sensor(s) and by the programmed automatic detections once the TELs launch a missile. 
For this performance measure, the best combination was the Global Hawk using more 
bands. 
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In summary, this thesis has shown a methodology for analysis of empirical field 
test data for HSI sensors, combining it with known UA V data, and modeling the effects to 
provide insight on tradeoffs with UA V and sensor settings. By narrowing the study to a 
limited set of variables, both technological and tactical, this study has identified problem 
areas such as band constraint, false detection rates, and available killer assets to help focus 
future research. Given the important assumptions made about HSI detection/identification 
probabilities, false alarm levels, and satellite capabilities, integrating HSI sensors in a 
desert tactical scenario shows that spectral imagery has great potential. The reader should 
also understand that this study limited the simulation to only one cueing platform and four 
cued U AV s covering an entire region the size of Iraq. It did not incorporate other sensors 
(e.g. optical, IR, and radar) that, when fused together, could produce better results. In 
addition, the reader must consider that current research aimed at reducing the ratio of 
number of bands actually passed via communication channels to the number of bands 
measured by the HSI sensor is not modeled in the simulation. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The author recommends further research with the SS/PS model in order to address 
questions concerning sensor performance requirements and operational employment 
techniques for future search strategies. From this limited study the launching of SCUD 
missiles had a dominant effect on the detection and destruction of TELs. The area was 
too vast and the sensor numbers were too few to produce any significant difference in the 
final outcome for the set of parameters that were allowed to vary. In addition, there was 
"noise" in the data that may have hid other parameter effects which remain to be 
explored. In short, the parameter settings used in this study did not make a whole lot of 
difference in the final outcome for the MOP and MOEs. 
The SS/PS simulation model helped explore concepts of sensor cueing, performing 
area searches, and destroying high priority targets - all within a PC environment. Future 
research with the SS/PS model can explore these other variables by making larger 
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parametric adjustments to help explain the difference in performance for the MOPs and 
MOEs. Specifically, only three of the variables in this thesis were chosen from the 14 
built-in parameter variables; the other three were accounted for in the selected UA V 




APPENDIX A. HSI SENSOR DISTORTION 
Below is a summarized list of environmental effects and sensor distortion 
encountered when using spectral imagers. Analysts should consider the listed variables 
when making judgments about sensors employment outside the realm of the data used for 
this study. All of the factors listed are known to have an affect on the spectral signature 
received by multispectral or hyperspectral sensors. Note: many of the distorting affects, 
such as geometric distortion, are corrected for in the sensor algorithms or software [Ref 
5, Chapter 2]. 
(1) Instrument Error. Electronic noise within the sensor and slit assembly 
irregularities. 
(2) Atmospheric temperature over area and relative changes at higher altitudes. 
Changing temperatures affect air density and scattering of light. 
(3) Relative humidity. Also affects air density and light scattering 
( 4) Atmospheric pressure. Affects air density and cloud formations. 
(5) Wind speed. Affects surface temperature, change in dust levels, and changes 
shadows. 
( 6) Shadows. Significant affect on measurable light levels and temperature of 
surface area. 
(7) Solar zenith angle. Significant affect on 
(8) Radiometric distortion - effects of atmosphere over target [Ref 5, p. 39] which 
include: 
•Rayleigh Scattering - scattering by air molecules. 
•Mie Scattering - scattering by fog, clouds, dust. 
•Sky irradiance effect on the pixel 
•Sky irradiance from neighboring pixels 
•Path radiance over pixel 
•Path radiance from area over other pixels 
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(9) Geometric Distortion. Error involved in correctly interpreting the light received 
by the spectral sensor. Distorting affects caused by [Ref 5, p. 48]: 
•Rotation of Earth 
•Scan rate of the sensor - sensor noise 
•Curvature of Earth 
•Variation in sensor altitude, attitude, velocity 
•Sensor nonlinearities - oscillating mirrors 
•Aspect ratio distortion - overlapping IFOV 
•Panoramic Distortion - high altitude picture not square 
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APPENDIX B. FORECAST MODEL 
Approaching the problem of predicting and forecasting desired outcomes, we can 
develop a model using a "backwards engineering" approach. Starting with a categorical 
forecast indicating the presence ofTEL(s) in a general desert environment, and with 
decision probability inputs demanded from the user to perform a particular search mission, 
the analyst can develop a desired sensor performance, or forecast likelihood, required to 
accomplish the stated mission. He can therefore tailor the mission profile for an HSI 
sensor to fit the desired values of the forecast likelihood's. 
With desired values for / 1 and / 0 known, we have some quantifiable measure of 
effectiveness (MOE) to configure an HSI device and its battlefield employment. 
Considering it is of interest that we desire values for f.. and / 0 in terms of p1 , p 0 and 
p x , it is possible to take Equations (3 .14) and (3 .15) and solve for f.. and / 0 by setting 
them equal to each other in terms of the total probability PF (where PF is equal to 
P(F=l), or the total probability the forecast is equal to one). This is expressed as 
Rearranging both equations in terms of PF and 1-PF 
PF= l- (1- fJPx. 
Po 
Setting both equations equal to each other we get 
f..Px = l- (1- f..)Px =Po_ (1- f..)Px =Po_ Px +f..Px. 
P1 Po Po Po Po Po Po 
Bringing together like terms give the relationship 
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!i(Px _Px) = Po-Px, 
P1 Po Po 
and solving for ii we obtain 
ii= ll_(Px -Po). 
Px P1 -po 
Rearranging the above equation and solving for lo we get 
Now inserting the equation for ft above we have 
lo= ( l- P1 )(Px - Po) . 
1-px Pi-Po 
In order to understand the usefulness of the above two equations, we plot these 
functions for different values of p 1 , Po and Px in order to show the tradeoffs between 11 
and lo as our estimate for Px varies. For example, Figure B.1 depicts the variability with 
p 0 =0.0l, p1=0.9, and varying Pxhetween 0.01and0.9. Note that Px must always lie in 
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Figure B .1 - Plot ofJ; and/0 • 
We assume for our model that every pixel in the HSI sensors FOV will be scanned by 
the HSI algorithm(s) as containing a "potential target", and that the period viewed (time 
interval over the area in the FOV) is sufficient for the HSI sensor to gather all the required 
spectral information. Thus Pxis a representation of the fraction of the number of pixels 
occupied by a TEL over the number of pixels in the sensors designated search area. For 
our model the area of Iraq is divided into smaller search areas where the HSI sensor will 
orbit until it searches the entire area. These search areas are made small enough where the 
probability is close to zero that there is more than one TEL present in the small search 
area. 
Often it is impossible to put a point estimate on any of the probabilities mentioned 
above. An analyst will often encounter problems where they are provided "go no lower 
than" guidance or given "we can not afford any higher demand" values. Introducing the 
concept of setting upper and lower limits on p 1 , Po , (denoted as p1 and Po ) respectively, 
as well as bounding the "estimate" of p x between a low and high probability of a TEL 
present in a small search area, we can produce two equations much like the ones above 
that give the desired effect for a forecast likelihood of an HSI instrument. 
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Ji = ( ~Px - ~)J + fo( Pa_ )(1-_px) 
Px{l- Po) 1- Po Px 
Thus, for example, using these equations the field commander can set a minimum 
standard for p 1 and a maximum tolerable value for p 0 , give a well informed estimation of 
the lower and upper values for p x , and therefore tailor the mission profile for an HSI 
sensor to fit the desired values of the forecast likelihood's / 1 and / 0 . A numerical 
example is used to clarify the point. Assume a commander determines that he cannot 
afford a probability of missed detection value higher than 0.2 (set p0 = 0.2) and cannot let 
the decision probability (i.e. the probability of the target actually being present given the 
HSI forecasting device says there is a target present) go lower than 0.8 (set p1 = 0.8 ). 
His intelligence analyst also believes the fraction of pixels in the sensors small search area 
containing a TEL could range somewhere from 0.3 to 0.6 (set Px = 0.3 and Px = 0.6). 
This bound is from estimates of the number of TELs in the entire AO ( these values are 
high for this example in order to better visualize the plot below). Plotting the new 
equations for /,. and / 0 above with the values in the range for the above variables, we get 
the Figure B.2. 
From observing the plot, the analyst can then choose a mission profile with known 
values of / 1 and / 0 in order to meet the theater commanders choice of lower and upper 
limits for the decision probabilities. For example, with the upper and lower values already 
introduced in the last example, the analyst can then look at the figure above and find a 
sensor system that "meets on the line" such as an / 0 value of 0.05 and /,. value of 0.5. 
Therefore, the analyst could ideally select these "known values" from performance tables 
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Plot of fO vs. f1 - varying probs one at a time 
f1 
o ~,.........,....,..~....,.....,..,.....,.......,..,..~ 
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 
fO 
Figure B.2 - Plot of bounded J; and/0 . 
for the HSI sensor or adjust the settings for the sensor and governing algorithms to meet 
these performance objectives. Unfortunately, there are no currently available "look-up" 
performance tables for HSI sensors. An alternative, however, would be for the analyst to 
run an engineering simulation model, under preset environmental conditions, and use the 




APPENDIX C. SS/PS DATABASE TABLES 
This appendix contains the alphabetical listing of Access database tables used for 
the simulation. The extensive MapGridlraq Table is limited to one page for brevity. All 
values contained in the simulation are the settings used for the tactical sensor study in this 
thesis. 
Coverage Areas 
... : ......... ·. '• ........... · . . : .. : ....... : .. 
0 0 0 






5 TEL Camouflaged 
6 SAM 
Table C.2 - Equipment Types Database Table. 
Line Segments 
Table C.3 - Line Segments Database Table. 
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MapGrid Iraq HSI 
:it!HM@ttffl m3bmn•me.wi G.aa~~iif~ &lid1M~W 'Efi1ati@M :S'l~attHi :f!retall@iM EiM$t.WN 5~foi@ 
111 MapGridlraq 10 G G G G G G 
208 G G G G G G 
209 G G G G G G 
210 G G G G G G 
211 G G G G G G 
212 G G G G G G 
213 G G G G G G 
214 G G G G G G 
215 G G G G G G 
216 G G G G G G 
217 G G G G G G 
218 G G G G G G 
219 G G G G G G 
220 G G G G G G 
221 G G G G G G 
222 G G G G G G 
223 G G G G G G 
224 G G G G G G 
225 G G G G G G 
226 G G G G G G 
227 G G G G G G 
228 G G G G G G 
229 G G G G G G 
230 G G G G G G 
231 G G G G G G 
232 G G G G G G 
233 G G G G G G 
234 G G G G G G 
235 G G G G G G 
236 G G G G G G 
237 G G G G G G 
238 G G G G G G 
239 G G G G G G 
240 G G G G G G 
241 G G G G G G 
242 G G G G G G 
243 G G G G G G 
244 G G G G G G 
245 G G G G G G 
246 G G G G G G 
247 G G G G G R 
248 G G G G R R 
249 G G R R R R 
250 G R R R R R 
251 R R R R R R 
252 R R R R R R 
253 R R R R R R 
254 R R R R R R 
255 R R R R R R 
Table C.4 - MapGridlraq Database Table 
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ID Scenaio OescnDhon Lambda Mu Nu Aloha G21nma Psi Pk Caa Cda Shoot"" Sim Stop Time ShcUPerSCUD lnitialSCUDs 
101 HSI Run 1 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 20 
102 HSI Run2 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 20 
103 HSJRun3 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 20 
104 HSI Run• 0 24 49 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 20 
105 HSI Runs 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 40 
106 HSI Rune 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 40 
107 HSI Run7 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 40 
10! HSI Run a 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 40 
1Dll HSI RunQ 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 20 
110 HSI Run 10 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 20 
111 HSI Run 11 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 20 
112 HSI Run 12 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 20 
113 HSI Run 13 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 40 
114 HSI Run 14 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 40 
115 HSI Run 15 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 5 10 100 40 
116 HSI Run 18 0 24 48 0.3 0 0 0.7 0.95 0.05 10 10 100 40 
axNumivo~r::111· NumberofScnsors Num-w- Num-.--..... 
20 1 25 20 
1 25 20 
1 25 20 
1 25 20 
1 2!i 20 
1 25 20 
40 1 25 20 .,, 1 25 20 .,., 1 25 40 .,., 1 25 40 
20 1 25 40 .,., 1 25 40 
40 1 25 40 
40 1 2!i 40 
40 1 2!i 40 
4D 1 25 40 
Table C.5 - Parameters Database Table. 
Routes 




$.iij$9.mfim!i1W'.@filimlliHKW:Wk7W }f~41~ llt~iW~ ~MI PIW:it!@i.l' m•NP~tm SP.U~i.iW~ff 
HSI Satellite HiahBand LowRes 101 TEL 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite HighBand LowRes 102 TEL Camoufl 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite HiahBand LowRes 103 Decoy 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 104 TEL 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 105 TELCamoufl 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 106 Decoy 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 11 TEL 0 0.005 0 0.908 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 112 TEL Camoufl 0 0.005 0 0.65 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 113 Decoy 0 0.005 0 0.32 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 114 TEL 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 115 TEL Camoufl 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 116 Decoy 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk HighBand HiRes 121 TEL 0 0.0005 0 0.908 
HSI Globalhawk HiahBand HiRes 122 TELCamoufl 0 0.0005 0 0.65 
HSI Globalhawk HighBand HiRes 123 Decoy 0 0.0005 0 0.32 
HSI Globalhawk HiahBand LowRes 124 TEL 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk HiahBand LowRes 125 TELCamoufl 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Globalhawk HighBand LowRes 126 Decoy 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 131 TEL 0 0.005 0 0.908 
HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 132 TELCamoufl 0 0.005 0 0.65 
HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 133 Decoy 0 0.005 0 0.32 
HSI Predator LowBand LowRes 134 TEL 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Predator LowBand LowRes 135 TEL Camoufl 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Predator LowBand LowRes 136 Decoy 0.4639 0.005 0 0 
HSI Predator HighBand HiRes 141 TEL 0 0.0005 0 0.908 
HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 142 TEL Camoufl 0 0.0005 0 0.65 
HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 143 Decoy 0 0.0005 0 0.32 
HSI Predator HiahBand LowRes 144 TEL 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Predator HiahBand LowRes 145 TELCamoufl 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
HSI Predator HighBand LowRes 146 Decoy 0.5122 0.005 0 0 
Table C. 7 - Sensor Detections Database Table. 
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Sensor Missions 
:JQ )f):i! ::~~=jf:%¥1S•~iili@.'•::;::=::;::=:::::::::;:::: ····~~wt-~•'-~' ==::se~.t:Jn~i z"t::r:ailt(:~Mi~n:;:::· M.'QWi~~§' 1 Gen Generic 1 2 0 1 
13 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 101 6205 4 
16 HSI Satallite LowBand LowRes 1 101 56.615 1 
11 HSI Predator HiahBandHiRes 1 102 0.45 4 
17 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 102 56.615 1 
18 HSI Satellite LowBandLowres 1 103 56.615 1 
7HSI Globalhawk HighBand HiRes 1 103 2.073 4 
19 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 104 56.615 1 
9 HSI Globalhawk LowBandHires 1 104 28.n 4 
33 HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 1 105 28.n 4 
20 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 105 56.615 1 
21 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 106 56.615 1 
34 HSI Globalhawk HiahBand HiRes 1 106 2.073 4 
22 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 107 56.615 1 
35 HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 1 107 0.45 4 
36 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 108 6205 4 
24 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 108 56.615 1 
37 HSI Globalhawk HiahBand HiRes 1 109 2.073 4 
25 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 109 56.615 1 
38 HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 1 110 28.n 4 
26 HSI Satellite LowBand Lowres 1 110 56.615 1 
39 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 111 6.205 4 
27 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 111 56.615 1 
40 HSI Predator HighBand HiRes 1 112 0.45 4 
28 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 112 56.615 1 
41 HSI Predator HighBand HiRes 1 113 0.45 4 
29 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 113 56.615 1 
30 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 114 56.615 1 
42 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 114 6205 4 
31 HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes 1 115 56.615 1 
43 HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 1 115 28.n 4 
32 HSI Satellite LowBand lowRes 1 116 56.615 1 
44 HSI Globalhawk HighBand HiRes 1 116 2.073 4 
46 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 201 6205 4 
45 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 201 39.6 1 
47 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 202 39.6 1 
62 HSI Predator HighBand HiRes 1 202 0.45 4 
48 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 203 39.6 1 
63 HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 1 203 0.45 4 
49 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 . 204 39.6 1 
64 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 204 6205 4 
50 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 205 39.6 1 
65 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 205 6.205 4 
51 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 206 39.6 1 
66 HSI Globalhawk HiahBand HiRes 1 206 2.073 4 
67 HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 1 207 0.45 4 
52 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 207 39.6 1 
68 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 208 6.205 4 
53 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 208 39.6 1 
69 HSI Globalhawk HiahBand HiRes 1 209 2.073 4 
54 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 209 39.6 1 
70 HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 1 210 2a.n 4 
55 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 210 39.6 1 
71 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 211 6.205 4 
56 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 211 39.6 1 
72 HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 1 212 0.45 4 
57 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 212 39.6 1 
73 HSI Predator HiahBand HiRes 1 213 0.45 4 
58 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 213 39.6 1 
59 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 214 39.6 1 
74 HSI Predator LowBand HiRes 1 214 6 .205 4 
75 HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes 1 215 28.n 4 
60 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 215 39.6 1 
76 HSI Globalhawk HighBand HiRes 1 216 2.073 4 
61 HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes 1 216 39.6 1 
Table C.8 - Sensor Missions Database Table. 
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Sensor Scenario 
$.iijjij~imiti. $tiMi~W .G.i6i~~$iri$itl@ tiffiJfifl).ata\Titifi:mw ~iS5.iJtamm $.Uii#MH 
1 Yes MapGridlraq Test 
101 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#1 
102 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#2 
103 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#3 
104 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#4 
105 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#5 
106 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#6 
107 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#7 
108 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#B 
109 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#9 
110 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run #10 
111 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run #11 
112 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run #12 
113 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run #13 
114 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run#14 
115 Yes MaPGridlraq Scenario #1 Run #15 
116 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #1 Run #16 
201 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#1 
202 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#2 
203 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #3 Run#3 
204 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#4 
205 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#5 
206 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#6 
207 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#7 
208 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#B 
209 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run#9 
210 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run #10 
211 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #3 Run #11 
212 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run #12 
213 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario#2 Run#13 
214 Yes MaPGridlraq Scenario #2 Run #14 
215 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run #15 
216 Yes MapGridlraq Scenario #2 Run #16 
Table C.9 - Sensor Scenario Database Table. 
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Sensor Types 
~ii~ .. ~~::>.Nt1ttf::~:::f%i'Wfi'ICll~  '~iWPl®t :;$Wi!Qi'WI~ :~~Bllj'l(.I: R~I@~ .~Iii·~ mllmrn Pell(;~~{: ::;: 
Generic continuous 10 1 10 1 1 0 1 
HSI Globalhawk Hi11hBand HiRes Y oeriod 2.073 210 2.25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI Globalhawk Hi11hBand LowRes Y period 23.326 210 25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand HiRes Y period 28.77 15 2.25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI Globalhawk LowBand LowRes Y period 39.6 15 25 639 60000 0 274 
HSI PredatorHi11hBand HiRes Y cued 0.45 210 2.25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI PredatorHiahBand lowRes Y cued 4.99 210 25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI PredatorlowBand HiRes Y cued 6.205 15 2.25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI Predator LowBand LowRes Y cued 9.2 15 25 120 20000 0 11 
HSI Satelrrte HiahBand LowRes Y oeriod 4.132 210 25 18080 200000 90 50 
HSI Satellite LowBand LowRes y IDeriod 56.615 15 25 18080 200000 90 50 
Table C.10 - Sensor Types Database Table. 




Table C.11 - Terrain Files Database Table. 
Unit Attributes 
:Qfi~1% ffiifuiU.:iC1ffi:Qu.flajW@ l\Q'AlPJdUM "A.O.A~R~HI@: X\'.Qodt~Jril@ 
ADA 0 0.1 0.3 0 
SCUD 120 0 0 0 
SensorBas O O O O 
Table C.12 - Unit Attributes Database Table. 
Unit TOE 
Yn~f meet@rnr::: 'M'.l1$.i.Jl~UHt Rif$.ijtjj~U ~#.iY=fFM lmUig•iU lSIMNMNlI 
ADA 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Decoy O O O 1 o o 
SCUD 1 10 5 0 1 0 
SensorBas o o O o o o 
Table C.13 - Unit TOE Database Table. 
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APPENDIX D. SIMULATION RESULTS 
This appendix contains the summarized output values of simulation runs for 
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. The first table contains the consolidated mean values for each 
scenario run. Each table contains the results for the three measured MOP and MOEs and 
list basic summary statistics in addition to a histogram plot of their respective output data. 
As a reminder the MOP and MOEs are listed below. 
• MOP 1 : Ratio of TELs detected by the sensor over the TELs identified by 
either the sensor or by missile launch over a 10 day period. 
• MOE 1: Percentage ofTELs destroyed from original number in 10 days (Note 
the destruction percentage in this appendix is in decimal form). 
• MOE 2: Number of TEL missiles successfully fired over 10 days (the firing 
rate for each launcher is exponential with an average of one launch every three 
days). 
The simulation runs are numbered with a three digit number with the first number 
corresponding to the scenario number and the following two numbers for the run number 
as listed in Chapter III. 
Summary Data Vectors: 
Scenario 11 : Scenario "2: 
Run#: MOP1 MOE1 MOE2 Run#: MOP1 MOE1 MOE2 
101 0.331 0.636 36.32 201 0.284 0.666 35.32 
102 0.309 0.66 37.16 202 0.282 0.648 35.36 
103 0.331 0.648 37.8 203 0.301 0.626 35.4 
104 0.332 0.678 34.48 204 o.2n 0.652 35.88 
105 0.296 0.674 72.92 205 0.264 0.632 74.48 
106 0.362 0.691 69.2 206 0.27 0.65 75.08 
107 0.336 0.673 71 .96 207 0.292 0.635 74 
108 0.269 0.664 74.44 208 0.282 0.653 75.4 
109 0.323 0.676 35.72 209 0.278 0.606 38.44 
110 0.298 0.646 35.8 210 0.278 0.656 36.52 
111 0.316 0.694 36.16 211 0.26 0.636 37.32 
112 0.317 0.644 35.72 212 0.291 0.64 37.28 
113 0.294 0.65 74.96 213 0.232 0.621 74.96 
114 0265 0.662 75.56 214 0.253 0.624 74.52 
115 0356 0.694 694 215 0.31 0.666 72.44 
116 0,316 0.693 71 .28 216 0.325 0.649 72.32 
Table D .1 Summary Mean Values for Scenarios 1 and 2 
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MOE2 MOE1 #Delecled MOP1 
Units in ~ ts Detecled In U!!!!Alive Total lalOIChe SOJDs Killed % SCUDs Killed b~ Clled Sensor Del. Ratio 
20 17 4 38 18 a.a 
20 13 7 38 13 0.155 
20 14 8 oQ 14 0.7 
20 6 11 30 8 0.45 
20 13 7 42 13 0.155 
20 11 8 37 11 0.55 
20 12 8 251 12 0.8 
20 15 e 30 14 0.7 
20 10 11 40 8 0.45 
20 10 9 38 11 0.55 
20 14 7 42 13 0.155 
20 13 5 31 15 0.75 
20 8 14 48 6 0.3 
20 11 9 33 11 0.55 
20 12 10 35 10 0.5 
20 14 7 40 13 0.155 
20 18 3 30 17 0.65 
20 15 5 28 15 0 .75 
20 15 5 30 15 0.75 
20 15 3 41 17 0.65 
20 12 9 41 11 0.55 
20 14 8 51 14 0.7 
20 14 8 30 14 0.7 
20 11 8 32 14 0.7 
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Modlan 0.3571'211 
llod• 0.31441531 
Standard Dwi 0.1U11141 
Somple V.rlan D.015eeell 





c ... 111 25 









: ~ : : : ; : : j 
•• 
MOE2 MOE1 •D<leaod MOP1 --0 ollft!!£! "!!! UrilllnNea UrillDetedl!dl UritsAllw TcDI U...cl!a SCUO. Kited %SOJO.IOl!od %ClledS<n>o Del. Rlllllo 1 4 25 1 20 13 • 3a 14 0.7 3 0.2142857 
104 25 2 20 I 11 .. I 0.45 3 0.3333333 
104 25 3 20 11 9 .. 11 0.55 3 o:zrrnn 
104 25 4 20 11 I 30 12 o.e 2 0.188e687 
104 25 5 20 15 5 35 15 0.75 e 0.4 
104 25 • 20 13 7 25 13 o.as e 0.4e153a5 104 :15 7 20 18 3 :15 17 o.as 7 0.'117847 
104 25 I 20 14 8 37 14 0.7 e 0.4265714 
104 25 9 20 15 3 211 17 0.85 7 0-4117847 
104 25 10 20 18 4 33 16 0.1 • 0.25 
104 25 11 2:) 11 10 41 10 0.5 4 0.4 
104 25 12 2:) 15 5 38 15 0.75 a 0.5333333 
104 :15 13 20 14 e 30 14 0.7 • o.a57143 
104 25 14 20 10 10 43 10 0.5 2 o.2 
104 25 15 20 18 5 43 15 0.75 2 0.1333333 
104 25 1S 2:) 18 • 30 15 0.1 7 0.4375 
104 25 17 2:) 17 2 34 11 0.8 4 0.22:22222 
104 25 11 2:) 14 5 29 14 0.7 4 0.2857143 
104 25 11 2:) 13 e 38 14 0.7 5 0.3571429 
104 25 20 2:) 11 a 29 12 o.e 4 ll.3333333 
104 25 21 2:) 12 a 31 12 o.e 4 0.3333333 
104 25 22 2:) 15 5 3a 15 0.75 e 0.4 
104 25 23 20 12 a 32 12 o.e 4 0.3333333 
104 25 24 20 13 7 34 13 o.as 3 0.2307S2 
104 25 25 20 12 I 211 11 o.55 5 0.4545455 
7doll..ei.rr:- "5Cli03~ O.. Rolio - 34.41 Moon 0.571 - 0.3318371 Sbnclvd&nr 1.20155455 sm>dard £mr D.023543181 stao>dotd&ro 0.1121J1S128 - 34 - 0.7 M<di.n 0.3333333 Mode 30 Mod• 0.7 Mod• 0.3333333 Sla'ldotdDIM1li.., 8.00777274 Sboclorcf Devlllio 0.118215804 Sbnc11111Dovl 0.1030629 
S..ploV- 38.0ll33333 S..ploV-- 0.0131175 SlmpleVmi• 0.010622 -· -1 .1 Ol922ll K&.wtaol• --O.D511451 Klltaols --0.7491ll15 0.08a4754e 51c_, ... --0.061485623 -- -o.uaseee Rsige 11 Rqo 0.45 fllll9e 0.4 Mrimlm 25 Mrlm"11 0,45 -... 0.1333333 -um .. Mlodm,.. 0.8 MlldmLlft 0.5333333 5'm ae2 s..n 15.85 s..n a.2IOll273 
C<Ull 25 CGril 25 CGril 25 
C<lnMonce l.eYe!(! 2.47-19 Confid-1..-.i 0.045797117 c.nfid-Le 0.0425422 
!&; ~ 
Ill! "- 0.1 0 in F,__ 
25 2 o.i 0 o.i 3 
29.75 4 0.3 0 D.3 e 
34.5 7 D.4 0 D.4 a 
311-'5 5 0.5 3 0.5 5 
Mare 5 o.e a 0.5 1 
0.7 e 0.7 0 
o.a 6 o.a 0 
0.0 3 0.0 0 
Mare 0 More 0 
Hf•- Hise- HlsCogrwn 
• 




~ ~ . ~ -~ : : i 
:10 3'.2! ..... ;; :; ~ . ~ : :; : . i ... " 0 0 IS ,.,. 0 " 0 ... •• .. 
Table D.5 - Scenario I Run 104 
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-Sc.,.,;o lllllops Roe 
105 25 1 
105 25 2 
105 25 3 
105 25 4 
105 25 5 
105 25 a 
105 25 7 
105 25 a 
105 25 9 
105 25 10 
105 25 11 
105 25 12 
105 25 13 
105 25 14 
105 25 15 
105 25 18 
105 25 17 
105 25 18 
105 25 19 
105 25 20 
105 25 21 
105 25 22 
105 25 23 
105 25 24 
105 25 25 
T-""""'-
Moon n.112 





"""m""' 54 Mmdnu.m lfT - 1823 CCM'il 25 Ccnfid-~ 3.3042143211 
























































llOE2 llOEI • Ddected 
Tobi Llundl SClJDs Killed %Sa.IDs KlHe by CUed -
112 211 o.725 a 
84 25 D.1125 5 
1s 31 o.n5 10 
54 2S D.7 9 
tn 25 0.825 a 
112 211 o.es s 
78 77 D.875 7 
89 30 o.75 10 
72 30 D.75 9 
7'9 211 D.85 8 
n 2ll o.725 a 
70 77 0.575 10 
112 25 0.1125 a 
84 30 D.75 9 
71 30 D.75 7 
73 211 o.es g 
78 24 o.e a 
72 24 D.8 a 
83 77 D.875 a 
75 25 0.1125 10 
83 211 o.es 8 
12 2ll o.725 a 
75 25 0.825 7 
84 Z1 D.575 9 
57 'Z1 0.875 8 
- 0.874 -si..nlfm:r --.t Emr 0.011317391 Medlon O.G75 
Mode O.G25 
Sbndanl o.itltio 0.05eiellll54 
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Table D.6 - Scenario I Run 105 
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- - l.'5251)8()5 
_,,, . - . bwlWO..lob 7.21121111523 
~ VlllJll<t 52.75 
- 0.427-
-- ..o.2:13flllll R- 21 
- SI ..... ....,, 13 
SUm 1730 
c- 25 
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Contdeftco L .. o O.OAOD31137 
II!! -0.2 0 0.3 1 




0.1 0 ..... 0 
........ 
= : : : I ... 
Table D.7 - Scenario 1Run106 
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MOEZ MOE1 •Detected MOl'1 
Sensor Scenario lllRep! Rep Units In m Unls Detected In Alu UnbAHYe Total Launches SCIJDs KJled "'5CUDs Klled !!)'Cued Sensor Det. Rotlo 
107 25 1 '° 107 25 2 40 
107 25 3 40 
107 25 ' ,0 107 25 5 '0 
107 25 I '0 
107 25 7 '° 107 25 • '° 107 25 • '° 107 25 10 0 
107 25 11 ,0 
107 25 12 '° 107 25 13 '° 107 25 1, ,0 
107 25 15 '° 107 25 11 '° 107 25 17 '° 107 25 11 '° 107 25 11 ,0 
107 25 20 '° 107 25 21 '° 107 25 22 0 
107 25 23 ,0 
107 25 2' '0 






Slandanl Deviation l.5327505t 
Sample Variance I0.11733333 















I ]1111:1111 1··-~ 1 






















































0.2 0.1 0 
0.3 0.2 0 
0., 0.3 0 
0.5 0.4 0 
0.1 0.5 
0.7 0.5 
0.8 0.7 11 




























21 0.725 13 0."82759 
27 D.e75 10 0.370371M 
21 0.725 • 0.3103"8 2' 0.1 8 0.3333333 
27 D.e75 9 0.3333333 
28 0.15 I 0.2307592 
27 0.675 5 0.1851152 
2' 0.1 I 0.375 
21 0.7 12 D.421571' 
28 0.725 8 0.2751121 
27 0.675 9 0.3333333 
28 0.725 I 0.27511921 
28 0.725 10 0.3"1271 
2' 0.1 12 0.5 
27 0.675 10 0.370371M 
11 0.,75 I o.,7311M2 
31 0.775 12 0.31170IA 
30 0.75 11 0.3811817 
28 0.7 7 0.25 
28 0.15 5 0.2307112 
28 0.7 ' 0.1,28571 31 0.775 12 0.31170HI 
23 0.575 5 0.2173113 
27 0.675 12 o."""' 
2, 0.5 9 0.375 
bet.Ram 
.. _ 0.3351178 
Slandanl Em>r 0.0113'15 
Medon 0.3"1271 
Mode 0.3333333 
Slandanl Dwlati 0.0917'3 








Conftdence l .. el 0.0378591 
o __ ....,.---=--~ 
0.1 !ii F1!9"""<Y 
0.2 0.2 2 
0.3 0.3 I 








Table D.8 - Scenario I Run 107 
136 
MOE2 MOE1 .. D<lec:led MOP1 
SdlscrScenario IR92s R!!! Uritsinhs Units Detect UnllsAIMt Tobi LaLWIClles SCUDs KiDed %SCUDsKilod ~CUodSenso D<I. Rotio 
108 25 1 40 31 10 56 30 0.75 12 0.4 
108 25 2 40 25 13 81 'Z1 0.1575 6 o.= 
108 25 3 40 21 18 711 22 0.55 9 0.4(Jg(Jg(Jg 
108 25 4 40 25 13 59 v D.1575 10 0.3703704 
108 25 5 40 23 15 75 25 0.825 9 D.Je 
108 25 6 40 26 14 84 26 o.es 6 0.2307692 
108 25 7 40 23 15 74 25 0.825 2 o.oe 
108 25 8 40 251 10 86 30 0.75 10 0.3333333 
108 25 9 40 30 9 75 31 o.n5 5 0.181251113 
108 25 10 40 22 17 82 23 0.575 2 0.0868565 
108 25 11 40 2ll 12 !5 2ll 0.7 8 0.2ll57143 
108 25 12 40 'Z1 13 157 'Z1 0.1575 4 0.1481481 
108 25 13 40 26 18 71 24 0.6 a 0.25 
108 25 14 40 2ll 12 80 2ll 0.7 12 0.4285714 
108 25 15 40 'Z1 13 74 'Z1 0.1575 9 0.3333333 
108 25 18 40 22 17 68 23 0.575 7 0.3043478 
108 25 17 40 20 20 lt1 20 0.5 4 0.2 
108 25 18 40 30 10 71 30 0.75 8 0.215911ff7 
108 25 19 40 32 7 59 33 0.825 a 0.2424242 
108 25 20 40 31 10 57 30 0.75 12 0.4 
108 25 21 40 26 15 n 25 0.825 10 0.4 
108 25 22 40 31 9 72 31 o.n5 10 0.3225808 
108 25 23 40 25 13 !5 'Z1 0.1575 5 0.1851852 
108 25 24 40 19 21 88 19 0.475 2 0.1052l32 
108 25 25 40 25 14 75 26 o.es 5 o.19230n 
TCUI Ulnche• "5Cl.().fl(;led Det. Rlllio 
Mean 74.44 Mean 0.1564 - D.2"743 stondard Emir 1.78988033 Slondonl Emir 0.017!i04791 Slondonl Em>r 0.02125144 -.. 75 Medi on 0.1575 Medi., D.29e88157 Mod• 75 Mode 0.1575 Mode 0.4 
SbndardDevilli 8.949301549 stondard Devillion 0.087523806 standard Devi 0.1084721 
SWnple Vwiance 80.D9 Simple Vari.,ce 0.007880417 SlmpleVarian 0.0113383 
Kwtosis -0.31Dll&4718 Kl.l'tosis -0.21l8157ssn K111:osis -1.0473n - -0.301558421 - -0.3341371Je - -0.204267 Rqe 35 fbnge 0.35 Rqe 0.3485714 
MrimlSn 56 Mrim"'1 0.475 Mnlmwn 0.08 -- lt1 -- 0.825 Mlxlm1111 0.4285714 - 1881 - 185 - 6.7185755 Coo.nt 25 Count 25 Count 25 Ccnfidl!nce level 3.eG40894 Conlldonce leYel!SlS. 0.038128044 Confodonce Le 0.04394!15 
0 Bin ,,_ 0 
B" F1-!CY 0.1 0 0 0.1 Bin F1-!CY 
56 1 0.2 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 a 
63 2 0.3 0.2 0 0.3 0.3 8 
70 4 0.4 0.3 0 0.4 0.4 8 
n 9 o.s 0,4 0 0.5 0.5 2 
84 5 0.8 O.S 2 0.8 0,6 0 
-e 4 0.7 0.8 4 0.7 0.7 0 
0.8 0.7 12 0.8 0.8 0 
0.9 0.8 8 0.9 0.9 0 
0,9 1 -. 0 
More 0 






~ . ,.,,,_, r· i • •• 
~ • ~ l , 





























Stondanl Em< 1.102300&2• .. _ 35 
- 33 St.ndanl 0...1~0 5..511503122 
SM!ple Varian<• 30.37114111187 












































































































































Total uund!e SCUDs !Gtl~ ~Os ltllled 
'3 • O.• 33 17 0.15 
3' 15 0.75 
31 13 0.85 
'3 10 0..5 
21 1• 0.7 
39 1• 0.7 
35 1• 0.7 
35 12 o.a 
29 1• 0.7 
33 17 0.15 
'7 15 0.75 
30 15 0.75 
31 12 o.8 
:w 11 0.15 
33 15 0.75 
31 " 0.7 31 13 O.C$ 
31 12 0.1 
27 12 0.1 
31 12 0.1 
•1 15 0.75 
'° " 0.7 31 13 0.15 
'5 I 0.'5 
•D11tcted llOl'1 
!!l!CuedSe•- Oil Rllio 
3 0.375 
5 0.29Cl17e 
• 0~157 5 0.3Nl15' 
3 0.l 
• 0..571'216 • 0.21S71'3 
5 0.lS71•21 
2 0.1MIH7 











7 0 .5314115 
0 0 
..... 0.322573$ 
Slendlrd Emit 0.02281157 
.. ....,, 0.3333333 
II ode 0.21811117 
Slandanl O..lall 0.11 ... 37 
Sample Vlriln~ 0.0131De5 






Con•- Love O.a.725111 





















Table D.10 - Scenario 1Run109 
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..... 













MOE2 MOl'.1 • DttKtecl M0,1 
~ • ..,s •• ,,.~. Ml£! Ree UntslftMla Unts 0.llctecl in At U.ts.-lillt Tolal Laundles SCUO. IGNtd '!ISCUOt IGMtd !!l(c...dSenso Oil. Ratio 
110 ~ 1 20 11 I " 11 0 55 2 0.1811112 110 25 2 20 11 I •o 12 0.1 2 0.1819"7 
110 25 3 20 11 I 47 11 0.55 2 0.1111112 
110 25 4 20 ' 13 41 7 0.35 1 0.142'571 110 25 5 20 16 29 II 01 I 0.5 
110 25 20 ,. 41 ,. 07 4 Q.21571'3 
110 2S 20 ,. 4 31 1• 01 5 0.3125 
110 25 I 20 15 5 27 15 0.75 5 0.3333333 
110 25 I 20 11 I 30 11 0.55 2 0.1111112 
110 25 10 20 15 3 " 17 0.15 2 0.1171'11 110 25 11 20 12 I 42 12 0.1 1 0.0S)3333 
110 25 12 20 ,. 5 21 15 0.75 5 0.3333333 
110 25 13 20 13 7 33 13 o.85 5 0.314115' 
110 25 ,. 20 I 10 40 10 0.5 $ 0.5 
110 25 15 20 14 I 31 14 0,7 1 0.5 
110 25 16 20 14 • 25 " 0.7 7 0.5 110 25 17 20 13 • " 12 0.1 1 O.Ol:l3333 110 2S 11 20 11 11 42 • OAS 4 0."""4 
110 25 11 20 12 I • 2 11 0.55 4 0.31313M 
110 2S 20 20 15 5 29 15 0.75 5 Cl.A 
110 25 21 20 15 27 1' o.a 5 0.3125 
110 2S 22 20 13 " " 0.7 ' 02157143 110 2S 23 20 12 32 13 oe5 ' Q.30711123 110 2S 2' 20 11 31 13 0.1$ 4 0.3079IZI 
110 2S 2S 20 11 32 12 0.1 3 0.25 
Toalz:i- i!~vl5s 1/iid ?>;;, 1'ato 
Mun 35.8 Man 0."5 Mean 0.291<1117 
StindlnlE,..... 1.2M1"14 S..ndlnlEmw 0.02'1- Standanl Emlf o.rn..cm 
lleclM 31 llecllll G.155 - 0.30711123 llodt • 1 llodt 0.55 - 0.5 Slllldlrd 0 .. 1>11 6AI07- SlancllnlO..t 0.120482.U7 S11odlrcl Owil 0.1321'31 S""41ft VanM« 42 SMll>ie Voriwi 0 014581817 SampeVorian 0.0174118 
ltl#lllllS -1AOOS218 -· 0058105213 Kmlalis -4.l50t23 -... -4,03A31511 -- .Q.431305001 -- o.maee Ranae 22 IW;o 0.5 il- O..S1UN7 Minimum 25 Mini11111m 0.35 Minlrrw.l'm O.OS33333 
Muimutn '7 Mulmum O.IS M&limvm 0.5 
k m 815 s.m 16.15 Sum 7MO(ll1 
Count 25 Count 25 C-l 25 
Conftdence lewtl 2.17511m1 Conldtnc• la O.OUl113S3 Con1hltnctl.J! 0.05'5'12 
0 !Ii> .,_, 0 
In .,_ 0.1 0 0 0.1 8" .,~ 
i5 1 02 0.1 0 G.2 oi 
294 5 0.3 O.l ·o D.3 0.3 3 
33. I OA O.l 0 OA 0.4 I 
31.2 2 0.5 o..s 1 0.5 0.5 5 
42.I I o.s 0.5 2 o.e 0.1 0 ..... 3 0.7 01 I 0.7 o.7 0 
0.8 0.7 1 0.8 0,8 0 
0.1 0.1 I 0.1 0.1 0 
0.1 1 Mon 0 
11 ... 0 





l••-1 ~ i• f ~ i ! =) . ' . , 
1 
Ill ~ 
. . j . - .. :; : 0 : .. i 0 . 0 0 • 0 .. :; . ~ . ~ . .. j ~ ~ 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 ... ""' •• 
Table D.11 - Scenario I Run llO 
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MCE2 MCE1 tDetoded MCIP1 
Sensor Scenario tRee R!J! Units in Area Units Detected in Units Alive Total Launches SCUDs Kiie %SCUD• Kiled ~ Clled Senso Del. R•tio 
111 25 1 20 16 4 39 18 0.8 8 0.315 
111 25 2 20 10 10 2ll 10 0.5 5 0.5 
111 25 3 20 10 a 411 12 0.8 8 0.5 
111 25 4 20 14 5 41 15 0.75 8 0.4 
111 25 5 20 11 9 37 11 o.55 4 0.383535 
111 25 6 20 14 6 41 14 0.7 8 0.428571 
111 25 7 20 15 1 30 19 0.95 9 0.473884 
111 25 8 20 14 6 42 14 0.7 2 0.142857 
111 25 9 20 18 5 30 15 0.75 5 0.333333 
111 25 10 20 16 5 31 15 0.75 7 0.4MM7 
111 25 11 20 11 10 32 10 0.5 4 0.4 
111 25 12 20 13 8 33 14 0.7 4 0.215714 
111 25 13 20 17 4 31 18 0.8 5 0.3125 
111 25 14 20 9 11 38 9 o.45 2 0.222222 
111 25 15 20 13 7 32 13 0.65 2 0.153846 
111 25 16 20 14 8 42 14 0.7 1 0.071429 
111 25 17 20 15 4 31 19 0.8 ' 0.375 111 25 11 20 15 5 38 15 0.75 4 0.218887 
111 25 19 20 14 8 32 14 0.7 8 O.A21571 
111 25 20 20 15 a 40 14 0.7 2 0.142857 
111 25 21 20 18 2 38 18 0.9 6 0.333333 
111 25 22 20 12 8 45 12 a.a 0 0 
111 25 23 20 18 5 38 15 0.75 2 0.133333 
111 25 24 20 15 5 38 15 0.75 5 0.333333 
111 25 25 20 11 9 42 11 0.55 5 0.454545 
1.Ul liunebu SSCUO.Klll>d l.W.itno 
Mun 38.18 Mean 0.894 Me.n 0.315884 
Slandord Error 0.11498T1185 Slandord Error 0.024378953 Slandord En-or 0.028152 
Median 36 Mecan 0.7 Mecian 0.333333 
Mode 42 Mode 0.75 Mode 0.333333 
Standard Deviation 4.741385925 SlandordDOYiaUon 0.121'*7153 Slandord OOYI 0.1411758 
Salllf)le Varianu 22.5556el67 Sample Variani:e 0.014858333 SampleVari•n 0.019813 
Kunosis -1.32888879 Kurtosis -0.0375113524 Kurtosis -0.48874 -- 0.071887258 -- -0.187580905 -... -0.58094 Range 16 Ronge 05 Ronge 0.5 Minimum 211 Jomlmum 0.45 Mi1imum 0 
Maximum 45 Ma:dmum D.95 Maximum 0.5 
sum 904 sum 17.35 sum 7.897101 
Count 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Confidence leve!(95. 1.98(U49752 Confidence Lev~9 0.050315575 Con5dence le 0.058102 
0 lllii "- 0 
Sin - 0.1 0 0 0.1 Bin -211 1 0.2 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 a 32.2 8 0.3 0.2 0 0.3 0.3 3 
35.4 1 0.4 0.3 0 0.4 0.4 8 
38.6 6 0.5 0.4 0 0.5 0.5 7 
41.8 5 0.6 0.5 3 0,8 0.8 0 
M°"' 4 0.7 0.8 4 0.7 0.7 0 
0.8 0.7 7 0.8 0.8 0 
0.9 o.a 9 0.9 0.9 0 
0.9 1 Mont 0 
More 1 
Hlslog,_ lfts1119 .... Hlslo.-
1· ,.,,_,..,, ! fmF-<vf p f• ! .:;, • 3 .. ' 
IC ii ; i 0 ;; " ;; . ~ . :; . . i ::l 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . :; ;; 0 :: 0 ;; : ::: j ... lln 
Bin 
Table D.12 - Scenario I Run Ill 
140 
MOl2 MOE1 I OotoctlCI 
_, 
Stft-S-ario lfll!!! ~·2 U.lblllAtta U..its Oottctedla UobAlv1 Taall ... u:llt SCUDs Kile 1'SCUDs Kll1d !!:ifC.,.dSlftlO Dot. Ratio 
112 25 I 20 13 • 31 " 0.7 3 0J142i5t 112 25 2 20 13 7 :JO 13 0.116 5 0.38'1154 
112 25 3 20 16 s 45 15 0.75 s Cl.l33»33 
112 25 ' 20 12 I 40 II 0.55 2 01111112 112 25 5 20 13 s 33 IS 0.75 • 0.A 112 25 • 20 10 I JS 11 0.55 4 0.3830)84 112 25 7 20 " 5 40 15 0.75 • 0 4 112 25 I 20 10 10 33 10 0.5 3 0.3 
112 25 I 20 12 I 2• 12 0.1 I 0.5 
112 25 10 20 10 I 31 12 0 ,6 • 0.5 
112 25 11 20 13 7 33 13 G.115 3 0.23071192 
112 25 12 20 I• s 31 15 0.7S 3 0.2 
112 25 13 20 " 5 27 15 0.75 a D.4 112 25 " 20 • " '3 a 0.3 3 0,5 112 25 15 20 8 12 '3 • 0.A 2 0.25 112 25 11 20 13 7 37 13 o.es I 0.07'9231 
112 25 17 20 12 7 21 13 o.es 3 Q.2307ft2 
112 25 11 20 13 1 '° 13 o.es 3 0.2307882 112 25 " 20 11 7 32 13 o.es ' 0.3071112l 112 25 20 20 16 4 30 15 o.e • 0.5 112 25 21 20 14 • 42 " 0.7 5 0.3571'21 112 25 22 20 18 s 21 15 0.75 • 0.5333333 112 25 23 20 13 • '° " 0.7 2 0.1428571 111 25 2' 20 13 7 40 13 O.IS 2 0.1-
112 25 25 20 12 7 31 13 oes 3 0.2307112 
r.u1u.rnc11es ilcuO.M>d o;tl(-
...... JS.72 lie.an 0544 ...... 0.3119024 
Slllldatd Enor 1.13154447 Stllldatd Enw 0 023151174 SDndard Enor 0.11251713 
11-n 37 -· 0.15 ....... 0.3078823 Modi 40 Modi 0.15 Modi 0.5 SlancllrdOevlltion 5 .8'2722352 s11ncllrd c .. 1a11 0.1157513119 Sllncllrdo .. 11 0.1213117 
Sart\i)tt V&riantc 32.21333333 Sample Vorlanc 0.013' SamplaVarion 0.011731e 
Kurunis .0.117137"4 Kurtolis 2.400-1 Kunoll• .0.99'2519 
SkrMles• .0.353212152 -- · l.A1M31512 -·· 0.1142338 R111111 21 Ran111 u Rongo 0.4514103 Minimum 2' loloimum 0.l Miwn.um 0.0781231 
Mufmum 45 M11dmum 0.1 M .. lm<lm 0.5333333 
s- 1113 - 11.1 s- 7.t2254S09 Couot 25 C«lnl 25 c- 25 
Ccxddttlco Lr<~ 2.~12015 Cotttdeneelev• 0041712111 Cootdtocele 0.06340ll 
Sn ~l 0 Sn ''9QWnC)' 0 
24 I 0.1 0 0 0.1 1111 -282 3 02 01 0 0.2 02 5 32.A 3 O.l 02 0 0.3 0.3 I 
31.1 5 0.4 0.3 I 0.A O.A I 
'°·' 8 0.5 0.A I 0.5 0.5 ' ...... 4 0.6 o.s 1 u 0.1 I 
0.7 o.a 0.1 0.7 0 
0.1 0.1 11 o.1 o.1 0 
0.9 0.1 7 0.9 0.9 0 
0.9 0 Men 0 ...... 0 
Hittog- Hl.C- Hi.t....., 
•• • 1 
! !••--.I l , .. ,_, l: j • f ~ .;; ~ 
~, 
;t; ~ . ; ; i 0 - ~ .. . ~ . ~ . : i ' = . . -0 • • . . • ~ ~ . ~ . ; : : I •• ... . . . . . •• 
Table D .13 - Scenario 1Run112 
141 
MOE2 MOE1 llOdeded M0,1 
S.-s-.do ""!!!! R!f UritsinAlm UnitsDol-dlnA UnllsAllvo Teal U...c:l>es saJDs IGlled %SCU0s ICllod lcu.dSe!>o Doi. Rollo 
113 25 1 40 211 15 a5 25 0.625 4 0.11 
113 25 2 40 22 17 79 23 0.575 s 02173813 
1t3 25 3 40 27 14 11 211 Iles 10 0.31481538 
113 25 4 40 2S 15 Sii 25 0.1125 9 O.Je 
113 25 5 40 29 12 13 211 D-7 3 0.10714288 
113 25 e 40 28 12 51 211 0.7 II 0.321421157 
113 25 7 40 21 13 S1 27 0.1!75 II 0.33333333 
113 25 I 40 21 11 l!7 24 o.e 7 0.291881997 
113 25 II 40 25 11 11 24 o.e 7 0.291881997 
113 25 10 40 27 12 19 211 0.7 I 0214211571 
113 25 11 40 24 15 91 25 0.112$ 4 o_te 
113 25 12 40 27 13 711 27 0.875 e 0.22222222 
113 25 13 40 29 15 78 25 0.1125 9 0.315 
113 25 14 40 29 11 92 29 0.725 9 0.31034493 
113 2S 15 40 211 11 14 22 Q.55 1 0.31111182 
113 25 11 40 23 15 97 25 0.125 13 0.52 
HJ 25 17 40 25 14 as 211 o.es 1 0.2ll923077 
113 25 11 40 31 10 as 30 0.75 13 0.43333333 
1'3 25 19 40 22 15 Ill 25 0.125 4 0.19 
113 25 211 40 30 10 eo 30 0.75 12 0.4 
113 25 21 40 22 14 73 211 o.es 5 0.19230Tlll 
113 25 22 40 29 12 78 21 0.7 II 0.32142157 
113 25 23 40 29 ,, 74 29 0.725 9 Q.31034493 
113 25 24 40 10 21 IO 19 0.475 5 0.215315788 
113 25 25 40 22 14 711 211 a.es 11 0.423(17992 
,,_L.e_ SS'Ctllls K.- ISOi.~ - 74.0S Man a.es - 0.293IQl:la StarldonlBnr 2.04:MS Sl..iard enr 0.0127475411 - fJTD 0.011119788 Mod fan 71 - a.es -.. 0.31034493 Mod• 79 Mode 0.625 Mode 0.11 
-OoYillion 10.2122 -.sansOMllio O.Oll3T.l7744 -"'°"" 0.09!Ml!IM3 SmlpleVRnce 104.29 S-pltV..._ 0.0040825 SampltVorla D-!119e11115 
~ .... .1.011n Kll'tDlis 1.039221141 K&otooi• -0,1933492 - -0.1:1112 -- -O.l55iOl580ll -- 0.13829711 R-.gt 34 R1n11t D.275 R-.gt 0.412115714 -... 51 -... 0.475 -... 0. 107142811 ....... . 112 ...... . 0.75 .......... 0.52 
Sum 1174 Sim 11.25 Sim 7.J451!5113& 
can 25 CcM1I 25 CcM1I 25 
CanftdSICt l.MI(? 4.21541 Co!fidtnce i....I( 0.1125JOD142 Canftdonce L 0.0411l11721 
0 11 .. I!'_,.,. 0 11 .. FJ!l!l:!!l<Y 
! .. - 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 51 I 0.2 0.1 0 0.2 o.2 4 
14.1 4 0.3 o.2 0 Q.3 0.3 7 
71.1 0.4 0.3 0 0.4 0.4 10 
711.4 0.5 0.4 0 0.5 0.5 2 
115.2 o.e Q.5 1 0.1 0.1 1 
Mere 0.7 0.1 4 0.7 0 .7 0 
a.a 0.1 11 Ill 0.1 0 
0.0 a.a 4 0.0 0.11 o 
011 0 Men 0 -.. 





10 la•-1 iii- • 
.; . .: 
:: . . ~ i 0 ;; ; ;; ;; ~ . - . :: j - " ~ • ~ e ~ • • • ;i; I! 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o I 
Table D.14 - Scenario 1 Run 113 
142 
MOEi llOE1 •D<I- MOP1 
Slnsar 5-l>rio "'!!!! R!J! Urilo In ...,... ls Otioctod In UritsAlive TcGI l..oundles SOJO. Kilod %SClJOs IClMod bzCl.ed- Od. FWo 
114 25 1 40 71 13 711 i1 0.875 5 0.1&51852 
114 25 2 40 71 ,. tlT 2IS 0.1!6 10 ll.3Me154 
114 25 3 40 JO • 72 31 0.775 a o.2550845 114 25 • 40 22 17 711 23 0 .575 7 0.3043478 114 25 5 40 2IS 12 n :za 0.7 10 Q.3571429 
114 25 8 40 27 11 74 211 D.725 10 0.34411276 
114 25 7 40 27 14 711 2S O.tl!i 11 0.42307S 
114 25 a 40 24 15 a5 24 0.8 4 0.15811867 
114 25 • 40 2S 15 711 24 a.a a D.3333:333 114 25 10 40 21 18 83 22 O.!i5 4 D. ~181112 
114 25 11 40 24 17 81 23 Q.575 10 0.43478:111 
114 25 12 40 32 a 711 34 O.ll5 7 0.2D51!824 
114 25 13 40 33 9 64 31 0 .775 10 0.322580B 
114 25 14 40 :za 14 511 2S a.as 7 0.4692308 
114 25 15 40 71 12 74 2! 0.7 3 0.1071429 
114 25 15 40 211 10 s JO 0.75 a o.2ll8ll8tlT 
114 25 17 40 30 10 78 XI 0,75 a 0.2 
114 25 18 40 23 15 70 24 o.a 4 0.1aeeeQ' 
114 25 18 40 2S 14 811 2IS 0.!15 7 O.:lSS230fl 
114 25 211 40 23 17 • 23 0515 4 0 .173al3 114 25 21 40 25 13 SI 71 0.875 11 0.4074074 
114 25 22 «> 18 24 a5 15 0.4 3 0.1875 
114 25 23 40 27 13 73 71 0.875 9 o.3333333 
114 25 24 40 25 11 '" 29 0.725 3 0.10344S3 114 25 25 40 71 12 71 21 0.7 7 0.25 
T-~ "5CUDs~ °"'·-
Man 7S.5e Mean O.fl82 - D.ZS4748 Sllndoru&rar 1.7088788 -.datdEmr 0.01 MIKJllell -.:t&rar 0.0192978 Mod;.. 711 - 0.875 Modi.,, ll.2eel!!87 Mod• 19 Mode a.es Mode 0.1eeel!87 libndonlOMllio 8.5'43838 
-~· 
O.C»24541144 Stlndonl Devillio 0.0De489 
SampleV- 73.-r S..ple Vlrioroce 0.(1)85471117 SampleVlri.iee O.OOSl3101 
Kl.rlalis -0.2119Q21 -· 1579955319 Kutoels --0.$7671!71 -- O.<IZ22153 - -<llllXl008251 -- 0.1242731! ""'9• 34 Rq• 0.45 llqe 0.3313343 Mirimum 511 -.... 0.4 -... 0.1034483 Malclm ... 83 -m ... a.as -... 0.4J.47821! - 1889 s... 18.55 s... 8.1131185311 C<ull 25 C<ull 25 C<ult 25 Confidence Leve( 3.521111517 Ca'iftdence Level( 0.0381113517 Conft-t..11•1 0.0398287 
E; "'--
8"! - 0 0 a 0 8"! -511 1 0.1 0.1 a a.1 0.1 a 87.5 3 02 Q.2 a 02 0.2 8 
78 9 D.3 0,3 0 0.3 0.3 a 
84.5 a 0.4 0.4 1 0.4 0.4 7 
Men 5 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 3 
a.a a.a 7 o.a a.a 0 
0.7 0.7 9 0.7 0.7 0 
o.a a.a 8 o.a o.a 0 
0.9Mcn 1 0.9 Q.9 0 
More 0 -- Histogrwn Hise-' ' T T ~: ~· !a~~«<Y I "'~_.. ... , .. i• jj.. 
.: ~ . , ~ ' 
I 
0 ; ;; :; .. ~ : ; : i ;; " ~ .. ~ . ; : . i .. .,. ,. ... - 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 .. .. .. 
Table D.15 - Scenario 1Run114 
143 
MOE2 MOE1 #Dl!tected llOP1 
Sensor Scenario 1'R!!S R!!! UMs in Ne:a Units Detected in Are Units Alive Tclal L.a....nes SQ.IDs l<illed "'50.IDs Kiled l Cued Sens Dl!t. Rlltio 
115 25 1 40 211 14 92 2!I 0.155 10 0.384815385 
115 25 2 40 211 12 119 211 0.7 11 0.3B285'7143 
115 25 3 40 27 13 73 27 0.1175 a o.-
115 25 4 40 23 17 84 23 0.575 7 0.304347112G 
115 25 5 40 211 10 58 30 0.75 12 0.4 
115 25 8 40 2S 13 91 27 0.1175 10 0.37037037 
115 25 7 40 25 13 68 27 0.1175 10 0.37037037 
115 25 a 40 211 11 64 211 0.725 a D.275882089 
115 25 9 40 27 13 ao 27 0.1175 11 0.407407407 
115 25 10 40 37 5 158 35 0.1175 14 0.4 
115 25 11 40 24 13 71 'Z1 0.1175 10 0.37037037 
115 25 12 40 25 13 81 'Z1 0.1175 9 0.333333333 
115 25 13 40 211 10 58 30 0.75 15 0.5 
115 25 14 40 28 12 n 28 0.7 8 D.285714285 
115 25 15 40 27 13 n 27 0.875 a 029!129«2118 
115 25 16 40 2S 13 78 'Z1 0.875 10 0.37037037 
115 25 17 40 27 12 64 28 0.7 10 0.357142857 
115 25 11 40 28 11 83 211 0.725 12 0.413793103 
115 25 19 40 28 11 53 211 0.725 9 0.31034482ll 
115 25 :m 40 211 11 Ill 211 0.725 10 0.344127588 
115 25 21 40 24 17 n 23 0.575 7 0.3043471129 
115 25 22 40 211 12 511 28 0.7 18 0.571428571 
115 25 23 40 2S 13 70 27 0.1175 7 0.259259259 
115 25 24 40 211 11 74 211 0.725 9 0.31034482ll 
115 25 25 40 28 13 64 27 0.1175 7 0.259259259 
Ta.I Lllunt:hes "5CIAlsKiled Doi.Ratio - eii.4 Mean 0.8114 Moran o.-513ndardEm>r 2.00083318 -.inEir 0.01138078e -.i1r11Elr0.014588919 
Medill\ 1!11 Medi.-. 0.1175 -.. 0.357142857 Mode 64 Mode 0.1175 Mode D.37037037 
-.inDellillian 10.0041858 -.ion10e D.051!1153929 __,..,, De 0.07211445118 
Sample Variance 100.0S33333 SompleVlri 0.00324375 Simple Vari 0.005308335 
l<ll'tOlis 0.25Sl5Cll38 Kwtmis 4.234185743 -· 2.134485245 - 0.1170828831 Skewness D.712574175 Skewness 1.190430359 Rqe 311 Rqe 0.3 Range 0.3121811312 
Mnimun 53 Minimum 0.575 Mrlmum 0.251125112511 -um 92 Maxim1.1n 0.1175 Mmmum 0.571428571 Sum 1735 Sum 17.35 Sum 1 .-1 
CIUlt 25 CCUlt 25 CCUlt 25 
Confidcnce Level!9 4.129515831 Confidence L 0.023509421 Confidence 0.030088785 
0 
0 a.. Fnlquency 0.1 
a.. - 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 Bin -53 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.3 0.3 8 825 5 0.3 0.3 0 0.4 0.4 14 
n 11 0.4 0.4 0 05 0.5 3 
815 5 05 05 0 0 .8 0.6 1 
More 2 0.8 0.8 2 0.7 0.7 0 
0.7 0.7 14 0.1 0.8 0 
a.a 0.8 7 0.9 0.9 0 
0.9 0.9 1 More 0 
Men 0 
HISI- HISI- Histogrmn 
t2 ... •• •• t2 " 
L 
faF __ , f ·: , .......... .,, [ 1: • . . ~ i:: 
;; :; ; : ~ . :: j ~ . :; . :; . . j 53 112S n 115 ..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . ... •• ... 
Table D .16 - Scenario 1Run115 
144 
Senta' Sclnarla #R!2! R!!J! 
119 25 1 
119 25 2 
118 25 3 
118 25 4 
119 25 5 
118 25 e 
11& 25 7 
118 25 a 
118 25 8 
118 25 10 
118 25 11 
118 25 12 
118 25 13 
119 25 14 
119 25 15 
11& 25 19 
11& 25 17 
11& 25 18 
11& 25 18 
11& 25 211 
118 25 21 
11& 25 22 
118 25 ZI 
118 25 24 






strdltd DeYialio 9.4715343 
SampleV-'-e 118.71 
KlltOlis o.7717322 -- 0.-Range 311 Mmnum 57 -m ... 811 
Sun 17&2 
COU1I 25 
Ccnfldence LllVel 3.llOll6572 




UrWts In Area UtW!slleledtdln UrllsAfrve 
<IO 2li 11 
<IO 22 18 
<IO 'Z1 13 
<IO 29 8 
<IO 'Z1 13 
<IQ 'Z1 12 
<IQ 24 18 
<IO ZI 17 
40 27 10 
<IQ 25 13 
<IO 30 11 
40 25 15 
<IQ 211 11 
40 211 11 
<IO 'Z1 10 
40 'Z1 12 
40 211 10 
40 39 
40 24 14 
40 30 12 
40 28 10 
40 25 12 
40 'Z1 14 
<IQ 2• 16 
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llOE2 
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KunO'lis --Ralljlt llnlmum -S.m Court 21 41 Ill 25 













• 20 5 20 
8 20 
7 20 
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• 48 7 .. 
iScubiKJW 
Mean 










































































































• 0.25 3 0.23078923 
1 o.-
2 0.18881SR7 
• 0.-U 3 02143571 







• 0.352M111 5 O.A111eff7 





- 0.28413161 Slon<lln! Ell" O.IJ22l'OG31 
- .. o~ 
- 0.2307U23 Stand&n!Dt 0.113131'4 
S&mpt VW!a 0.01295771 
Kw!Otis 412250711 
-- G.680f0053 Rango 0"4755245 
llnl""'" O.OllOllOI09 
Maximum 0.531M8154 
Sum 7 .120llll804 
Cawt 25 
C!ft!!f!ft"'l 0-5 































































- 35.le - &rcr 1.(10312144 
Mednn 34 
Mode 34 
Sbndard DM.aion 5.0158422 
SnploVll'ianco 25.1_., 
IC&ltaois .0.1131122113 
-- 0.32008251 Ringo 18 
-... 28 -um 48 
Sum a&4 
Ccu't 25 










































































































-l!mr -Mod• SbndanllloYtSI 
SlmploV-






































































































































































































MOE2 MCIE1 •Ott- MOP1 
SIMGr SUn'i:rio •R!e! Aee Units In Aru ii> lleleeted In A UnftsAliu TOCOI LolOlclle SCUOs Kill• lf.SCU01Killed !!llCuedSeuor 011.btio 
203 25 1 20 10 10 " 10 0.5 I 0.1 203 25 2 20 15 5 32 15 0.75 5 0.33333l333 
203 25 3 20 11 9 37 11 o.ss 2 0.111111112 
203 25 • 20 11 I 39 11 0.55 3 0.272727273 
203 25 5 20 1• 5 25 15 0.75 • O• 
203 25 5 20 10 I 31 11 o.55 3 0.272127273 
203 25 7 20 18 • '5 18 0.1 5 0.:1125 
203 25 8 20 15 5 35 15 0.75 I DA 
203 25 I 20 12 I 38 11 o.ss • O.:inale38' 203 25 10 20 11 • '7 12 0.8 I O.Ol3333333 
203 25 11 20 1• 8 32 ,. 0.7 2 0. '421157143 
203 25 12 20 11 • 35 12 o.a 1 O.ll83333333 203 25 13 20 ,. 8 31 ,. 0.7 3 0.21428571• 
203 25 ,. 20 11 I 31 ,, o.ss I 0.5'5'$4545 
203 25 15 20 ,. 8 " ,. 0.1 • 0.2'5714218 203 25 If 20 13 I :w ,. 0.7 • 0.215714218 
203 25 17 20 11 I 2t 11 o.ss 3 0.27%727273 
203 25 19 20 13 7 27 13 D.85 • 0.3078123118 
203 25 11 20 11 7 24 13 0.65 5 0.-15315 
203 25 20 20 12 I 37 ,. 0.7 8 0.571'211571 
203 25 21 20 11 I •1 11 o.ss 2 0.181111112 
203 25 22 20 12 5 37 15 o.75 5 0.333333333 
203 25 23 20 I ,, 38 I 0.'5 5 0.555555558 
203 25 24 20 13 • 33 12 0 .1 5 0.41-87 203 25 25 20 I 11 33 • O.AS 2 0.222222222 
Totllll.llunol>H 7'SCUD1~ Deloctbn Ilario 
Mun 35,4 Mun G.121 Mun 0.3001131712 
Slllcllnl Eno< 1.21511174 Standlrd Eno< 0.020024194 SbncllnlEnor 0.0273582'8 
Medion 35 M-n 0.1 -n 0.215714211 
Mocle 37 -· 0.55 Modt G.272127273 Sbndlrd 00¥1ah l .07590t71 Standlrd OevlalD 0.100124122 Stlndard0.-.1&1 o .13m12" S"'"l'leV.Jlanco 31.11-7 SampleYallanca 0.010025 SampleV.d.,,c 0.011709109 
Kunm .0,4105138 Kunosls -1 .0l11t461 Kun* .0.233224'31 -... 0.024'7202 -- .0.1141784331 s-... 0.31837'817 R1nge 23 Rug• 0.35 Range 0.4111095238 Minimum 24 Minimum O.A5 Minimum O.Ol3333333 
Muimum 47 Marlmum 0.1 Muimum 0.5714211571 
Sum 115 Sum 15.15 Sum 7,S23'M55t 
Caunt 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Conte1enc:1 \.eYl:I( 2.50I01133 Confidence lenl o.a. 1329529 Coddence Ln O.OSMI0511 
8" F-2 0 lln F_.., 
lln F_.-, 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 2 
24 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 3 
211.76 3 0.3 0.3 0 Q.l 0,3 7 
35.5 I 0.4 0,4 0 0.4 0,4 • 
•1.25 I 0.5 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 1 
More 3 o.e 0.1 10 o.e o.s 3 
0.7 0.7 7 0.7 Q.7 0 
o.e 0.1 5 0 .1 0.1 0 
0.1 0.1 0 o.a o.e 0 
More 0 Mon 0 
llelogrwn ..,. ... 1111 
Hlot-
10 I 
' 1: i , .... _, ~: 1- .. - 1 ! 4 i• .. e' 
.:: ' ~, 
I 
• 
D 0 :; . ... :; : : j ;; :; :; . .. . :; : . i ,. 2115 SSS '"2S .... D 0 0 0 0 D 0 ... .. .. 
Table D.20- Scenario 2 Run 203 
148 
MOE2 llOE1 •os-.i 
_, 
Sensa $eoolaria Ml£! R!!! UtWtsinArea rilsOSeotodlnAT UM>Aliw Tat>j lamd!e SQJDsKil!e "5C\JOsl(jlled l CUed Srdo OS. Rdo 
204 25 1 2D 13 7 5 13 o.es 3 ll.2307l!ll 
204 25 2 2D 16 • 33 18 o.a e 0.375 204 25 3 2D 10 10 40 10 o.s 5 o.s 
204 25 • 2D 15 • 21 18 0.8 e 0.375 
204 25 5 2D 13 8 38 14 0.7 4 0.285714 
204 25 e 2D 12 7 45 13 0.65 • 0.307S2 204 25 7 2D 14 e 34 14 0.7 5 0.357143 
204 25 a 20 15 5 31 15 0.75 5 11.333333 
2D4 25 8 2D 15 5 35 15 0.75 1 O.Dll6887 
204 25 10 2D 14 8 31 14 0.7 3 o.2142911 
204 25 11 2D 12 7 Cl 13 0.65 1 0.0781123 
204 25 12 2D 12 8 34 12 0.8 2 0. 1eellll7 
2114 25 13 20 11 a 38 12 0.8 4 0.333333 
2D4 25 14 2D 12 a 27 12 o.a e 0.5 
204 25 15 2D 12 7 35 13 0.65 7 0.53&1G2 
204 25 16 2D 8 10 32 10 o.s 3 0 .3 
2D4 25 17 2D 12 7 .. 13 0.!15 3 ll.2307l!ll 
204 25 18 211 8 10 45 10 ().5 2 D.2 
204 25 18 20 10 10 37 10 0.5 0.4 
204 25 20 20 12 7 33 13 a.es • 0.3071lil2 
204 25 21 20 14 5 41 15 0.75 0 0 
204 25 22 20 13 e 41 14 0.7 3 0.2142!8 
2D4 25 23 31 10 10 32 10 0.5 2 0.2 
204 25 .. 31 13 8 35 14 0.7 4 0.285714 
204 25 25 2D 15 5 38 15 0.75 2 0.133333 
T-~ ssciA!iMld z;;-~ - 35.aa - 0.852 - Q.27T311 Staldonf&r... 1.07588017 Sbncllnl&r... 0.01~ Sbndanl&r... 0.11281135 Med;.. 35 -.... o.es Medi&'\ ll.2S5714 Mode 38 Mode 0.85 Mode 02307ll8 
Sllrldmlo..taicn 5.37811CXJ87 StondardDevh1lla 0.1195175277 -.io....i 0.134879 
5arnpleVWilnce 21.8433333 S-poVarllnce O.OOll05e333 SlmploV'"1&'1 0.011138 
Kiota9s -0.71754441 ~ -0.n5'TfJTllG1 KariooH -0.1Zlll3 -- 0.11(1217<18 -. ... -0.37718257 -. ... -0.00273 ~"'II• 18 lbrla• D.3 Rlrl!I• o.538482 ~ ... 21 Mrlml.f!I 0.5 Mtimum 0 -- 45 -... 0.8 Maldmim o..538482 Sum llll7 Sum 18.3 Sum e.JQ2784 C-1 25 COU'lt 25 C<IUl1I 25 
C<rilldonce Lwel(U5. 2.22071347 C<rlfid<ncei..e.el( O.Cl38:1l!S415 Confidoncel.o CUISSS81 
li11 ~ l!ti l!-.-y 
e;, F-- 0 0 0 0 0 1 
21 1 0 .1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 2 
30.75 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 ' 35.S 11 0 .3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 e 
40.25 5 0 .4 0,4 0 0.4 0.4 a 
a 0.5 0.5 5 o.s o.s 2 
o.a o.a 3 o.a o.e 1 
0.7 0.7 10 0.7 0.7 0 
o.a o.a e a.a a.a 0 
0.9Mcn D O.ll~ 0 -- HI•- HI•-
" 10 • 
" ' 
J' F faFPeQl.cyJ F: , .. ,_, f l • D<• e ' ~ • ~ J , 
. - :: ~ : ;; :: ;; :: i • o:; a . ~ : : ~ j ,. ..,,. ... "'l> "m• 0 0 0 0 ... .. •• 
Table D.21 - Scenario 2 Run 204 
149 
MOE2 M0&1 •D ... Cled llOl'1 
S•ntcrSi:enario IRees Rep Unlbin Are nb Delecllldln N Unts Alive TOUI Uundt• SCVP. Kill«I 'UCUP. l(;flod yCutdS.nso Do!. 111~0 
205 25 I 40 II 21 78 18 G.475 5 D.2531579 
205 25 2 40 211 12 51 211 0.7 • 0.211571'3 205 2S 3 •O 23 17 n 23 0.575 7 D.~71 
205 25 ' 40 2A " ea 24 0.5 I 0.:1»1333 205 25 5 40 23 " 73 2A 0.6 11 0.4583333 205 25 I 40 25 17 78 23 D.575 5 D.2173813 
205 25 7 40 211 11 n 29 0.725 I 0.2D151~ 
205 25 8 40 25 " 74 2A 0.6 6 0.25 205 25 I 40 29 11 r7 211 0.725 8 0.3103448 
205 25 ID 40 23 II H 2A 0.5 1 0.2!115ea7 
205 25 11 40 27 12 78 211 0.7 6 0.21'2857 
205 25 12 40 22 11 85 22 0.55 3 D.1363536 
205 25 13 '° 21 21 79 18 0.475 5 o.Zltm 205 25 1• '° 2& " n 25 0.85 5 o.1man 205 25 15 '° 2A 15 es 25 o.m 5 0.2 205 25 11 40 v 11 12 29 0.725 5 0.1724131 
205 25 17 40 25 15 83 25 0.125 e 02' 
205 25 11 40 25 " 75 28 0.85 7 0.2lll2308 205 25 19 40 211 10 58 30 0.75 I 0.28Mllr7 
205 25 211 40 28 " 71 29 us 7 0.2Kl:iot 205 25 21 •O 211 12 n 28 D.7 7 Q..25 
205 25 22 40 2• ts 75 2A o.e 5 0.21>13333 
205 25 23 40 21 18 78 21 0.525 1 0.3333333 
205 25 2A 40 v 11 r7 211 o.ns I 0.2111UN 
205 25 25 40 v 13 71 v 0.175 12 0.4444444 
ToltlUunchN i3'~UiliK'iiiJ iio1-110ii 
Mun 7•.'8 Mean U32 llun 0.2Sl51' 
Sllnclanl Emit 1.11518351 Sltnmnl&nlt 0.015513'35 SlandUdEm>r 0.0148531 
Moehn 7• ..... .., O.o25 llod .. 0.2131578 
Mode 711 - o.e II ode 0.2131579 Sllndord Ortiatlon Ul901757 S1anclard O..iatlo o.onsrrns Sllocllnl 0..1 0.0747655 Sample Va~anee n.m3333 SlmpleVllfance o.ooeo1eerr S11nple Vllf111 0.005511119 
l(u- 1.28908515 KWll>lis ~.'88271Z:W Kl.llOS!s 1.ffl318 
s-... D.1822f022 -... ~.40V55002 - 1.0N4211 Range '7 1111191 0.215 Range O.l21Hl7 
Minimum 51 Minimum 0.475 Mlnmwm 0.1363838 
Maximum .. Maaknum 0.75 Mulmum 0.4513333 
Sum 1152 Svm 15.1 Sum 1.5171505 
Count 25 eo..ne 25 CDW'lt 25 
Con11den<e l"'d!I • .DlllH129 ContldenceLW!!,< 0.032Vll15 Canldence l• 0.0301117 
!n '/!- 0 n .. -ICY 
Sin .,,.QUMe)' 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 
51 I 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 4 
12.75 I O.l 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 ,, 
7•.S 11 0.4 0.4 0 O.• O.• ' 86.25 • D.S o.s 1 D.5 0.5 2 
Mon 3 0.1 o.e 8 o.e D.I 0 
07 0.7 8 0.7 0.7 0 
0.1 O.t 5 01 01 D 
0.8 Q.8 0 OJI D.8 0 ,..,. 0 ..... 0 
.......... -- ..... .,_ ,, ,..,,......,..,,,,,.,,,,.,""'""'""''"""" • , . • ,, 
' •• 
l•><-1 J: l•«-1 
.t• ~ 
' ' • - "" . "' -.... : : j ;; :; :; . ~ . ; . . i 0 0 0 D . 0 0 • ..... .. 
Table D.22 - Scenario 2 Run 205 
150 
MOEZ MOE1 • Detected MOP1 
Sensor Scenario ll:Re~ Ree Units in Areanils De!lldod In Ar Units Alive Total Launchts SCUDs Killed "'5CUDs Killed :z; Cued Sens Dot.Rollo 
205 25 1 40 23 17 n 23 0.575 4 0.173113 
20f 25 2 40 21 12 l5ll 28 0.7 11 0.3128571 
206 25 3 40 28 13 83 27 0.175 10 0.3703704 
206 25 4 40 28 12 70 28 0.7 5 0.2142157 
206 25 5 40 21 18 78 22 0.55 7 0.3111118 
206 25 5 40 22 14 82 28 0.55 8 0.30781123 
206 25 7 40 21 12 73 28 0.7 I 0.3214211 
206 25 8 40 28 13 57 27 0.175 10 0.3703704 
208 25 I 40 27 13 79 27 0.875 7 0.2512593 
206 25 10 40 28 12 71 28 0.7 7 0.25 
206 25 11 40 17 24 n 18 0.4 3 0.1875 
206 25 12 40 27 12 85 28 0.7 8 0.2857143 
206 25 13 40 21 11 82 28 0.725 8 0.2758621 
20f 25 14 40 23 16 l5ll 24 0.8 7 0.2811Sa67 
206 25 15 40 28 1' 70 21 D.55 5 o.19230n 
20& 25 18 40 24 17 95 23 0.575 8 0.2108898 
206 25 17 40 27 11 68 28 0.725 10 0.3448278 
206 25 18 40 27 11 75 28 0.725 5 0.20-
2115 25 11 40 25 15 83 25 0.825 7 0.28 
206 25 20 40 25 12 80 28 0.7 5 0.2142857 
205 25 21 40 25 13 71 27 0.875 7 0.2512593 
208 25 22 40 28 12 87 21 0.7 8 0.2142857 
205 25 23 40 24 15 75 25 0.825 I 0.38 
2115 25 24 40 27 13 82 27 0.875 8 0.2222222 
206 25 25 40 21 18 69 22 0.55 0.1118112 
Tot•ILAunehH "8CUO• JCiM o.tection R•bO 
Mean 75.08 Mean 0.115 Mean 0.270235 
Standard Error 1.52981889 Si.ndard Error 0.015 Si.ndan!Erro 0.0130588 
Median 75 Median 0.875 Median 0.2108S98 
Mode 811 Mode 0.7 Mode 0.2142857 
Standard o .. iation 7.84809344 SlandardDwloll 0.075 Slandan!Dwl 0.0552942 
Sample V•ri1nce 51.4933333 Sample Variance 0.005125 Sample V11ria 0.0042833 
Kunosis 0.31257382 Kurtosis 3.888083738 Kurlotis -1.002oan 
Slceoness 0.83243725 S-ess -1 .781272142 S-ess 0.2888853 
Range 33 Range 0.325 Range 0.21111'41 
Minimum 82 Minimum 0.4 Minimum 0.173113 
Mu:imum 95 Maximum 0.725 Maximum 0.3128571 
Sum 1177 Sum 15.25 Sum 8.7551741 
Count 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Confidence Level(9 3.15l!lln15 Conftdence LeYe 0.03D151472 Contldence L 0.02111521 
0 Bin FreqJen2 0 Bin F!!!!!!!!!2 
Bin FreqJentY 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 
82 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 3 
70.25 8 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 13 
78.5 7 0.4 0.4 1 0.4 0.4 I 
811.75 6 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 
More 2 0.1 0.8 4 0.6 0.6 0 
0.7 0.7 18 0.7 0.7 0 
0.8 0.8 3 0.8 0.8 0 
0.1 0.8 0 0.1 0.9 0 
Min 0 More 0 
listo9'am li11ogram Hlstoll'*ft 
,. 
7 ,. 
• • r ~· ,. , ... _, u i• , ... .......,, •e • l: l ~ . , 0 ;; ::: ; ~ ~ . :; :: : i ;; ::: : ~ ~ . :; :: :: j a 0 ., 707' 7U ... .... 0 0 0 .... .... ... 
TableD.23 - Scenario 2Run206 
151 
Sensor Scenario fll!J!! Ree Units in An!: 
207 25 1 •O 
207 25 2 40 
207 25 3 •O 
207 25 4 40 
207 25 5 40 
207 25 6 40 
207 25 7 40 
207 25 8 40 
207 25 9 40 
207 25 10 40 
207 25 11 40 
207 25 12 40 
207 25 13 40 
207 25 14 40 
207 25 15 40 
207 25 16 40 
207 25 17 40 
207 25 18 40 
207 25 19 40 
207 25 20 40 
207 25 21 40 
207 25 22 40 
207 25 23 40 
207 25 2' 40 
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Table D.24 - Scenario 2 Run 207 
152 
ti Deleded MOP1 

































































































; : : : : : 0 : : i ... 
MOEZ MOE1 IDeteded MDP1 
Sensor Scenario IR~ Ree Units in Area nits Deteded In Ar Units Aive Total Launches SCUDs Kile %SCUDs Klled lCuedSens Dll. Ralio 
208 25 1 .co 24 14 77 25 0.85 4 0.153M&2 
208 25 2 .co 26 13 70 27 0.1175 5 0.1851852 
208 25 3 .co 30 10 82 30 0.75 a 0.3 
208 25 4 40 27 13 SB 71 0.1175 7 0.25i2583 
208 25 5 .co 26 14 87 25 0.15 6 0.231171592 
208 25 6 .co 28 15 70 25 0.625 11 0.44 
208 25 7 .co 28 13 84 27 0.1175 7 0.2592583 
208 25 a .co 24 16 78 24 o.8 10 0.'1688117 
208 25 I .co 24 16 79 24 o.8 12 0.5 
208 25 10 .co 28 13 72 71 0.1175 8 0.2982963 
208 25 11 40 19 18 93 22 0.55 2 0.0909091 
208 25 12 .co 28 11 62 29 0.725 I 0.3103448 
208 25 13 .co 22 15 73 25 0.125 8 0.32 
208 25 14 .co 18 20 88 20 0.5 1 0.05 
208 25 15 .co 25 14 84 25 0.15 8 0.30715923 
208 25 16 .co 22 17 89 23 0.575 5 0.2173913 
208 25 17 40 27 13 75 27 0.1175 8 0.2982963 
208 25 18 .co 29 12 80 28 0.7 7 0.25 
208 25 19 40 25 11 70 29 0.725 11 0.3713103 
208 25 20 40 25 13 73 71 0.1175 10 0.3703704 
208 25 21 40 25 15 76 25 0.625 I 0.36 
208 25 22 .co 29 11 75 29 0.725 8 0.2758a21 
208 25 23 40 25 13 87 71 0.1175 8 o.m= 
208 25 24 40 23 15 79 25 0.625 8 0.32 
208 25 25 40 28 12 64 28 0.7 7 0.25 
?«al Launches "5CUO. Kilod l5otect.enl!i;; 
Mean 75.4 Mean 0.653 Mun 0.28241172 
Standard Em>r 1.734935157 Standard Em>r 0.011865476 Standard Err 0.020359 
Median 75 Medon 0.1175 Med>n 0.2982983 
Mode 70 Mode 0.675 Mode 0.2592583 
Standard Deviation 8,11741175785 Standard Deviation 0.058327381 Standard De 0.1017949 
SampJe Variance 75.25 Sample Variance 0.003402083 SampleVaria 0.0103622 
Kurtosis -0.317828817 Kurtosis 0.730061524 Ku11Dsis 0.5925519 
SkeoM'less 0.018816154 Slce'Mless -0. 734898018 s-. .. -0.1114878 
Range 35 Range 0.25 Range o.45 
Minimum SB Minlmwn 0.5 Minimum 0.05 
Maximum 93 Maximum 0.75 Maximum 0.5 
Sum 1885 Sum 16.325 Sum 7.oe18809 
Count 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Confidence L"'el( 3.580729439 Con1!dente Lev•1!9 0.024078354 Con11dence L 0.04201811 
In 'f!-y ii;, '!!-
s .. F•~r; 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 2 
SB 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 1 
156.75 3 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 11 
75.5 a 0.4 0.4 0 0.4 0.4 7 
84.25 7 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 3 
More 0.6 0.8 4 0.6 0.6 0 
0.7 0.7 15 0.7 0.7 0 
0.8 0.8 4 0.8 0.8 0 
o.a 0.9 0 0.9 0.9 0 
More 0 More 0 
ltistog ..... listogmn -... 
" 12 ..
r~ 
10 7 12 
i" i ,. [ • .. j11Frerii1ncyl ~ • (a•-<Yl • l: ~ • ~ • 
II ~ ~ i: i ;; 
N :;; . ~ ~ :;; :: ~ j ;; N ~ . ~ . ;; . . j ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 ;g 
a" ... .. 
Table D.25 - Scenario 2 Run 208 
153 
MOE2 MOE1 • Oe!ected MOl'1 
Sensor Scenano .ii~ Ree Untts In Area nits Detected in Ar Units Alve Tot1l L111nches SCUDs Klled '5.SCUDs Klled ~ Cued Sensor Det. Ratio 
209 25 1 20 13 5 27 15 0.75 3 0.2 
209 25 2 20 12 9 48 11 0.55 3 0.2727273 
209 25 3 20 11 7 32 13 0.65 3 0.230762 
209 25 ' 20 12 9 " 11 0.55 1 0.090110i1 209 25 5 20 1• 6 35 14 0.7 1 0.071,286 
209 25 6 20 1• 6 38 1• 0.7 2 0.1•28571 
209 25 7 20 12 8 29 12 0.6 3 0.25 
209 25 8 20 10 10 35 10 0.5 2 0.2 
209 25 9 20 15 5 36 15 0.75 5 0.l333333 
209 25 10 20 1• 9 52 11 0.55 5 0.'545'55 
209 25 11 20 11 10 •2 10 0.5 3 0.3 
209 25 12 20 10 8 48 12 0.6 3 0.25 
209 25 13 20 1• 6 35 14 0.7 4 0.28571'3 
209 25 1• 20 13 6 47 1• 0.7 4 0.28571'3 
209 25 15 20 12 8 52 1• 0.7 2 0.1•28571 
209 25 16 20 13 7 50 13 0.65 3 0.2307892 
209 25 17 20 12 9 30 11 0.55 9 0.8181118 
209 25 18 20 9 10 35 10 0.5 2 0.2 
209 25 19 20 1• 5 31 15 0.75 3 0.2 
209 25 20 20 1• 5 28 11 0.55 3 o.2nnn 
209 25 21 20 8 11 •1 • 0.'5 ' 0."""4 209 25 22 20 9 8 37 12 0.6 3 0.25 
209 25 23 20 13 7 31 13 0.65 5 0.38'615' 
209 25 2' 20 10 10 •2 10 0.5 3 0.3 
209 25 25 20 9 11 38 9 0.'5 3 0.3333333 
Tautl..lunchN "5CUDI Kiled l5etect0n iGUo 
Mean 38." Mean 0.1505 Mean 0.2777971 
Standard Emir 1.5'61M873 Standard Enor 0.01921105 Sllndard Emir 0.029287• 
Meclan 35 Medin 0.6 Median 0.25 
Mode 35 II ode 0.55 llode 0.2 
Standard Deviatio 7.7302'3M Standard Oeviatio 0.0960902' Sllndard Devi• 0.1•6'371 
Sample Variance 59.75HB67 S:unple Vlriance O.OOl123333 Sample Varianc 0.0214'38 
Kurtosis -1.02807158 l(urti:itis -1.281•68'2 Kurtosis 7.1901312 -· .. 0.37•70283 Skevilless 0.00118761M Skwiness 2.1222773 Range 25 Range 0.3 Range 0.7'57532 
Minimum 27 Minimum us lllnlmum 0.071•286 
Maximum 52 Maximum 0.75 Maximum 0.1181111 
Sum 951 Sum 15.15 Sum 6.9"9273 
Counl 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Conftdence Level! 3.19018709 Confidence level' 0.0395&409 Confidence Lev O.OIS0'4Sl 
0 Bin Fteouen<Y Bin Fntouenct 
Bin Fntouencl 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 
28 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.1 0.1 2 
3' 5 0.3 0.3 0 0.2 0.2 5 
40 8 0., 0.4 0 0.3 0.3 11 
" ' 0.5 0.5 6 u u 3 More 5 0.8 0.6 • 0.5 0.5 2 
0.7 0.7 8 0.6 0.6 0 
0.8 0.8 2 0.7 0.7 0 
0.9 0.9 0 0.8 0.8 0 
More 0 0.9 Men 1 
Hstogr.n H}stognm HislogrMt 




,, .. ,,_, i• fa¢,....,.cvl ! . 
: 3 
~ .. 2 .. 2 , , 
a a 
0 . 
I': :! ~ ' i ;; :: :: 
. ~ . :; :: : i ;; :: :: :: : :; :: j 0 0 0 0 ... ... lln 
Table D.26 - Scenario 2 Run 209 
154 


































































































Unb In >tu nls O.!tcted la N Unu Aliv• Taol Laund!es SC\10. ICifled "5CUO. IOlltd 
20 12 7 d 13 o.as 
20 13 7 37 13 0.65 
20 12 • 35 12 o.s 20 , . I 38 14 0.7 
20 12 • •O 12 0.8 20 g 10 32 10 0.5 
20 1S ' 39 16 0.8 20 SI 11 35 9 0.45 
20 11 I 32 12 0 .1 
20 1• 7 •2 13 a.es 
20 ,. • 39 12 0 .1 20 10 8 30 12 0.6 
20 8 12 '° 8 0.4 20 12 I 35 12 0.1 
20 13 • 37 14 0.7 20 15 5 35 15 0.75 
20 12 • ., " 0.7 20 13 • 41 12 0.6 20 ,. 2 33 18 0.9 
20 12 • 211 12 0.1 
20 15 ' 35 18 c.a 20 13 7 '1 13 o.es 
20 11 32 11 o.a 
20 13 31 15 0.75 















COl\1idtnce le .. Kt 0.0470339' 
0 8in F- 0 0 .1 0.1 0 0.1 
0.2 0.2 0 0.2 
0 .3 0.3 0 0.3 
0.4 0.4 I o.• 
0.5 0.5 2 0.5 
o .a 0.1 8 o .a 
0,7 0.7 0.7 
0.8 0.8 a.a 




lor..,_., j i.• 
• l .. , 
I 
0 
;; ~ ~ . ~ :; ; : . j 0 0 0 0 0 .. 
Table D.27 - Scenario 2 Run 210 
155 
I Dtttcltd MOP1 




' o.21571'3 3 0.25 
3 0 .3 
5 0.3125 








' 0.211571"3 1 O.OU3333 
' 0.2222222 7 0.5833333 
2 0.125 
5 0.31141115' 









Sample Vari•• o.01s1•n 




















;; ;; :; . ~ . . . i ;; 0 0 0 0 0 ... 
MOE2 MOl11 • Oettded MOP1 
SeMOrSetftaria •m R•E! Unb ift Ma ts Oelacttd "1 UnbAIH• Tolill L•undl SCUils KJled "SC\10. KJltd !lXCutdSeMO Del. Ratio 
211 2S i 20 • II " ' o.'5 0 0 211 25 2 20 12 1 31 13 0.85 • 0.3071123 
211 2S 3 20 15 • 31 18 0.1 I 0.5 211 25 • 20 13 5 35 15 0.75 3 0.2 
211 25 5 20 13 I " 12 o.8 • O.ll3Xl33 211 25 e 20 12 t •1 II 0.55 ' 0.3S31DM 211 25 1 20 13 t 3t 11 0.55 2 0.1111117 
211 25 I 20 15 5 3t 15 0.75 2 0.13:13333 
211 25 • 20 I ,, 53 9 OAS 2 0.2222222 211 25 10 20 " 31 ,. 0.1 • 0.25 211 25 11 20 II " 11 0.55 3 0.2727%13 211 25 12 20 II '° 11 0.55 3 0.2727773 211 25 13 20 15 28 " 0.7 3 0.21•2157 211 25 1• 20 11 31 II 0.55 3 0.2727773 
211 25 15 20 15 2t 15 0.75 ' 0.2MM57 211 25 18 20 11 34 12 0.4 5 OA1HM7 
211 25 11 20 13 • 3t ,. 0.1 0.25 
211 25 11 20 15 • 33 If 0.1 0.3125 
211 25 19 20 11 • " II 0.55 0.1118117 211 25 20 20 ,. 5 31 15 0.75 0.3:133333 
211 25 21 20 8 10 37 10 0.5 0.5 
211 25 22 20 15 5 3t 15 0.75 0.13:13333 
211 25 23 20 " 7 37 13 0.15 0.153Mel 211 25 2• 20 10 II 31 • OAS 0.3333333 211 25 2S 20 10 8 35 12 0.8 0.08333:13 
TolltlLI- "5CU!UKllod o;;....,,.R,,., 
Mun 37.32 Mun 0.138 - O.l515734 Slandard e .... 1.2202132 Slandard Ent 0.02Alll83oW Stalldlnl EJl'Or 0.0235"7 -.. 31 Mtclon 0.1 lledao 0.21HM7 .... 31 - 0.56 Mode 0.3333333 Slondlnl o .. 1o11 .. 8.101388 SlalldardOemtton 0.1203'1721 Stlndard Dwi.11 0.117Ml7 SamplaVllltanct 37.221M7 Sa111j111Vlllt....., 0.01"'333:1 Sompla Vlllton 0.0138118 
~ .. 0.17Nt77 -·· 0 1.31139547 ~th 0.314819 s-... 0.52A311• -- -G.0111711&7 -- 0.1325641 ft•nge 27 Rongo 0.35 Range 0.5 Minimum 28 lllnllllum 0.'5 Minimum 0 
MaxirtnH'ft 53 Maximum 0.1 Mallnum 0.5 
Sum 93:1 Sum 15.9 s ... ·~ Coun< 25 Couol 2S ~ 2S 
conftdence L•nKt 2.5185191 Contdenca L .. 11(85.0 0.11<9171875 C<llltdenctlt 0.0'8-
i., F..-y s .. ,,,._ 
a.. F_,, 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 I 
28 I 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 e 
32.75 5 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 8 
39.5 12 OA 0-' 0 OA °" 8 '8.25 • 0.5 05 3 0.5 0.5 3 
"'"'" 2 o.e 0.1 • 0.5 o.e 0 0.7 0.7 3 0.7 0.7 0 
0,1 0.1 I o.e 0.1 0 
O.t 0.9 0 0.9 O.I 0 
M°'" 0 ..... 0 
tlill- -·- tllltot-
I) ' I ,. 
7 
r • n , ... _, l (u,_I i:: 1 • , 
;; :; :; . :: . ; . . i - .......... ~ . ~ . : i 0 0 0 0 • c:t 0 0 0 0 .. 0 " .,,. ,.. ..... -... .. ... 
Table D.28 - Scenario 2 Run 211 
156 
MOEZ MOE1 •Detected MOP1 
Sensor Scenario •R!J!S Ree; Units in Are1 its Detected in Units Alive Tol>I LaunchesSCUDs Kiled %SCUDs Kiled ¥: Cued Senso Oet. Ratio 
212 25 1 20 15 5 43 15 0.75 0.33333333 
212 25 2 20 12 7 31 13 0.65 • 0.3075231 
212 25 3 20 15 5 39 15 0.75 3 0.2 
212 25 • 20 13 7 •O 13 0.65 5 0.38'61538 
212 25 5 20 13 7 50 13 D.65 2 0.1538'815 
212 25 6 20 ,. 5 •1 15 0.75 3 0.2 
212 25 7 20 9 10 •5 10 0.5 3 0.3 
212 25 a 20 15 • 30 16 O.B • 0.25 
212 25 9 20 12 7 30 13 0.65 • 0.3075231 
212 25 10 20 13 6 3' 1• 0.7 2 0.1'28571• 
212 25 11 20 9 11 36 9 0..5 • o ......... 
212 25 12 20 1• 6 33 1• 0.7 5 0.3571•288 
212 25 13 20 13 6 32 1• 0.7 5 0.3571'286 
212 25 1• 20 13 7 35 13 0.65 1 0.07692308 
212 25 15 20 12 8 30 12 0.6 1 0.08333333 
212 25 16 20 11 8 3' 12 0.6 3 0.25 
212 25 17 20 12 I 3' 12 0.6 3 0.25 
212 25 18 20 11 9 •O 11 0.55 9 0.81118182 
212 25 1D 20 13 5 •2 15 0.75 0.211BBBGB7 
212 25 20 20 9 11 35 9 0..5 0.5S5SSSS6 
212 25 21 20 10 8 •7 12 0.6 0.25 
212 25 22 20 11 10 '5 10 0.5 0.1 
212 25 23 20 1• 6 36 1• 0.7 0.3571•288 
212 25 2' 20 9 8 38 12 0.6 0.25 
212 25 25 20 13 6 32 1• 0.7 • 0.28571•29 
Tola/IAunchn 'K.SCUD•Kllod D«-R•lk> 
Mun 37.29 Mean 0.6' Mean 0.29129138 
Sl>ndardError 1.1.C093529 Sl>ndard Error 0.0191"8!W2 Sl>ndard Erro 0.03129303 
Median 36 Mecian 0.65 Melian 0.2BBBBGB7 
Mode 30 Mode 0.65 Mode 0.25 
Standard Deviation 5.71MB7S.. Sl>ndanl Deviation 0.0957•2711 Sl>ndard Devi 0.154UB51• 
S.inple Variance 32.5'33333 Sample Variance 0.0091BBGB7 Sample VIiia 0.02"813' 
Kwtasis ..O.SBBC2BB Kurtosit ..0.383e11538 Kuna sis •.528611 .. 7 
Skt'MIHS 0.57923813 Ske'Mless ..0.503139'7 Slcftness 1.61359122 
flange 20 flange 0.35 flange 0.7•12587• 
Minimum 30 Minimum 0.'5 Minimum 0.07892308 
Maximum 50 Maximum 0.1 Mui mum 0.111818182 
Sum 932 Sum 16 Sum 7 .282211438 
Count 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Confidetlce Leve~DS 2.35'n•22 Confidetlce Leve~9 0.0395206' Confidence L 0.06'58562 
0 Bin p,._y 0 Bin p,._l 
Bin FlfHJUlll'ICt:: 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 3 
30 3 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 • 
35 9 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 8 
•O 6 o.• °" 0 o.• O.• 6 '5 • 0.5 0.5 • 0.5 0.5 1 Mote 2 0.6 0.6 6 0.6 0.6 1 
0.7 0.7 10 0.7 0.7 0 
0.8 0.6 08 0.8 0 
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 1 
MOA! More 0 
listognm Hlstognm Histogram 
• • I 7 
7 
f ~; 1: , .... _, .. la"'""'""I ! ~: il: 3 .. ' 
' 1 • ;; :; . :; . :; .. i ;; :; :;: . :; : q 30 .. Cl 4S .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. Bin Bin 
Table D.29 - Scenario 2 Run 212 
157 
MOE2 MOE1 •Detected MOP1 
Sensor Scenario M!Es ReE! Units in Area Its Detected In Ar Units AIYe Total L•unch SCUDs Kiled %SCUOs Klled ~Cued Senso Det. Ratio 
213 25 1 '° 25 1• S9 28 0.155 7 0.2e92308 213 25 2 '° 27 13 5' 27 0.875 5 0.1151152 213 25 3 '° 27 12 81 28 0.7 9 0.321•288 213 25 ' '° 2' 1• 78 28 0.85 8 0.2307892 213 25 5 '° 21 21 83 19 0..75 4 0.2105283 213 25 8 •o 23 17 79 23 0.575 7 0.3043'78 
213 25 7 '° 25 1• 156 28 0.155 5 o.1sz30n 213 25 B '° 21 19 73 21 0.525 5 0.2380952 213 25 9 '° 28 13 78 27 0.875 2 0.07•07•1 213 25 10 •o 18 20 75 20 0.5 ' 0.2 213 25 11 •O 22 17 BO 23 0.575 1 O.o.3'783 
213 25 12 •o 22 18 n 2' 0.8 3 0.125 
213 25 13 •o 25 15 72 25 0.825 7 0.28 
213 25 1• '° 25 15 92 25 0.825 7 0.28 213 25 15 '° 28 12 BO 28 0.7 8 0.21571'3 213 25 18 '° 29 9 76 31 o.n5 5 0.1812903 213 25 17 •O 22 17 15 23 0.575 5 0.2173913 
213 25 18 •O 20 17 156 23 0.575 5 0.2173913 
213 25 19 '° 26 13 80 27 0.875 9 0.3333333 213 25 20 40 22 19 71 21 0.525 9 0..285714 
213 25 21 '° 23 14 72 26 0.155 4 0.1535'82 213 25 22 •o 20 21 75 19 0.475 ' 0.2105283 213 25 23 40 33 a 156 32 0.8 8 0.25 
213 25 24 •o 27 1• 83 28 D.85 10 0.3848154 
213 25 25 •O 28 15 80 25 0.825 5 0.2 
Total Uunchw M~Ul5i Kiled l5-n1'iii0 
Mean 74.ff Mean 0.821 Mean 0.231118411 
Standard Error 1.41830ll5 Standard Error 0.018825783 hndard Enar 0.0175535 
Median 75 Medan 0.825 Meclan 0.2173913 
Mode 80 Mode 0.85 Mode 0.2105283 
hndard Deviation 7,09154428 Standard Deviation 0.083128918 Slllndard DlYI o.oen878 
Sample Variance 50.28 Sample Varianco 0.008910417 Sample Varian O.DDn032 
~·· 
-0.052288 KurtDtis -0.~ Kurtotis 0.50188'3 -·· 0.22399425 -- o.~10115 -·· 0.05511415 Range 29 Range 0.325 R•ge 0.3150932 Minimum 83 Minimum 0.475 Minimum O.o.3'783 
Mulmum 92 Maximum 0.8 Maximum 0..28571• 
Sum 1874 Sum 15.525 Sum 5.797123 
Count 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Conftdence level(9 2.9272'5 Contldenco Level!ll5 0.034313923 Contldence le 0.0382287 
i!n .,teqllflflCY 0 &; F~r 
Sn Fl9CMJfllt'[ 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 2 
83 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 7 
70.25 4 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 10 
n.5 9 o.• 0.4 0 O.• O.• 4 
84.75 8 0.5 0.5 3 0.5 0.5 1 
Mono 2 0.6 0.8 7 0.8 0.8 0 
0.7 0.7 12 0.7 0.7 0 
0.B 0.8 2 O.B 0.8 0 
0.9 0.9 0 0.9 0.9 0 
More 0 Mora 0 
Hlslog,_ Hi slog...., Histogrmn 
• 17 10 • 10 
1 
I • ~ ~· i! l••-"'I la•......,., I i 
! 3 ! ! 
2 
I 
0 ;; ;; ~ . :; :: :;; . . j ;; ; : : :; . .... -. n ,.,., "' .. ,. .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .I •• •• . . 
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MOE2 MOE1 t Dett<ted MOP1 
Sensor Scenario tR~ Ree Units in Area nits Dete<ted In Ar UnitsAive Totll launche SCUOs Kiled "5CUDI Kile ~ Cued Senso Det. Ratio 
214 25 1 40 30 9 82 31 0.775 9 0.290323 
214 25 2 40 26 12 79 29 0.7 2 0.071429 
214 25 3 40 27 13 ff7 27 O.ff75 8 0.2982911 
21• 25 • 4D 11 19 71 21 0.525 7 0.333333 
214 25 5 40 25 13 86 27 O.ff75 7 0.259259 
214 25 6 40 25 17 88 23 0.575 4 0.173913 
214 25 7 4D 22 17 74 23 0.575 9 0.311304 
214 25 8 4D 25 17 83 23 0.575 8 0.347826 
214 25 9 40 29 9 73 31 0.775 6 0.1113548 
214 25 10 40 21 2D 94 20 0.5 5 0.25 
214 25 11 40 22 18 62 22 0.55 6 0.272727 
214 25 12 40 18 19 ea 21 0.525 4 0.190478 
214 25 13 40 25 13 75 27 O.ff75 6 0.222222 
214 25 14 40 23 17 ff7 23 0.575 3 0.130435 
214 25 15 40 27 14 83 28 0.85 9 0.348154 
214 25 16 40 25 13 81 27 O.ff75 B 0.298296 
214 25 17 40 24 15 76 25 0.1125 2 0.08 
214 25 18 4D 23 14 73 26 D.&5 4 0.153848 
214 25 19 4D 22 18 48 22 0.55 8 0.383638 
214 25 2D 40 28 13 81 27 0.675 9 0.333333 
214 25 21 40 28 12 87 28 0.7 8 0.295714 
214 25 22 40 23 20 72 2D 0.5 5 0.25 
214 25 23 40 25 15 82 25 0.825 10 0.4 
214 25 24 4D 25 14 77 28 0.85 5 0.192308 
214 25 25 40 25 15 77 25 0.825 5 0.2 
Tot•I Launches iSC!il5S Ki/lod D;ec:tion&iO 
Mean 74.52 Mean 0.824 Mean 0.252975 
Sl>ndard Error 2.0025!1831 Sl>ndard Error 0.015443445 S1>ndard Error 0.018216 
Medan 78 Median 0.825 Medan 0.259259 
Mode 88 Mode 0.675 Mode 0.2982911 
Standard Deviation 10.0121191& Sl>ndard Dl!Yiatlon 0.077217228 Standard Devi 0.091082 
SampJe Variance 100.26 Samp~ Vari1nce 0.00591125 SampleVaria O.DDl296 
Kurtosis 1.5715473 Kur11>9s --0.57000422 Kurtosis --0.59484 
Skew1ess -0.7010797 s-... 0.142131315 Skewless -0.31075 
Range 48 Range 0.275 Range 0.328571 
Minimum 46 Minimum 0.5 Minimum 0.071429 
Maximum 94 Maximum 0.775 Mulmum 0.4 
Sum 1883 Sum 15.6 Sum 8.32438 
Count 25 Count 25 Count 25 
Confidence level(9 4.13315893 Confidence Level!!!. 0.031873898 Con11dencele 0.037597 
m; 1'-r. ilm F,._y 
Bin Fl9CXHNJCr'. 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 
48 1 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 
SI 0 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 
70 6 0.4 0.4 0 0.4 o.4 
B2 12 0.5 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 
More 5 0.6 0.6 8 0.8 0.8 
0.7 0.7 13 0.7 0.7 0 
0.8 0.8 1 0.8 0.8 0 
0.9 0.9 0 0.9 0.9 0 
More 0 More 0 




•• .. 12 7 i I ~" ~: f • l••-1 l : \aF<,...-1 i• llF • s .:: . .:: ~ 2 , 
;; :; ; .. ~ :: ; . . i ;;; :; :: : ~ . ; . : j .. .. 70 12 -· 0 0 0 0 0 0 . ... ... .... 
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so 1175 73.5 ... 
Rep UnblnArea 
1 "° 2 40 
3 40 
4 40 
5 "° I "° 7 40 
I 40 
9 40 
10 "° 11 40 
12 40 
13 "° 14 40 
15 40 
15 40 
17 "° 18 40 
19 40 
20 "° 21 40 
22 •O 
23 40 
2• "° 25 "° 
MOEZ MOE1 f Detected MOP1 





































































































0.2 0.2 0 
0.3 0.3 0 
0.4 0.4 0 
0.5 0.5 0 
0.1 0.1 5 
0.7 0.7 11 
0.8 0.8 I 




















































































Sllnclanl Et 0.0117045 
Median 0.2911S17 
Mode 0.31 
Standard D 0.0985227 
Sample V1~ 0.0097067 
Kur1osls -0.258M-48 




























Sensor Scenario IReps Rep Unitsri Area 
218 25 1 40 
216 25 2 40 
216 25 3 40 
216 25 4 40 
216 25 5 40 
216 25 6 40 
216 25 7 40 
216 25 a 40 
216 25 9 40 
216 25 10 40 
215 25 11 40 
218 25 12 40 
216 25 13 40 
216 25 14 40 
216 25 15 40 
216 25 16 40 
216 25 17 40 
216 25 18 40 
216 25 19 40 
216 25 20 40 
216 25 21 40 
216 25 22 40 
216 25 23 40 
216 25 24 40 
216 25 25 40 
Tda/Launchos 
Mean 72.32 





Mui mum 91 
Sum 1808 
Count 25 









r·~!~ f ~ .t 





































, ... _, 
MOE2 
Units Abe TQQl launche SCUDs Killed 
13 72 27 
13 82 27 
11 84 29 
14 70 26 
12 68 28 
17 81 23 
14 66 26 
16 75 24 
11 67 29 
14 64 26 
13 67 27 
a 84 32 
16 60 24 
15 84 25 
16 67 24 
12 71 28 
14 67 28 
13 84 27 
13 82 27 
18 75 24 
15 87 25 
16 91 24 
14 n 26 
21 81 19 
14 82 26 
%$(;UDS Kiled 
Mean 0.649 
Slondanl Enor 0.012372685 -- 0.155 Mode D.155 Slondanl Devi• O.OG1883425 
Samplev.rianc 0.003827083 
Kurtosis 2.353576274 



















~" l I 
i- • .t 
;; :: :: : :: : :;; : : j ... 
MDE1 



































Table D.33 - Scenario 2 Run 216 
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I Detected MOP1 


























Mean 0.324S' 1 
Slondanl Emir D.01911284 
Medan 0.3333333 
- 0.3333333 
Slondard Devia O.D901318 





Mui mum OAI 
Sum 8.1235282 
Count 25 














APPENDIX E. DATA ANALYSIS 
This appendix contains all of the supporting data analysis work addressed in 
Chapter V. Some S-Plus code is presented for clarity and a clearer understanding for the 
analysis. The material is presented in the same order as the analysis conducted in Chapter 
V with similar headings for ease of understanding. 
S-PLUS CODE FOR FRACTIONAL FACTORAL DATA FRAME 
The following S-Plus code was used to build the 2 ; 2 fractional factorial design 
data frame for the ANOV A calculations: 
> fnames<- list(missalt=c(0,1), numband=c(O,l), numshoot=c(0,1), 
+ timecamo=c(0,1),numtel=c(0,1),numdecoy=c(0,1)) 
> Z<-
+ fac.design(rep(2,6),fnames,fraction=-missalt:numband:numshoot:numtel + 
+ numband:numshoot:timecamo:numdecoy) 
> z 
missalt numband numshoot timecamo numtel numdecoy 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 1 0 0 
3 1 1 0 1 0 
4 1 0 1 1 0 
5 1 0 0 0 1 
6 1 1 1 0 1 
7 0 1 0 1 1 
8 0 0 1 1 1 
9 1 1 0 0 0 
10 1 0 1 0 0 
11 0 0 0 1 0 
12 0 1 1 1 0 
13 0 1 0 0 1 
14 0 0 1 0 1 
15 1 0 0 1 1 
16 1 1 1 1 1 
Fraction: - missalt:numband:numshoot:numtel + 
numband:numshoot:timecamo:numdecoy 
> scudll.df<- data.frame(z) 
> scudllbig.df <- scudll.df 

















> scudllbig.df[,1] <-rep (as.numeric (as.vector (scudll.df[,1])), rep 
(25, 16)) 
> scudllbig.df <- as.data.frame (scudllbig.df) 
> scudllbig . df[,1] <-rep (as.numeric (as.vector (scudll.df[,1])), rep 
(25, 16)) 
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ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION USING QQNORM PLOTS 
This section contains plots of the 16 individual MOP or MOE output values for 
each scenario: six plots total. They depict the MOP or MOE results plotted against 
standard normal distributions using the qqnorm function in S-Plus. 
Figure E.1 is the qqplot for the simulation values (listed in Appendix D) for 
Scenario 1 MOPl. The rest of the qqnorm plots correspond to the figure title. 
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AN OVA, PLOTS, AND LINEAR MODEL FOR SCENARIO 1 MOP 1 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) S-Plus equation used for the fractional 
factorial calculations of MOP I is listed in addition to the summary results. 
> aov.scud11.df2<- aov (MOP1 - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 




























1 0. 007262 
1 0.014549 
386 4.720430 
Mean Sq F Value 
0.04837785 3.955963 
0.02391005 1 . 955178 
0.02050746 1.676940 
0.01335792 1.092306 


















0 . 1833606 
0.8365064 




> aov.scud11.df3<- aov (MOPl - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 
+ numtel + numdecoy),data = scud1lbig.df) 
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Figure E.8 - F-value and Outlier Plots for MOP 1. 
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Plot of Residual values 
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Figure E.10 - Boxplot of MOP I. 
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The linear model of Scenario MOP 1 is presented below in an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance in relation to the factors. The first linear model 
calculation has only the six factors; a second linear model with all six factors and seven 
interaction affects did not prove useful in explaining the additional variability. 
> lm.scud11.df3<- lm(MOP1-missalt+numband+numshoot+timecamo+numtel+ 
+ numdecoy,data=scud11big.df) 
> summary(lm.scudll.df3) 
Call: lm(formula = MOPl - missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + 
numdecoy, data = scud11big.df) 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 
-0.3347 -0.07917 0.003241 0.0733 0.3581 
Coefficients: 
Value Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 0.3156 0.0055 57.0994 
missalt 0. 0110 0.0055 1.9894 
numband 0.0077 0.0055 1.3986 
numshoot -0.0072 0.0055 -1.2953 
timecamo 0.0058 0.0055 1.0454 
numtel -0.0041 0.0055 -0.7330 
numdecoy -0.0051 0.0055 -0.9249 








Residual standard error: 0.1106 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.025 
F-statistic: 1.679 on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 
0.1246 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt numband numshoot t~mecamo numtel 
missalt 0 
numband 0 0 
numshoot 0 0 0 
timecamo 0 0 0 0 
numtel 0 0 0 0 0 
numdecoy 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The Logit regression model below for Scenario 1, MOP 1 is an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance (a ratio of binomial trials) in relation to the six 
factors. The S-Plus code is presented in this case (with remarks) for clarity and 
understanding of the technique used. This method proved no better than the attempt with 
the linear model presented above. 
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> me < - scud11big. df [, "MOP1"] 
> me <- log (me I (1-me) >._~---~coding the "logit" equation [Ref. 44, p. 220] 
> range (me) · 
[1] -Inf 0.6931487 
> me <- scud11big.df [, "MOPl"] 
> range (me) 
[1] 0.000000 0.666667 
> sum (me== 0) 
[1] 2 
> range(me[me !=0]) l
identi:fying and changing logarithms with zero 
.. ,,  ----1:values 
[1] 0.071429 0.666667 
> me[me==Ol <- .0714/5 
>me<- log (me I (1-me)) 
> summary(lm(me - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 
+ numdecoy), data= scud11big.df)) 
+ numtel + 
Call: lm(formula = me - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + numdecoy), data= scud11big.df) 
Residuals: 
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max 
-3.469 -0.3339 0.07285 0.3761 1.596 
Coefficients: 
Value Std. Error t value Pr(> It I) 
(Intercept) -0.8413 0.0302 -27.8194 0.0000 
missalt 0.0664 0.0302 2.1967 0.0286 
numband 0.0392 0.0302 1.2959 0.1958 
numshoot -0.0364 0.0302 -1.2027 0.2298 
timecamo 0.0280 0.0302 0.9268 0.3546 
numtel 0.0043 0.0302 0.1431 0.8863 
numdecoy -0.0343 0.0302 -1.1358 0.2567 
Residual standard error: 0.6048 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.02511 
F-statistic: 1.687 on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 
0.1228 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt 
missalt O 
numband numshoot timecamo numtel 
numband 0 0 
numshoot O o 
timecamo O O 
numtel O O 










> sununary(lm(me - missalt,data= scudllbig.df)) 
Call: lm(formula =me - missalt, data = scudllbig.df) 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 




Value Std. Error 
-0.8413 0.0303 
0.0664 0.0303 




New model w/ only 
the mission altitude 
factor used. 
Residual standard error: 0.605 on 398 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.01197 
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F-statistic: 4.822 on 1 and 398 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 
0.02868 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) 
missalt 0 
ANOVA, PLOTS, AND LINEAR MODEL FOR SCENARIO 1 MOE 1 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) S-Plus equation used for the fractional 
factorial calculations of MOE 1 is listed in addition to the summary results. 
> aov.scudl2.df2<- aov (MOEl - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 
+ numtel+ numdecoy)A2,data = scudl2big.df) 
> sUIIUnary(aov.scudl2.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(F) 
missalt 1 0.021389 0.02138906 2.270861 0.1326445 
numband 1 0.000264 0.00026406 0.028035 0.8671135 
numshoot 1 0.000077 0.00007656 0.008129 0.9282079 
timecamo 1 0.013514 0.01351406 1.434778 0.2317212 
numtel 1 0.022127 0.02212656 2.349161 0.1261696 
numdecoy 1 0.001914 0.00191406 0.203215 0.6523916 
missalt:numband 1 0.003164 0.00316406 0.335926 0.5625283 
missalt:numshoot 1 0.002377 0.00237656 0.252318 0.6157341 
missalt:timecamo 1 0.002627 0.00262656 0.278860 0 .5977527 
missalt:numtel 1 0. 012377 0.01237656 1.314011 0.2523799 
missalt:numdecoy 1 0.000002 0.00000156 0.000166 0.9897303 
numband:timecamo 1 0.026814 0.02681406 2.846830 0.0923622 
numband:numdecoy 1 0.004389 0.00438906 0.465984 0.4952502 
Residuals 386 3.635703 0.00941892 
> aov.scudl2.df3<- aov (MOEl - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 
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Figure E .11 - Histogram and qqnorm Plot of Residuals for MOE 1. 
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Figure E.14 - Boxplot of MOE 1. 
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The linear model of Scenario 1 MOE 1 is presented below in an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance in relation to the factors. The first linear model 
calculation has only the six factors; a second linear model with all six factors and seven 
interaction affects did not prove useful in explaining the additional variability 




lm(formula = MOEl - missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + numtel + 
numdecoy, data = scud12big.df) 
Coefficients: 
(Intercept) mis salt 
numdecoy 
numb and numshoot timecamo numtel 
0.6676875 0.0073125 
0.0021875 
-0.0008125 -0.0004375 0.0058125 0.0074375 
Degrees of freedom: 400 total; 393 residual 
Residual standard error: 0.096865 
> lm.scud12.df3 
Call: 
lm(formula = MOEl - missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + numtel + 
numdecoy, data = scud12big.df) 
Coefficients: 
(Intercept) mis salt 
numdecoy 
numband numshoot timecamo numtel 
0.6676875 0.0073125 
0.0021875 
-0.0008125 -0.0004375 0.0058125 0.0074375 
Degrees of freedom: 400 total; 393 residual 
Residual standard error: 0.096865 
Call: lm(formula = MOE1 - missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + 
numdecoy, data = scud12big.df) 
Residuals: 
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max 
-0.3597 -0.06253 0.003875 0.06044 0.2878 
Coefficients: 
Value Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 0.6677 0.0048 137.8594 
missalt 0. 0073 0.0048 1.5098 
numband -0.0008 0.0048 -0.1678 
numshoot -0.0004 0.0048 -0.0903 
timecamo 0.0058 0.0048 1.2001 
numtel 0.0074 0.0048 1.5356 
numdecoy 0.0022 0.0048 0.4517 








Residual standard error: 0.09687 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.01582 
178 
F-statistic: 1.053 on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 
0.3904 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt 
missalt O 
numband numshoot timecamo numtel 
numband 0 0 
numshoot 0 0 
timecamo 0 0 
numtel 0 0 










Interaction Plots for MOE #1 
UAV vs. No. of Shooters Available 
UAV vs. Time out from Camm.a 











































ANOVA, PLOTS, AND LJNEAR MODEL FOR SCENARIO 1 MOE 2 
The Analysis of Variance (ANO VA) S-Plus equation used for the fractional 
factorial calculations of MOE 2 is listed in addition to the summary results. 
> aov.scudl3.df2<- aov (MOE2 - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 
+ numtel+ numdecoy)A2,data = scudl3big.df) 
> sumrnary(aov.scud13.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (F) 
missalt 1 384.2 384.2 6.410 0.0117423 
numband 1 2.6 2.6 0.043 0.8363678 
numshoot 1 4.0 4.0 0.067 0.7962733 
timecamo 1 64.0 64.0 1.068 0.3020609 
numtel 1 131914.2 131914.2 2201.171 0.0000000 
numdecoy 1 0.2 0.2 0.003 0.9588181 
missalt:numband 1 26.0 26.0 0.434 0.5104193 
missalt:numshoot 1 114.5 114.5 1.910 0.1677155 
missalt:timecamo 1 39.7 39.7 0.662 0.4162571 
missalt:numtel 1 246.5 246.5 4 .113 0.0432405 
missalt:numdecoy 1 34.8 34.8 0.581 0.4464437 
numband:timecamo 1 53.3 53.3 0.889 0.3462794 
numband:numdecoy 1 12.2 12.2 0.204 0.6514400 
Residuals 386 23132.6 59.9 
> aov.scudl3.df3<- aov (MOE2 - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo 









Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq 
1 384.2 384.2 
1 2.6 2.6 
1 4.0 4.0 
1 64.0 64.0 
1 131914.2 131914.2 
1 0.2 0.2 
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Figure E.16 - Residual, Effects, and Fitted Value Plots of MOE 1. 
The linear model of Scenario MOE 2 is presented below in an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance in relation to the factors. The first linear model 
calculation has only the six factors alone while the second linear model has the six factors 
and the seven interaction affects. 
> lm.scudl3.df3<- lm(MOE2-missalt+nurnband+numshoot+timecamo+numtel+ 
+ numdecoy,data=scudl3big.df) 
> sununary(lrn.scudl3.df3) 
Call: lrn(formula = MOE2 - rnissalt + nurnband + nurnshoot + tirnecamo + 
nurntel + 
nurndecoy, data = scudl3big.df) 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 
-18.29 -5.625 -0.165 5.125 25.07 
Coefficients: 
Value Std. Error t value PrC>ltl) 
(Intercept) 54.3050 0.3880 139.9786 0.0000 
181 
mis salt -0.9800 0.3880 -2.5261 0.0119 
numband -0.0800 0.3880 -0.2062 0.8367 
numshoot -0.1000 0.3880 -0.2578 0.7967 
timecamo -0.4000 0.3880 -1.0311 0.3031 
numtel 18.1600 0.3880 46.8099 0.0000 
numdecoy 0.0200 0.3880 0.0516 0.9589 
Residual standard error: 7.759 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.8484 
F-statistic: 366.5 on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 0 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt 
missalt O 
numband numshoot timecamo numtel 
numband O O 
numshoot o O 
timecamo 0 0 
numtel O O 









Refitting model to allow projection 




















Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : numband 
0 1 
0 0.255 -0.255 
1 -0.255 0.255 
missalt:numshoot 
Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : numshoot 
0 1 
0 -0.535 0.535 
1 0.535 -0.535 
missalt:timecamo 
Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : timecamo 
0 1 
0 0.315 -0.315 





Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : numtel 
0 1 
0 -0.785 0.785 
1 0.785 -0.785 
missalt:numdecoy 
Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : numdecoy 
0 1 
0 -0.295 0.295 
1 0.295 -0.295 
numband:timecamo 
Dim 1 : numband 
Dim 2 : timecamo 
0 1 
0 0.365 -0.365 
1 -0.365 0.365 
numband:numdecoy 
Dim 1 : numband 
Dim 2 : numdecoy 
0 1 
0 0.175 -0.175 












Xnteraction Plots for MOE #2 
UAV vs. No. of Shooters Available 
UAV vs. Time out from Cammo 
UAV vs. No. of TELS in AO 
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Figure E.17 - Interaction Plot of MOE 2. 
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ANOVA, PLOTS, AND LINEAR MODEL FOR SCENARIO 2 MOP 1 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) S-Plus equation used for the fractional 
factorial calculations of MOP I is listed in addition to the summary results. 
> summary (aov. scud21.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (F) 
missalt 1 0.025164 0.02516435 1.926012 0.1659960 
numband 1 0.005854 0.00585434 0.448075 0.5036506 
numshoot 1 0.002273 0.00227307 0.173975 0.6768350 
timecamo 1 0.061140 0.06113951 4.679453 0.0311387 
numtel 1 0.000841 0.00084114 0.064378 0.7998402 
numdecoy 1 0.001028 0.00102760 0.078650 0.7792856 
missalt:numband 1 0.001243 0.00124332 0.095160 0.7578829 
missalt:numshoot 1 0.002803 0.00280344 0.214568 0. 6434714 
missalt:timecamo 1 0.003933 0.00393296 0.301018 0.5835618 
missalt:numtel 1 0.013565 0.01356530 1.038251 0.3088668 
missalt:numdecoy 1 0.052829 0.05282866 4. 043363 0.0450403 
numband:timecamo 1 0. 014724 0. 01472389 1.126927 0.2890955 
numband:numdecoy 1 0.000197 0.00019721 0.015094 0.9022847 
Residuals 386 5.043292 0.01306552 
> aov.scud21.df3<- aov (MOP1 - (missalt + numband + numshoot 
+ numtel+ numdecoy),data = scud21big.df) 








Df Sum of Sq 
1 0.025164 
1 0.005854 
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Figure E .18 ~ Residual, Effects, and Fitted Value Plots of MOP 1. 
The linear model of Scenario MOP 1 is presented below in an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance in relation to the factors. The first linear model 
calculation has only the six factors alone while the second linear model has the six factors 
and the seven interaction affects. 
> lm.scud21.df3<- lm{MOPl - {missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + + numdecoy),data=scud2lbig.df) 
> summary{lm.scud21.df3) 
Call: lm{formula = MOPl - {missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + numdecoy), data= scud2lbig.df) 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 
-0.3019 -0.06988 -0.0053 0.06305 0.5414 
185 
Coefficients: 
Value Std. Error t value Pr(> It I) 
(Intercept) 0.2800 0.0057 48.9949 0.0000 
missalt 0.0079 0.0057 1.3881 0.1659 
numband 0.0038 0.0057 0.6695 0.5036 
numshoot 0.0024 0.0057 0.4172 0.6768 
timecamo 0.0124 0.0057 2.1637 0.0311 
numtel -0.0015 0.0057 -0.2538 0.7998 
numdecoy -0.0016 0.0057 -0.2805 0.7792 
Residual standard error: 0.1143 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.01842 
F-statistic: 1.229 on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 
0.2903 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt 
missalt O 
numband numshoot timecamo numtel 
numband 0 0 
numshoot O 0 
timecamo O 0 
numtel O O 









Refitting model to allow projection 




















Dim 1 missalt 
Dim 2 : numband 
0 1 
0 0.001763 -0.001763 
1 -0.001763 0.001763 
missalt:numshoot 
Dim 1 missalt 





0 -0.002647 0.002647 
1 0.002647 -0.002647 
missalt:timecamo 
Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : timecamo 
0 1 
0 0.003136 -0.003136 
1 -0.003136 0.003136 
missalt:numtel 
Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : numtel 
0 1 
0 0.005824 -0.005824 
1 -0.005824 0.005824 
missalt:numdecoy 
Dim 1 : missalt 
Dim 2 : numdecoy 
0 1 
0 0.01149 -0.01149 
1 -0.01149 0.01149 
numband:timecamo 
Dim 1 : numband 
Dim 2 : timecamo 
0 1 
0 0.006067 -0.006067 
1 -0.006067 0.006067 
numband:numdecoy 
Dim 1 : numband 
Dim 2 : numdecoy 
0 1 
0 -0.0007022 0.0007022 








Interaction Plots for MOP #1 
UAV vs. No. of Shooters Available 
UAV vs. Time out from Cammo 
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Figure E.19 - Interaction Plot of MOP 1. 
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ANOVA, PLOTS, AND LINEAR MODEL FOR SCENARIO 2 MOE 1 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) S-Plus equation used for the fractional 
factorial calculations of MOE I is listed in addition to the summary results. 
> aov.scud22 .df2<- aov (MOEl - (rnissalt + numband + nurnshoot + timecamo 
+ + nurntel + nurndecoy)~2,data = scud22big.df) 
> summary(aov.scud22.df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr (F) 
rnissalt 1 0.000306 0.00030625 0.038693 0.8441621 
numband 1 0.018906 0.01890625 2.388687 0.1230357 
nurnshoot 1 0.011025 0.01102500 1. 392940 0.2386360 
timecamo 1 0.004556 0.00455625 0.575654 0.4484840 
nurntel 1 0.000000 0.00000000 0.000000 1.0000000 
nurndecoy 1 0.006400 0.00640000 0.808600 0.3690950 
missalt:numband 1 0.002500 0.00250000 0.315859 0.5744328 
missalt:nurnshoot 1 0.007656 0.00765625 0.967320 0.3259656 
missalt:timecamo 1 0.003025 0.00302500 0.382190 0.5367981 
missalt:nurntel 1 0.020306 0.02030625 2.565568 0.1100313 
missalt:nurndecoy 1 0.015006 0.01500625 1. 895946 0.1693308 
numband:timecamo 1 0.000025 0.00002500 0.003159 0.9552105 
numband:numdecoy 1 0.000756 0.00075625 0.095547 0.7574065 
Residuals 386 3.055156 0.00791491 
> aov.scud22.df3<- aov (MOEl - (missalt + numband + nurnshoot + timecamo 
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Figure E.20 - Residual, Effects, and Fitted Value Plots ofMOE 1. 
The linear model of Scenario MOE 1 is presented below in an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance in relation to the factors. The first linear model 
calculation has only the six factors; a second linear model with all six factors and seven 
interaction affects did not prove useful in explaining the additional variability 
> lm.scud22.df3<- lm(MOEl - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + 
+ numdecoy) ,data=scud22big.df) 
> summary(lm. scud22 .df3) 
Call: lm(formula = MOEl - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel 
+ 
numdecoy), data= scud22big.df) 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 
-0.2469 -0.06006 0.007375 0.05919 0.2606 
190 
Coefficients: 
Value Std. Error t value Pr(> It I) 
(Intercept) 0.6412 0.0044 144.2988 0.0000 
missalt 0.0009 0.0044 0.1969 0.8440 
numband -0.0069 0.0044 -1.5471 0.1227 
numshoot 0.0053 0.0044 1.1814 0.2382 
timecamo 0.0034 0.0044 0.7595 0.4480 
numtel 0.0000 0.0044 0.0000 1.0000 
numdecoy -0.0040 0.0044 -0.9001 0.3686 
Residual standard error: 0.08888 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.0131 
F-statistic: 0.8691 on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is 
0.5176 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt 
missalt O 
numband 0 0 
numshoot 0 O 
tirnecamo 0 O 
numtel o O 
numdecoy 0 0 










ANOVA, PLOTS, AND LINEAR MODEL FOR SCENARIO 2 MOE 2 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) S-Plus equation used for the fractional 
factoral calculations of MOE 2 is listed in addition to the summary results. 
> aov.scud23.df2<- aov (MOE2 - (missalt + numband + nurnshoot + timecamo 
+ + numtel + numdecoy)~2,data = scud23big.df) 
> summary ( aov. scud2 3 . df2) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(F) 
rnissalt 1 20.2 20.2 0.334 0.5638929 
numband 1 1.4 1.4 0.024 0.8776760 
nurnshoot 1 0.0 0.0 0.000 1.0000000 
tirnecamo 1 33.6 33.6 0.554 0.4570751 
nurntel 1 142204.4 142204.4 2342.576 0.0000000 
nurndecoy 1 13.0 13.0 0.213 0.6443029 
missalt:numband 1 13.0 13.0 0.213 0.6443029 
missalt:numshoot 1 5.8 5.8 0.095 0.7582211 
rnissalt:tirnecamo 1 237.2 237.2 3.907 0.0488023 
rnissalt:numtel 1 47.6 47.6 0.784 0.3763825 
rnissalt:numdecoy 1 41.0 41.0 0.675 0.4119088 
numband:tirnecamo 1 39.7 39.7 0.654 0.4192465 
numband:numdecoy 1 18.5 18.5 0.305 0 .5813377 
Residuals 386 23431.9 60.7 
> aov.scud23.df3<- aov (MOE2 - (missalt + numband + nurnshoot + timecamo 
+ + nurntel + nurndecoy) ,data = scud23big. df) 
> summary (aov.scud23 .df3) 
Df Sum of Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(F) 
191 
missalt 1 20.2 20.2 0.334 0.5637046 
numband 1 1.4 1.4 0.024 0. 8776178 
numshoot 1 0.0 0.0 0.000 1.0000000 
timecamo 1 33.6 33.6 0.555 0.4568568 
numtel 1 142204.4 142204.4 2344.767 0.0000000 
numdecoy 1 13.0 13.0 0.214 0.6441434 
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Figure E.21 - Residual, Effects, and Fitted Value Plots of MOE 2. 
The linear model of Scenario MOE 2 is presented below in an attempt to explain 
the predicted measure of performance in relation to the the factors. The first linear model 
calculation has only the six factors; a second linear model with all six factors and seven 
interaction affects did not prove useful in explaining the additional variability 
> lm.scud23.df3<- lm(MOE2 - (missalt + numband + numshoot + timecamo + 
numtel + numdecoy) ,data=scud23big.df) 
> summary (lm. scud23 .df3) 
Call: lrn(formula = MOE2 - (rnissalt + numband + nurnshoot + timecamo + 
nurntel + nurndecoy), data = scud23big.df) 
Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 
192 









































Residual standard error: 7.788 on 393 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-Squared: 0.8565 
F-statistic: 391. on 6 and 393 degrees of freedom, the p-value is O 
Correlation of Coefficients: 
(Intercept) missalt 
missalt 0 
numband numshoot timecamo numtel 
numband O O 
numshoot O O 
timecamo 0 0 
numtel O O 










Interaction Plots for MOE #2 
No. of Bands vs. Time out from Cammo 
No. of Bands vs. No. of Decoys 
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Interaction Plots for MOE #2 
UAV vs. No. of Shooters Available 
UAV vs. Time out from Cammo 
UAV vs. No. of TELS in AO 
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Figure E.23 - Interaction Plot of MOE 2. 
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Figure E.24 - qqplot of MOP I Between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. 
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Figure E.25 - qqplot of MO El Between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 
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Figure E.26 - qqplot ofMOE2 Between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. 
The paired t-test between each scenario for the MOP and two MOEs is calculated 
below using Excel. 
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.. , .. _ ; -- .. w ""° .o:.amp1111 or .eans ..... -: . -·- 1 •..:.am..- or •eans , .. , .. _ . ---1•-•...-TOl'MeMI 
MOP! MOP! MOEi MOEi MOE2 
Mean 0.31511875 0.2798375 Mean O.ee7111175 0.5'125 Mean 54.305 
Variance 0.0007211153 O.OOIMll739S Vartance 0.0003711119e 0.000281 Variance 355 .01 ll5057 
Observations 18 16 Observations 18 16 Observations 16 
Pearson Cortti1ti O ..W110275i Peanon Comlalion 0.1Me3'8267 Pearson CarTelatfon 0.895024375 
Hypothesized lie 0 HypoChesized Mean 0 Hypoth-ed Mean D 0 
df 15 df 15 df 15 
tSbt 5.423258845 I Stat 4.220784837 ISbt -1.858175412 
P(Tc-t) ene-Gi 3.52422£-05 P(T-t) ene-Gll 0.000370583 P(T-t) en..ai 0.034-
t Critical ene-l>it 1.753051038 t Critical onlM>H 1.753051038 I Critical one-tail 1.753051038 
P(T-t)-.ialt 7.052.WE.05 P(T-t)- 0.000741125 P(T<at)l\M>olaH 0.0119328971 
I Critical-I 2.131450856 ICriticall\M>olal 2.131450858 ICrilicall\M>olai 2.13145089 
Table E.1 - Paired t-test for MOP 1, MOE 2, and MOE 2. 
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